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Results in Brief

Quality Assurance Assessment of the
F-35 Lightning II Program

September 30, 2013

Objective

Findings

We performed an evaluation of the F-35 Lightning II Program (F-35 Program) by conducting
a series of quality assurance assessments of
the Joint Program Office, prime contractor, and
major subcontractors. We assessed conformity
to the contractually required Aerospace
Standard (AS)9100, “Quality Management
Systems - Requirements for Aviation, Space
and Defense Organizations,” contractual
quality assurance clauses, and internal quality
assurance processes and procedures for the
following six contractors:

The F-35 Program did not sufficiently implement or flow down
technical and quality management system requirements to prevent
the fielding of nonconforming hardware and software. This could
adversely affect aircraft performance, reliability, maintainability, and
ultimately program cost. Lockheed Martin Aeronautics Company
(Lockheed Martin) and its subcontractors did not follow disciplined
AS9100 Quality Management System practices, as evidenced by
363 findings, which contained 719 issues.

• Lockheed Martin Aeronautics Company,
Fort Worth, Texas (Prime Contractor and
Aircraft Integrator);
• Northrop Grumman Aerospace Systems,
El Segundo and Palmdale, California
(Center Fuselage Integrator);
• BAE Systems, Samlesbury, United Kingdom (Aft Fuselage Integrator);

• L-3 Display Systems, Alpharetta, Georgia
(Panoramic Cockpit Display System);

• Honeywell Aerospace, Yeovil, United
Kingdom (On-Board Oxygen Generation
System); and

• United Technologies Corporation, Aerospace Systems, Fort Worth, Texas,
and Independence, Ohio (Landing
Gear System).

The Joint Program Office did not:

• Ensure that Lockheed Martin and its subcontractors
were applying rigor to design, manufacturing, and quality
assurance processes.
• Flow down critical safety item requirements.

• Ensure that Lockheed Martin flowed down quality assurance
and technical requirements to subcontractors.
• Establish an effective quality assurance organization.

• Ensure that the Defense Contract Management Agency
perform adequate quality assurance oversight.

In addition, the Defense Contract Management Agency did not:

• Sufficiently perform Government quality assurance oversight
of F-35 contractors.

Recommendations
The Joint Program Office should:

• Ensure compliance with AS9100 throughout the F-35
supply chain.

Visit us on the web at www.dodig.mil
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Recommendations Continued
• Ensure that Lockheed Martin approves all design and
material review board changes and variances with
Government concurrence.
• Perform process proofing of all critical processes to
include first article inspections.

• Modify its contracts to include a quality escape
clause to ensure the Government does not pay for
nonconforming product.
*

• Assess the impacts and risks to all delivered aircraft for
all findings.

• Implement an aviation critical safety item program that
meets the requirements of Public Law and DoD policy,
which would include flow down of requirements for a
critical safety item program to Lockheed Martin and
its subcontractors.
• Assess the impacts and risks to all delivered aircraft for
critical safety item deficiencies.

• Perform technical and quality assurance requirement flow down and verification throughout the F-35
supply chain.
• Establish an independent quality assurance organization, which has the authority and resources to enforce
the AS9100 standard and F-35 product quality.

*

• Revise the Defense Contract Management Agency
memorandum of agreement to include explicit quality
assurance oversight requirements.

A quality escape is nonconforming material that has entered the product,
supply chain, or proceeded beyond the acceptance process.

ii │ DODIG-2013-140 (Project No. D2012-DT0TAD-0003.000)

• Ensure that Defense Contract Management Agency is
performing quality assurance oversight commensurate
with product criticality.

The Defense Contract Management Agency should:

• Provide a comprehensive quality assurance oversight
plan for Joint Program Office approval to be included in
the memorandum of agreement.
• Audit the execution of the quality assurance oversight
plan throughout the F-35 supply chain.

Management Comments and
Our Response

On August 23, 2013, the Joint Program Office and the
Defense Contract Management Agency responded to the
findings and recommendations in the report. The Joint
Program Office agreed with eight recommendations,
partially agreed with two, and disagreed with one. The Joint
Program Office stated that it does not have the resources
to perform process proofing of all critical processes nor
has the responsibility or resources to perform requirement
flow down verification throughout the F-35 supply chain.
However, we disagree because it is the Joint Program Office’s
responsibility to ensure contractual compliance to prevent
nonconformances. It is also the responsibility of the Joint
Program Office to update the contract if the requirements
are deficient.
It was also our recommendation that Joint Program Office
establish an independent quality assurance organization

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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Management Comments and Our Response Continued
reporting to the Program Manager. The Joint Program Office
disagreed stating that the Defense Contract Management
Agency performs the role of the independent quality
assurance organization for the F-35. We disagree because
the Defense Contract Management Agency is not
accountable for program quality assurance goals. An
independent quality assurance organization reporting
directly to the Program Manager would ensure that
performance and reliability objectives are met.
The Defense Contract Management Agency agreed with one
recommendation and partially agreed with the second. The

Defense Contract Management Agency stated that it would
update the memorandum of agreement between the Defense
Contract Management Agency and the Joint Program Office,
regarding surveillance; however, we disagree and desire
specifics on the level of oversight at contractor facilities.
The following table identifies recommendations requiring
an additional comment by the Joint Program Office and
Defense Contract Management Agency. Please see the
Overall Findings and Recommendations section in the
report for details.

DODIG-2013-140 (Project No. D2012-DT0TAD-0003.000) │ iii

Recommendations Table
Management

Recommendations
Requiring Comment

Joint Program Office

A.3, B.2, C, D, and E.1.b

Defense Contract Management Agency

E.2.a and b

*Please provide comments by October 28, 2013.
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No Additional
Comments Required
A.1, A.2, A.4, A.5, B.1, E.1.a

INSPECTOR GENERAL
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
4800 MARK CENTER DRIVE
ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA 22350-1500

MEMORANDUM FOR PROGRAM EXECUTIVE OFFICE JOINT STRIKE FIGHTER
DIRECTOR, DEFENSE CONTRACT MANAGEMENT AGENCY

September 30, 2013

SUBJECT: Quality Assurance Assessment of the F-35 Lightning II Program
(Report No. DODIG-2013-140)

The DoD Inspector General (IG) conducted a quality assurance assessment of the F-35 Lightning II
aircraft procured from Lockheed Martin. We conducted the assessment at the Joint Program Office (JPO),
onsite at Lockheed Martin, and at the major subcontractors during FYs 2012 and 2013. Our objective was
to assess quality assurance conformity to regulatory and contractual requirements necessary for
F-35 aircraft production.

Our assessment determined that the F-35 JPO oversight of Lockheed Martin was inadequate and that the
Defense Contract Management Agency (DCMA) oversight of the contractors was ineffective. These issues
may result in nonconforming hardware, less reliable aircraft, and increased cost. Throughout the assessment,
we issued Notices of Concerns to the F-35 JPO to ensure timely corrective action of our findings. It is our
understanding that the JPO has been implementing corrective actions and the DoD IG will perform future
assessments of this critical program.

The draft version of our report made recommendations to the F-35 JPO and DCMA to ensure compliance
with quality management standards throughout the F- 35 supply chain and to assess the impacts and risks
to all delivered aircraft. We considered management comments on the draft from JPO and DCMA.
We request further comments from the JPO on Recommendations A.3, B.2, C, D, and E.1.b and from DCMA on
Recommendations E.2.a and E.2.b. Further comments should be received by October 28, 2013.
DoD Directive 7650.3 requires that recommendations be resolved promptly. If possible, send a .pdf file
containing your comments to alois.dopita@dodig.mil. Copies of your comments must have the actual signature
of the authorizing official for your organization. We are unable to accept the /Signed/ symbol in place of
the actual signature. If you arrange to send classified comments electronically, you must send them over the
SECRET Internet Protocol Router Network (SIPRNET).
We appreciate the courtesies extended to our staff. Please direct questions to Mr. Al Dopita at (703) 699-0220 or
alois.dopita@dodig.mil.

Randolph R. Stone
Deputy Inspector General
Policy and Oversight

cc: Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology and Logistics
Assistant Secretary of the Air Force (Financial Management and Comptroller)
Naval Inspector General
Auditor General, Department of the Navy
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Introduction
Objectives
Our objective was to assess the F-35 Lightning II Program (F-35 Program), Joint
Program Office (JPO), the prime contractor, and major subcontractors conformity
to the contractually required Aerospace Standard (AS)9100, “Quality Management

Systems - Requirements for Aviation, Space and Defense Organizations,” contractual
quality assurance clauses, and internal quality assurance processes and procedures.

Background

The F-35 Program is a joint, multinational acquisition to develop and field an affordable,

next-generation strike fighter aircraft for the Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, and eight
international partners: the United Kingdom, Italy, the Netherlands, Turkey, Canada,
Australia, Denmark, and Norway.

The F-35 has three variants.

The Conventional

Takeoff and Landing (CTOL), Short Takeoff and Vertical Landing (STOVL), and CarrierSuitable Variant (CV).

Lockheed Martin Aeronautics Company (Lockheed Martin) entered system development
and demonstration in October 26, 2001.

Lockheed Martin has two principal

subcontractors/suppliers, Northrop Grumman Aerospace Systems (Northrop Grumman)
and BAE Systems (BAE). Figure 1 shows the breakdown of the manufacturing for major

assemblies between Lockheed Martin and the principal subcontractors. The program

has about 1,300 other suppliers, with production occurring in 47 states and Puerto Rico.
Additionally, production is occurring in more than 600 suppliers in 30 other countries.
Figure 1. Manufacturing Breakdown of F-35 Major Assemblies
Source: Image courtesy of JPO
• Forward Fuselage
• Wings
• Leading Edges
• Aft Fuselage
• CV Wing
Fold System

• Center Fuselage
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According to the Government Accountability Office reports, JPO rebaselined the F-35

Program in 2004 following weight and performance problems and rebaselined again in
2007 because of additional cost growth and schedule delays. In March 2010, JPO declared

that the program exceeded critical cost growth thresholds established by statute—a
condition known as a Nunn-McCurdy breach. JPO continued extensive restructuring

actions during 2011 and 2012 that added more funding, extended schedules, and further
reduced aircraft procurement quantities in the near-term. The quantity of F-35 aircraft

to be procured was not changed, but restructured plans deferred the procurement

of 410 aircraft until 2017. In March 2012, JPO established a new acquisition program
baseline for the F-35 program, which incorporated all program restructuring actions. The
March 2012 baseline represented the fourth rebaseline since the program’s inception.

According to the latest acquisition strategy, the F-35 Program is one of concurrent

development, production, and sustainment with nine separate low-rate initial production
(LRIP)1 deliveries. Each LRIP represents an increasing level of maturity as additional

system capability is delivered. Each LRIP also represents its own contract that establishes
the number of aircraft to be produced and its own acquisition approach. For LRIPs

1 through 3, JPO’s acquisition approach was cost-plus incentive/award/fixed fee, but
for LRIPs 4 through 9 a fixed-price incentive (firm target) type contract is being used.

The contract fee methodologies also differ for the various efforts on each contract with

incentive fee for cost and schedule, award fee for timeliness and quality, and fixed fee for
diminishing manufacturing sources.

Quality Trend Data

F-35 Program quality metric data show improvement in scrap, rework, and repair rates and

in software and hardware quality action requests per aircraft. However, the Government

incurred and will continue to incur a significant cost for these issues, either through the
previous cost-plus incentive/award/fixed-fee contracts or via quality incentives on future

fixed-price incentive-fee contracts. As of March 2013, metric data showed that there

were, on average, 972 quality action requests per aircraft for LRIP 1, 987 for LRIP 2, 926
for LRIP 3, and 859 for LRIP 4. Scrap, rework, and repair rates on average per aircraft

were 13.82 percent for FY 2012 and 13.11 percent for FY 2013, thus showing only a

moderate change towards reducing costs. Although it would be unrealistic to expect first
production to be issue free, our contractor assessments indicate that greater emphasis
on quality assurance, requirement flow down, and process discipline is necessary, if the
Government is to attain lower program costs.
1
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LRIP as defined by the Defense Acquisition University is the “effort intended to result in completion of manufacturing
development in order to ensure adequate and efficient manufacturing capability and to produce the minimum quantity
necessary to provide production or production-representative articles for Initial Operational Test and Evaluation.”
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Assessment Criteria
AS9100 Standard
The F-35 LRIP contracts require that the contractor comply with AS9100. We performed
our assessments to the AS9100C standard because it was the current version at the time

of the assessments, and any defense contractor obtaining certification would be required
to meet that standard.

The AS9100C standard breaks down quality assurance requirements into five
major clauses:

• Quality Management System,
• Management Responsibility,
• Resource Management,

• Product Realization, and

• Measurement, Analysis, and Improvement.

The Quality Management System, Management Responsibility, and Resource
Management clauses require the organization to have a quality assurance management

organization that has all the resources and authority to affect the end-item quality of
the product. In addition, it requires the organization to have a quality assurance manual
and strict controls over all documentation, data, and procedures that affect the quality

of the product. Product Realization covers the activities and processes necessary to
bring a product into existence.

Product realization is broken down further in AS9100 as follows:
• Planning of Product Realization,
• Customer-Related Processes,
• Design and Development,
• Purchasing,

• Production and Service Provision, and

• Control of Monitoring and Measuring Equipment.

Planning of Product Realization requires the organization to develop processes needed
for design and development of product and includes elements such as procedures,
quality assurance records, resource requirements, safety and reliability programs, and

DODIG-2013-140 │ 3
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inspection and test. Design and Development includes requirements that cover planning,

inputs, outputs, review, verification, validation, and control of changes as related to
design and development. Purchasing requires the organization to ensure that the

purchased product conforms to specified purchase requirements and that all products
purchased from suppliers are verified against purchase agreement requirements. The

Production and Service Provision requires the organization to ensure that production is
accomplished under controlled conditions using drawings and specifications, work

instructions, production tools and software programs, monitoring and measuring
equipment, and evidence that all production and inspection/verification operations have
been completed as planned.

Measurement, Analysis, and Improvement requires the organization to ensure the
product continuously improves. The clause includes customer satisfaction, internal

audit, monitoring and measuring processes and product, and control of nonconforming
products to ensure continual improvement.

Aviation Critical Safety Items Requirements
In addition to AS9100, we assessed the JPO and the contractor’s implementation of

aviation critical safety items (CSIs) requirements. A CSI is a part, assembly, or support

equipment whose failure could cause loss of life, permanent disability or major injury,
loss of a system, or significant equipment damage. Special attention should be paid to

CSIs to prevent the potential catastrophic or critical consequences of failure. CSIs require

special handling, engineering, manufacturing, and inspection documentation to control
and ensure safety of flight.

Public Law 108-136, Section 802, “Quality control in procurement of aviation CSIs and
related services,” requires DoD to prescribe a quality control policy for the procurement
of aviation CSIs. Joint Service CSI Instruction, “Management of Aviation Critical Safety
Items,” implements the DoD CSI program and establishes the policies, procedures, and

responsibilities to manage CSI. The Joint Aeronautical Commanders Group (JACG), “JACG
Aviation Critical Safety Item Handbook,” implements the policies in the Joint Service CSI

Instruction and describes the technical and quality assurance requirements for a Prime
Contractor CSI program.

Statutory and Regulatory Requirements
Additionally, we assessed the compliance of applicable statutory and regulatory
requirements to include requirements in the Federal Acquisition Regulation;

4 │ DODIG-2013-140
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DoD Instruction 5000.02, “Operation of the Defense Acquisition System,” Enclosure 4; and
DoD 4140.1-R, “ DoD Supply Chain Materiel Management Regulation,” Section C3.6.

Quality Assurance Assessment Process

To evaluate the JPO’s management of the F-35 quality assurance program, we performed

a series of quality assurance assessments of JPO, prime contractor, and major
subcontractors.

We assessed conformity to the contractually required, AS9100,

contractual quality assurance clauses, internal quality assurance processes, and
procedures for the following six contractors:

• Lockheed Martin Aerospace Company, Fort Worth, Texas (Prime Contractor
and Aircraft Integrator);

• Northrop Grumman Aerospace Systems, El Segundo and Palmdale, California
(Center Fuselage Integrator);

• BAE, Samlesbury, United Kingdom (Aft Fuselage Integrator);

• L-3 Display Systems (L-3), Alpharetta, Georgia (Panoramic Cockpit
Display System);

• Honeywell Aerospace (Honeywell), Yeovil, United Kingdom (On-Board Oxygen
Generation System); and

• United Technologies Corporation, Aerospace Systems (UTAS), Fort Worth,
Texas and Independence, Ohio (Landing Gear System).

We selected the contractors based on product criticality and risk. For each assessment,

we established teams of engineering and subject matter experts who assessed to the
AS9100C Quality Management System standard.

The subject matter expert teams

consisted of 14 to 18 quality assurance engineers, trained and certified in AS9100, who
had an average of 15 years of quality assurance audit experience. Additionally, at the

Lockheed Martin, Northrop Grumman, and BAE assessments, we included a team that
evaluated the aviation CSI process.

This assessment focused on quality management system compliance. We did not

examine whether financial restitution was granted for nonconformances, variances,
waivers, deviations, etc.

DODIG-2013-140 │ 5
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Notice of Concern
At the conclusion of each contractor assessment, we issued a notice of concern (NOC) to
the JPO to ensure timely corrective action of each finding. The NOCs included the detailed
findings from that location to ensure prompt resolution.

Classification and Categorization of Findings
We wrote 363 findings that identified a total of 719 issues for the six2 contractor

assessments performed. There were multiple issues identified in most of the findings
with the majority of issues were violations of the AS9100C Quality Management

System standard. For each of the assessments, we classified the findings as major
nonconformances, minor nonconformances, or opportunities for improvement (OFIs).
Each finding received an additional technical review for accuracy and classification.

As defined by the AS9101 standard, a major nonconformance is a nonfulfillment of a

requirement that is likely to result in the failure of the quality management system or
reduce its ability to ensure controlled processes or compliant products/services. A

minor nonconformance is a nonfulfillment of a requirement that is not likely to result in
the failure of the quality management system or reduce its ability to ensure controlled

processes or compliant products or services. An OFI is an industry best practice where

a specific requirement does not exist. This report focuses on the major findings for each
respective contractor.

The table shows the breakdown of major, minor, and OFI findings for each of the
site assessments.

Table. Major/Minor/OFI Finding Totals at Each Site*
Location

Major

Minor

OFI

Lockheed Martin

28

42

0

Northrop Grumman

23

42

1

BAE

36

44

2

L-3 Communications

25

30

1

Honeywell

18

20

0

UTAS

17

34

0

Total

147

212

4

*Findings include those written against JPO and DCMA during the respective assessments.

2
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We conducted a pre-assessment visit at Honeywell, Phoenix, Arizona. Although the site was not selected for assessment,
we wrote one finding against the Defense Contract Management Agency.

0
0
0
0

Quality Policy - 5.3
Planning - 5.4
Resp/Authority/Communication - 5.5
5
0
1

OFI

16

Regulatory

9

Continous Improvement - 8.5

2

Analysis of Data - 8.4

4

Control of Nonconforming Product - 8.3

13

Monitoring & Measurement Processes - 8.2

34

Measurement & Analysis - 8.1

40

Monitoring & Measurement Equipment - 7.6

100

Production and Service Provision - 7.5

32

Purchasing - 7.4

Design & Development - 7.3

Customer-Related Processes - 7.2

Lockheed Martin
UTAS
Honeywell
BAE Systems
Northrop Grumman
L-3 Communication

Planning of Product Realization - 7.1

0

Work Environment - 6.4

0

Infrastructure - 6.3

20

Human Resources - 6.2

60

Provisions & Resources - 6.1

80

Management Review - 5.6

1

Customer Focus - 5.2

1

Management - 5.1

40

QMS-Documentation - 4.2

0
QMS-General - 4.1

Introduction

For each of the contractor assessments, we categorized the findings by the

relevant AS9100C clause. Figure 2 provides the breakdown of these findings for the

overall assessment

Figure 2. Categorization of Findings

No. of Findings

92

46
37

10
16
4
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Contractor Assessments
Lockheed Martin Aeronautics Company
(Prime Contractor)
(Fort Worth, Texas)

Lockheed Martin is the prime contractor and lead integrator for the F-35 Program.
Lockheed Martin manufactures the forward fuselage and wings and performs final
integration and final aircraft verification at the Fort Worth, Texas, facility (Figure 3).

Our assessment of Lockheed Martin resulted in 70 findings that identified weaknesses
in Lockheed Martin’s implementation of an AS9100 Quality Management System. Many
of the issues documented in the findings indicate additional F-35 Program risks that

could impact cost, schedule, and performance. We wrote an additional 24 findings

against Lockheed Martin stemming from our assessments at its subcontractor sites
(7 at L-3 Communications, 5 at Northrop Grumman, 7 at BAE, and 5 at UTAS). Figure 4
provides the Lockheed Martin findings by AS9100 clause with the following sections
summarizing significant issues documented during the assessment.

Figure 3. Lockheed Martin Assembly Line

8 │ DODIG-2013-140

Source: Image courtesy of Lockheed Martin

Contractor Assessments
Figure 4. Lockheed Martin Findings
No. of Findings
20

18

Minor Findings
Major Findings
OFI

15

10
8

7

1

OFI

0

Regulatory

Continous Improvement - 8.5

0

Analysis of Data - 8.4

0

Monitoring & Measurement Processes - 8.2

Measurement & Analysis - 8.1

Monitoring & Measurement Equipment - 7.6

Resp/Authority/Communication - 5.5

1

0

Production and Service Provision - 7.5

Planning - 5.4

0

Purchasing - 7.4

Quality Policy - 5.3

0

Customer-Related Processes - 7.2

Customer Focus - 5.2

0

Planning of Product Realization - 7.1

0

Work Environment - 6.4

0

Infrastructure - 6.3

0

Provisions & Resources - 6.1

0

Management Review - 5.6

0

Management - 5.1

QMS-Documentation - 4.2

QMS-General - 4.1

0

3

3

2

Control of Nonconforming Product - 8.3

4

3

Human Resources - 6.2

5

0

10

Design & Development - 7.3

10

Documentation Requirements (4.2)
We wrote several findings regarding documentation control. For example, the material

data system that automatically records the cumulative product excursion time3 of

composites prior to curing requires corrective action. When products required a
secondary lay-up, the excursion time continued to accumulate in the material data

system, even though the product cured. To preclude the appearance that the materiel
had exceeded its useful life, operators were overriding the automated materiel data
system with manual entries. We could not determine if these manual entries accurately

reflected the actual excursion time of the material. The ability of operators to override

the recorded excursion time data prevents the data record from reflecting whether
the final product conformed to requirements.
3

The excursion time reflects the amount of time available for the operator to use the material, typically for bonding agents.
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Other findings documented similar record control deficiencies including maintenance of

flight line security logs and unclear record retention requirements. In addition, several
procedures, checklists, and program plans were in use prior to approval and formal

release. Lockheed Martin personnel were using unapproved (without engineering and
quality assurance approval) procedures for 18 months. The unapproved procedures
were used to control the vacuum hold-down fixtures for both the flexible overhead
gantry machining and coordinate measurement machine. In addition, the manufacturing

plans for the wing systems and wing structures were labeled as “uncontrolled/for
reference only,” although they were used by the planning department to develop the
work instruction for aircraft assembly. Maintaining accurate product records and

controlling process documentation is necessary to ensure that the product meets
engineering and customer requirements.

Human Resources (6.2)

Competence, Training, and Awareness (6.2.2).

We found Lockheed Martin’s

management had not updated the employee training requirement to reflect actual

training needs. The Learning Management System included 80 employees with expired
certifications such as ejection seat installation and removal, F-35 egress system safety,
and explosives care, handling, and storage.

In addition, employee training plans

identified training certifications that were not required for the jobs those employees

were performing. In another example, 37 operators were working on flight hardware

in a foreign object debris/damage (FOD)-control area without current certifications.
A subsequent major finding, noted later in this report (see paragraph 7.5.5), documented
that FOD was discovered in FOD-critical and FOD-control areas.

Training ensures

operators are cognizant of the latest industry standards and techniques; it also provides

increased awareness. The lack of management attention to certification requirements of
employees working in aircraft assembly areas places the delivered product at risk.

Planning of Product Realization (7.1)

We identified several major findings in Lockheed Martin’s Planning of Product
Realization. A major finding noted that Lockheed Martin’s shop floor planning contained

incorrect verification steps that resulted in verifications either not being completed or

unnecessary. For example, the center wing mate assembly work instruction required
torque verification for fasteners; however, fasteners involved in this operation did not

require torqueing. In another instance, the wing systems installation work instructions
required performing two verifications; one for verification of the electrical bond and

the other for electrical resistance. A review of drawing requirements and discussions
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with personnel noted that the operators were not required to perform the electrical
resistance verification, even though it was later determined to be required. Finally, the

wing system installation work instructions identified two different inspection criteria for
electrical bond resistance inspection; however, it did not specify which one applied.

Another major finding noted that manufacturing documentation did not identify an
inspection requirement that would verify that sealing of fasteners on skin installations met

dimensional requirements. Specifically, the drawing specified minimum fillet dimensions
for integral fuel tank sealing; however, the dimensions were only inspected visually and

were not measured. Sealing adds weight to the aircraft and because measurements were
not taken, it is unclear whether this would be accounted for in final system performance.

Planning and procedures in several process areas lacked sufficient detail to provide

adequate work instructions. For example, in the metal machining areas, the procedures
did not identify details regarding part cleaning, setup, and mechanical clamping; and
in the wing assembly area, the fillet sealing tools were not identified in the procedure,

and personnel were using unspecified tools. Also, a specification for the integral fuel
tank sealing had numerous errors in the graphics depicting dimensional identification
along with missing, incomplete, or incorrect dimensional lines. In the wing box

integration area of the facility, the planning did not detail numerous operations for

skin panel cover closeout. This lack of precise and accurate work instructions could

result in nonconformances later in processing or after fielding, thus causing schedule
delays and additional program costs.

A major finding noted that Lockheed Martin was not implementing its diminishing

manufacturing sources and materiel shortages (DMSMS) process in accordance

with internal procedures. For example, Lockheed Martin did not always include the
requirement for the delivery of bills of materials in its supplier statement of work (SOW)
and did not always upload subtier supplier bills of materials into its obsolescence-

forecasting tool. This precluded Lockheed Martin from proactively managing DMSMS.

Cost metrics provided by Lockheed Martin indicate that the cost of DMSMS has been
increasing. Proactive management of DMSMS is critical for containing program cost.

Lockheed Martin had not assessed the use of lead-free electronic parts throughout the

F-35 Program as required by its own corporate requirements, “Lockheed Martin
Corporation Lead-Free Control Plan.” Lockheed Martin did not flow down a lead-free

control plan requirement to its suppliers. The use of lead-free electronic parts in critical
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applications increases the risk to component service life, reliability, airworthiness, and
safety because of tin whisker growth.4

A final major finding identified that Lockheed Martin did not always define the capability

confirmation criteria used for acceptance of aircraft. In some cases, confirmation criteria
did not include clearly measurable and verifiable acceptance criteria, or were not traceable

to source data necessary to confirm the required capability. As a result, acceptance of
F-35 aircraft depends on the judgment of individual subject matter experts without the

use of clearly measurable and verifiable acceptance criteria to confirm the capability of
the aircraft. Unclear capability confirmation criteria in the configuration and capability
description documents can lead to inconsistencies or quality escapes5 during acceptance

of LRIP aircraft.

Configuration Management (7.1.3).

Our assessment identified that Lockheed

Martin neither adequately provided review or approved of engineering change
submittals made by Lockheed Martin’s critical suppliers. Specifically, Lockheed Martin

neither approved or disapproved all L-3 major changes nor provided concurrence in

classification for all minor changes submitted by L-3 and UTAS. L-3 submitted 8 major

engineering change proposals to Lockheed Martin since May 7, 2007, with no evidence
of approval or disapproval, and 14 minor changes through engineering change notices

during 2011, with no response for “concurrence in classification.” This indicates a
breakdown in a basic quality assurance process used to ensure that Lockheed Martin’s

systems engineering understand and agree or disagree with supplier product changes.

Another major finding noted that Lockheed Martin did not require L-3 to perform
configuration status accounting for LRIP 1 through 5 delivered aircraft. Failure to require

suppliers to perform configuration status accounting of delivered hardware can result
in the inability to provide hardware traceability in support of failure analysis, system
upgrades, and supportability of the aircraft. Lockheed Martin’s configuration management

processes did not define configuration management board membership and authorities.

In addition, the configuration management plan, imposed on BAE by Lockheed Martin,
had invalid references and processes for BAE to follow.

Design and Development (7.3)

Design and Development Planning (7.3.1). A major finding identified that Lockheed
Martin was delivering F-35 aircraft that did not meet required interchangeability4
5
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replaceability contract requirements dating back to 2001. This deficiency was identified

in May 2009 by the Defense Contract Management Agency (DCMA). Lockheed Martin

identified this as a high-risk item and developed a 35-step plan for mitigation; however,
final mitigation is not expected to be complete until 2015. The interchangeabilityreplaceability plan was to validate through demonstration 277 interchangeabilityreplaceability components that were primarily comprised of aircraft skin assemblies. At

the time of our assessment, 273 demonstrations were still required and it was estimated
that 150 aircraft would be fielded before completing the plan. This will inevitably
create fielded aircraft components that are not interchangeable or additional cost to the
Government for bringing fielded aircraft up to specification.

A software safety engineer was not assigned to the software development integrated

product team (IPT), as required by the Software Development Plan, to ensure that
software meets all safety requirements. Without adequate product evaluation of mission
system software, Lockheed Martin cannot ensure aircraft safety requirements are met.

Lockheed Martin’s Mission Systems Software Development Plan did not address all the
requirements of failure mode testing specified in the Air Systems Software Development
Plan. Additionally, the Test Readiness Review for air system software block 2A did not

contain exit criteria, as required by the Systems Engineering Plan. If requirements are

not specified in the program plans, and technical reviews do not contain exit criteria, the
aircraft design may not meet all program requirements.

Lockheed Martin was not providing adequate management of the development efforts at

critical suppliers. Multiple findings were written regarding Lockheed Martin’s failure to

flow down development planning requirements. During the UTAS assessment, we found
that Lockheed Martin flowed down the F-35 Brake/Skid Control System performance-

based specification with incomplete and conflicting specification requirements and did
not flow down required safety and mission-critical function information. Additionally,

Lockheed Martin provided incomplete, conflicting, and ambiguous system requirements
in the Panoramic Cockpit Display performance specification to L-3.

During the Northrop Grumman assessment, we identified that Lockheed Martin did not
maintain mission systems requirements traceability to the software-level requirements.

Specifically, the requirements were not derived from or traceable to the allocated
software requirements and the top-level system requirements. Untraceable requirements
cannot be verified for impact on system performance. In addition, Lockheed Martin did

not maintain the air system block plan to reflect current capabilities planned for the
F-35 Program software blocks. The plan had not been updated since August 2008 and did
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not reflect current block planning, which would define air system capabilities. As a result,
there is no authoritative document defining current and planned software capabilities.

Without a current air systems block plan, software program capabilities may not be
implemented when required.

During the BAE assessment, we identified that Lockheed Martin was not ensuring that BAE

was working to the current revision of the software development plan for the F-35 mission
systems software. Software products developed by BAE using outdated mission systems

requirements may not contain current development processes and acceptance criteria.
In addition, several of the F-35 subsystem, software development plans did not include

software maintenance, even though the software was already in the maintenance phase.

For some critical design reviews (CDRs), Lockheed Martin did not establish or require
exit criteria. Additionally, Lockheed Martin did not formally close all design review action
items and did not disposition or approve the UTAS failure modes, effects, and criticality
analysis (FMECA) reports for the main and nose landing gear.

The lack of part interchangeability, insufficient requirement flow down, and open design
review action items, as well as failing to evaluate and approve or disapprove engineering
deliverables represent product instability and risk.

Purchasing (7.4)

Our assessment documented several findings citing inadequacies in Lockheed Martin’s
oversight of its suppliers and management of subcontractor deliverables. For example,

a major finding noted that Lockheed Martin did not manage subcontractor deliverables
in accordance with the approved process. Many of the deliverables identified in the

subcontract SOW and associated subcontractor deliverable requirements lists had not

been delivered or were delivered more than 2 years late without follow-up by Lockheed
Martin. Several of these deliverables; such as the software development plan, configuration
management process plan, manufacturing plan, electronic bill of materials, advanced
quality assurance plan, and acceptance test plan; still require concurrence or approval

by Lockheed Martin. Additionally, the data management system for tracking the status of
supplier deliverables contained inconsistent information with requirements contained in
the subcontract deliverable requirements lists.

Several other findings noted inconsistencies in the supplier management and control

process. For example, Lockheed Martin did not always conduct supplier evaluations as
required. Additionally, the evaluation process for software suppliers did not adequately

identify requirements for supplier approval and control, such as a detailed supplier
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approval process, detailed oversight strategy, supplier risk levels, and the periodicity for

supplier selection audits or in-process supplier audits. These evaluations are a primary
input into the supplier rating program. In another finding, several suppliers were issued

corrective action requests; however, these suppliers were delinquent in responding to
the requests and Lockheed Martin did not follow-up to determine the status. Lockheed
Martin cannot ensure suppliers are meeting program requirements without a robust
supplier management system.

Production and Service Provisions (7.5)
Control of Production and Service Provision (7.5.1). Lockheed Martin was not
following established procedures to maintain production control. For example, several

mechanics were violating procedures by not wearing gloves while installing the fasteners
for the wing close-up operation. These particular fasteners have a chemical film dry lube

coating on the threads and require gloves to avoid contamination during installation. In

addition, an operator performing the nutplate push test for the CTOL wing was not pushing
the required amount of time at each test point resulting in uncertainty that proper epoxy
adhesion was obtained.

Two findings documented a lack of adherence to procedures regarding rework and repair
documentation. Lockheed Martin performed rework on the Rear Spar Brackets without

issuing a quality assurance report. Another finding identified undocumented damage to
the aluminum shims of an aircraft assembly. Assembly personnel notified the supervisor
of the approximate 3x12 inch damaged area to the aluminum shims; however, they

did not write a nonconformance report in compliance with Lockheed Martin process.
Nonconforming product should be identified and dispositioned by the appropriate
engineering expertise to ensure sufficient repair and eliminate future occurrences. As a
result, a serious quality escape could occur, affecting reliability or safety of flight.
Production Process Verification (7.5.1.1).

Several First Article Inspection (FAI)6

findings were documented against Lockheed Martin. The purpose of FAI is to obtain a
representative production sample and ensure that all key design characteristics have
been achieved, critical processes are controlled, and unit-to-unit repeatability is attained.

A major finding documented several deficiencies with Lockheed Martin’s application of
the FAI process. Specifically, Lockheed Martin applied AS9102 guideline requirements
inconsistently. AS9102 establishes the requirements for performing and documenting
6

AS9102 defines FAI as, “A complete, independent, and documented physical and functional inspection process to verify
that prescribed production methods have produced an acceptable item as specified by engineering drawings, planning,
purchase order, engineering specifications, and/or other applicable design documents.”
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FAIs. Lockheed Martin imposed this standard on all suppliers of F-35 critical assemblies;

however, it did not require conformance to AS9102 on a product fabricated within its own

facility. In addition, Lockheed Martin’s FAI process focused primarily on a 100‑percent

inspection of products that met engineering requirements and did not include verification

of process stability and personnel proficiency. These tenets are required by AS9102, on
which Lockheed Martin based its FAI plan. Finally, AS9102 does not exclude assemblies

from FAIs, but Lockheed Martin excluded FAIs on major assemblies such as the wings,
tail, forward, center, and aft fuselage sections of the aircraft. Many process changes
at Lockheed Martin were occurring in the major assembly areas and involved moving

tooling and equipment to perform out-of-station work. According to AS9102, changes
in manufacturing processes, location of manufacture, tooling, or materials provide the
rationale for performing or reperforming full or partial FAIs. Overall, Lockheed Martin’s
FAI process was ineffective, as evidenced by the numerous planning, tooling, and
training deficiencies documented.

We found that Lockheed Martin flowed down conflicting FAI requirements to BAE and

Northrop Grumman. Specifically, the contractually imposed AS9102 standard requires
that FAIs be performed on all components, including assemblies. However, Lockheed

Martin’s FAI plan exempts many of the major assemblies and subassemblies from FAIs.

This conflict resulted in many items not receiving FAIs. Additionally at L-3, Lockheed
Martin had approved variances for L-3 to ship display units and electronics units to
Lockheed Martin without completing FAIs; another indicator of Lockheed Martin’s
disregard for the FAI process.

Failure to adequately perform FAIs could impact the F-35 Program’s ability to achieve
process stability and successfully meet program global production rate goals. The lack

of process stability will increase costs and schedule because of discrepant hardware and
quality escapes.

Control of Production Equipment, Tools, and Software Programs (7.5.1.3). The
assessment identified a major deficiency with documenting the control of manufacturing
tooling used on the F-35 Program. Lockheed Martin personnel were using discrepant
sealant mixing equipment for production. Without engineering approval or analysis,

Lockheed Martin personnel were mixing the sealant (for the skin installation of the
left aft wingbox) at twice the required time to compensate for the discrepant machine.

Furthermore, the compensation time used was incorrect, thus resulting in possible over
mixing of the sealant. Other findings noted that additional equipment was not maintained,
including the vacuum system equipment used for composite machining operations,
another sealant mixer, and software for computer numerically controlled machines.
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Preservation of Product (7.5.5). We documented major findings related to control
of FOD and shelf-life material. For instance, controls were inadequate to prevent FOD

from being introduced onto the production floor. A DoD Office of Inspector General
(OIG) walkthrough identified FOD within FOD-critical areas located in the final assembly

production area and flight line run stations. Examples include metal shavings found
throughout the left air intake of the aircraft, leaking fluid from a bagged hydraulic line,
and a paper tag below the aircraft. FOD was also identified in FOD-control areas located
in the electronic mate, alignment system, and final assembly production areas. Examples

include metal shavings found in the cockpit of the aircraft; and metal fasteners, wood

fibers, and miscellaneous tools and debris throughout the production area. Another
major finding documented several incidents where wiring harness protective connector

caps were missing. The caps are designed to prevent both FOD and electrostatic damage
to aircraft components and circuitry during manufacturing.

We found expired composite material and a process lay-up kit with improperly identified

shelf life and excursion times. These items were not impounded to prevent unintended

use. Failure to properly identify and maintain traceability of shelf-life material may lead
to use of material that does not meet specifications, potentially resulting in degraded
material performance and failure.

Control of Nonconforming Product (8.3)
Airframes measured using the laser alignment system routinely did not meet mate
and alignment drawing requirements; however, Lockheed Martin did not identify that
the airframes were discrepant. Numerous airframes for all three aircraft variants have

been integrated into end-item flight hardware and processed through final assembly
but Lockheed Martin did not identify and disposition the nonconformances. Two other

findings identified three separate instances when “Open” nonconformances were not
identified and subsequently removed in accordance with procedures. The effective
identification, review, and disposition of nonconforming product is essential to prevent
processing of defective hardware into the aircraft.

Improvement (8.5)

Corrective Action (8.5.2). We wrote several findings regarding Lockheed Martin’s

corrective action process. At the L-3 assessment, Lockheed Martin approved variances
that waived performance requirements for the electronics and display units.

The

variances did not contain documented corrective actions that would prevent the need for

repeated variance requests. There were 17 performance variances on the display unit
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and 8 performance variances on the electronic unit. L-3 continues to produce and deliver
electronics and display units with performance issues under these variances.

At the Northrop Grumman assessment, the software tool (Eagle Speed) that Lockheed
Martin provided to Northrop Grumman did not include identification and recording of
software nonconformance root cause as required in the F-35 mission systems software
development plan. This tool tracks and manages mission systems software problem
anomaly and software problem reports. Without identification of the root cause of

software problems, Lockheed Martin cannot conduct effective corrective action to
address software deficiencies.

Joint Program Office Oversight of Lockheed Martin
The CSI findings documented at Lockheed Martin, Northrop Grumman, and BAE Systems
indicate that JPO had not established a CSI program for the F-35 Program.

JPO had not flowed down a contractual requirement to Lockheed Martin (and
subsequently, its subtier suppliers) to implement a CSI management program in
accordance with Public Law and DoD Policy. CSIs require special handling, engineering,

manufacturing, and inspection documentation to control and ensure safety of flight.
Without a CSI program, there is an increased safety risk to the aircraft and warfighter.

Another major finding noted that JPO had not funded Lockheed Martin to create a
DMSMS process and had not developed a DMSMS Program Management Plan; causing a

significant cost risk to the program. However, according JPO, JPO was in the process of
funding a DMSMS program.

We also identified that JPO did not establish definitive exit criteria for the block

2A Air System Test Readiness Review, reducing the probability that the system is ready
to proceed into formal test. JPO systems engineering and risk management plans
require contractors to continuously assess the F-35 Program risks. However, JPO was not
reviewing and documenting program risks during the Program Management Advisory
Board meetings or the risk-level management reviews. Without active participation

in systems engineering, risk management, and lifecycle logistics planning for the
F-35 Program, JPO cannot ensure that all program requirements will be met.

Lockheed Martin Assessment Summary

Our assessment of Lockheed Martin’s quality management system, processes and

procedures indicated a lack of discipline in complying with AS9100 requirements. This
will result in nonconforming hardware, less reliable aircraft, and increased cost.
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Manufacturing planning and process qualification were not at the level commensurate
with current and planned production levels.

In general, documentation contained

inaccurate and incorrect verification steps and lacked sufficient detail to provide
adequate work instructions. This indicates that processes remain immature and that
assembly instructions require immediate updating.

Lockheed Martin’s management of requirements; including those flowed down to
suppliers in the areas of design, configuration management, software, and FAI; were not

always clearly defined, approved, maintained, and verified for compliance. In addition, the
requirements provided conflicting direction. Without clear and accurate requirements,
Lockheed Martin cannot ensure that flight hardware meets F-35 Program requirements.

Finally, Lockheed Martin was not committed to FOD control. Workers were in the
assembly areas with expired FOD certification, and discipline was generally lacking in

FOD-control and FOD-critical areas. The inspection team noted substantial FOD in
and around the aircraft; these FOD deficiencies continued even after Lockheed Martin

management shut down the line twice to correct noted deficiencies during the OIG
assessment. An ineffective FOD program can result in damage to F-35 aircraft and is a
safety flight issue.

Northrop Grumman
(El Segundo and Palmdale, California)
Northrop Grumman is one
of Lockheed Martin’s principal subcontractors. Northrop

Grumman manufactures the
center fuselage and weapons
bay doors of the aircraft.
The

manufacturing

opera-

tions are divided between

two manufacturing facilities:
El Segundo and Palmdale,
California.
team

is

The engineering

located

at

Figure 5. F-35 Center Fuselage at the Palmdale, CA,
Manufacturing Facility
Source: Photo courtesy of Northrop Grumman

the

El Segundo facility. That facility also produces the composite skins and weapons bay
doors. The Palmdale facility develops and integrates the center fuselage component;

including the tail cap antenna, composite panels and covers, in-flight operable doors,
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arresting gear system, weapons bay door drive system, fire protection system, and

multiple mission systems provided by its suppliers. Figure 5 shows the center fuselage
on the integrated assembly line at the Palmdale facility.

Our assessment of Northrop Grumman resulted in 66 findings that identified deficiencies
in Northrop Grumman’s implementation of the AS9100 Quality Management System.
As part of our assessment of Northrop Grumman, we wrote several findings regarding

the effectiveness of Lockheed Martin requirements flow down to suppliers. Figure 6

provides the Northrop Grumman findings by AS9100 clause with the following sections
summarizing significant issues documented during the assessment.
Figure 6. Northrop Grumman Findings
No. of Findings
25

23

Minor Findings
Major Findings
OFI
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Planning of Product Realization (7.1)
Our assessment documented several deficiencies in the area of Product Planning and
Realization. We noted that the temperature and relative humidity parameters in the

automated paint system were not programmed to required specifications, and operators
changed the parameter limits without management approval. In two other instances, the
required torque value was not included in the process work instructions. Specifically,

the torque paint application and special hole finish verification were not included in the
process work instructions. A third finding documented a similar deficiency with adhesive

application and cure times. We could not determine if these required parameters had
been met or verified. Product reliability and repeatability relies on explicit process work

instructions, and Northrop Grumman needs to assess the risk to and impact on delivered
hardware resulting from these deficiencies.

Customer-Related Processes (7.2)
Customer Communication (7.2.3). Northrop Grumman did not provide DCMA with

adequate access to Northrop Grumman command media or other enterprise systems
to effectively administer its delegated contract oversight functions. Specifically, DCMA
Palmdale requires access to corrective and preventative action databases, internal audits,
metrics, policies, processes, and procedures.

The lack of access to program information prevented DCMA from effectively

administering Northrop Grumman Palmdale contracts as required by the Federal
Acquisition Regulation/Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement and
monitoring JPO’s expectations for cost, schedule, and performance.

Design and Development (7.3)

Design and Development Planning (7.3.1). We documented deficiencies with the
software development processes for engineering software releases. Northrop Grumman

released five engineering software versions of the mission systems software to Lockheed

Martin without a formal documented product test, including the test plan for changed

requirements and the test results. Instead, Northrop Grumman’s practice was to test
software releases only at the unit/module level. Northrop Grumman stated that software
test performed at the unit level versus assembly level are done informally; therefore,

no records were retained. In addition, the Software Safety Engineer was not actively
participating in software product evaluations to review and assess safety assurance-level
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requirements as required by the Software Development Plan. The assessment reviewed
four software product evaluations; however, records indicated that the Software Safety
Engineer had participated in only one of four evaluations.

Software testing at the unit/module level creates an integration risk because modular
testing may not have been sufficient to verify software interoperability issues.

Purchasing (7.4)

We cited deficiencies in Northrop Grumman’s flow down of supplier requirements and

supplier submittal of contract deliverable data. Some purchase orders showed incorrect

part or material revision information. In one example, the purchase order for carbon fiber
material did not include specification revision information. Northrop Grumman relied on

the composite material supplier to determine the correct version of the ordered products.
Receiving inspection personnel could not verify the correct versions of parts or materials

received due to the lack of part revision information on the purchase order. Therefore, the

material was accepted and used in production without engineering approval or verification
of correct version. Without revision information in purchase orders, receiving inspection
personnel cannot verify that correct versions of parts or materials are received, and that
incorrect parts and materials are not introduced into production.

We sampled several of Northrop Grumman’s automated purchase orders and found that

the purchase orders did not include the means to identify specification revisions on raw

material receiving reports. Because of the significance of this finding, Northrop Grumman

initiated an in-depth investigation to determine the impact to delivered hardware. Other

findings documented that Northrop Grumman was not following its supplier management
procedures. Suppliers rated with a “red,” or high-risk supplier scorecard rating were still

allowed to conduct self-inspections of material shipped to Northrop Grumman. Northrop
Grumman should have imposed additional inspections to ensure material conformity.

Production and Service Provision (7.5)

Control of Production and Service Provision (7.5.1). Our assessment found evidence
of incomplete manufacturing and quality assurance records and a lack of adherence to
released process procedures. A major finding noted that Northrop Grumman did not
ensure that all quality assurance verification operations were completed. Northrop

Grumman did not complete several quality inspection/verification steps in shop orders
for manufacturing the Integrated Power Package Door Mechanism and the Collector Panel.
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We noted that Northrop Grumman personnel did not follow released work instructions.
The operators were not following the process work instruction for setting the composite

cutting blade depth prior to the cut. The operator set a depth that did not agree with the
work instruction. In another example, during center fuselage buildup operations, fuel

sealant had been applied to incorrect areas. The operator stated that the area sealed

was no longer a “stay out zone” on the hardware; however, the work instructions had

not been updated to reflect engineering’s agreement to the change. In addition, two
records documenting that the sealant application on several CTOL tail fins had not been
completed. Our assessment identified several more manufacturing deficiencies.

• Composite cumulative adhesive shelf-life times were not recorded for some
composite materials.

• The liquid shim application process was not in compliance with
documented procedures.

• Drill bit life was not being tracked. Drill bit life should be tracked to ensure
dimensional compliance.

Production Process Verification (7.5.1.1). We noted that Northrop Grumman had not
performed or completed FAIs on all F-35 center fuselage variant assemblies. A review

of Northrop Grumman’s FAI status and schedule data noted that FAIs were initiated
but never completed for LRIP 4 variants. Northrop Grumman discontinued performing

FAIs in accordance with Lockheed Martin’s direction as stipulated in the July 20, 2011,
released FAI plan. The Lockheed Martin FAIs Plan is in direct conflict with the SOW.
Completion of FAIs on the F-35 center fuselage variant assemblies is essential to verify
that the production process is capable of producing assemblies that meet requirements.

Control of Production Equipment, Tools, and Software Programs (7.5.1.3). Our
assessment noted deficiencies with the validation and control of numerical software
programs. More than 75 percent of the F-35 composite numerical control machining

programs were in an “unproven” state with no traceability established between the
numerical control program and the part produced. Specifically, the automated machinery

screen used by the operator to select the file for machining listed numerous files, some
listed as “proven,” others as “unproven.” Numerous files designated as “unproven” could

be inadvertently selected to generate the exact same part number. A similar condition
existed for the measurement programs used to validate the parts produced on the
precision milling machine.

These findings represent a significant risk that either

unproven files or files not designated as the latest approved configuration could be
selected and used in producing the product.
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We documented tool control deficiencies. The radio frequency identification system was

incapable of tracking tool location. It incorrectly identified tools as missing or in another
location; allowing similar tools to be returned to incorrect locations. In addition, Northrop

Grumman personnel did not always trace missing tools as required by procedures.
Several other findings noted deficiencies with the identification, storage, and application

of tooling. Ineffective tool control can lead to quality issues such as the wrong tools used
during assembly, lost tools, and insufficient visibility in calibration measurement. It can
also lead to field returns caused by uncalibrated equipment.

Preservation of Product (7.5.5). Our assessment identified deficiencies with the control

of limited-life materials. Northrop Grumman’s process for controlling shelf-life materials

did not ensure that all materials used on the manufacturing floor were within their useful
life. Expired sealant material was used on flight hardware, and elastomeric filler was
labeled with incorrect shelf life expiration dates. Also, 17 tubes of expired product were
provided to the production floor. We immediately notified Northrop Grumman, which

initiated action to recall the nonconforming materials and began the material review
board process for the affected parts. An additional finding noted that material shelf
life information was not always identified on transfer containers, leading to a loss of

traceability to its useful life. Using expired materials could affect structural integrity of
the final product.

FOD procedures were not being followed in production floor areas designated as
category 1 FOD-critical areas.

Specifically, a category 1 FOD-critical area requires

heightened FOD awareness including cordoning off the area, displaying FOD-critical

signs, and implementing sign-in/sign-out logs and tool control logs. In one instance,
crane operators in a FOD-critical area had not recorded themselves or their tooling into
the area. All tooling brought into a FOD-critical area are required to be documented on a

FOD-control card. In another instance, personnel were performing a close-out operation
on an inverted fuel tank and side skins in a category 2 FOD-control area, but this operation

should have been performed in a category 1 FOD-critical area. The purpose of a FOD

program is to ensure that loose hardware is accounted for, such as bolts or nuts, preventing
the puncturing of tanks, hydraulic lines, or damaging other sensitive components during
aircraft operation.
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Control of Monitoring and Measuring Equipment (7.6)
We noted Northrop Grumman was providing extension of calibration intervals without

proper evaluation and engineering approval. A date extension was provided on a
digital pressure gauge with a poor calibration history even though two out-of-tolerance

conditions were documented on this item. Calibrated equipment with a history of outof-tolerance conditions should have their calibration interval shortened, not extended.

Other findings addressed calibration deficiencies such as the use of incorrect calibration

procedures and ambiguous humidity requirements in the calibration lab. Without a
disciplined and controlled calibration system, the accuracy and integrity of calibrations

performed is uncertain. This may result in hardware being processed and accepted
because the discrepant test and measurement equipment masked an out-oftolerance condition.

Monitoring and Measurement (8.2)
Monitoring and Measurement of Product (8.2.4). We found that Northrop Grumman
did not use the correct test system configuration or software configuration for performing

electrical test methods on composite parts and material. Another finding documented
that quality assurance personnel did not record or witness production measurements

and test results on the integrated assembly line. We also noted that work instructions
did not require quality assurance personnel to record nut plate push test results and rivet

flushness measurements; therefore, no test values were recorded and test verification
could not be done.

Without proper test set-ups and quality assurance personnel

verifying critical measurements, Northrop Grumman cannot be certain whether all the
requirements were tested and verified.

Continuous Improvement (8.5)
Corrective Action (8.5.2). Our assessment team noted that the Northrop Grumman
corrective action system for in-house operations and suppliers was ineffective. Northrop
Grumman was in the process of transitioning into a new software problem reporting tool;

however, neither the legacy tool nor the new tool adequately captured the root cause

and analysis of software nonconformance. We also noted that Northrop Grumman did
not conduct root cause analysis for software internal audit findings and did not approve
corrective action plans in a timely manner. Root cause analysis and timely corrective
actions prevent future nonconformances and marginal products from being fielded.
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Lockheed Martin Program Management at
Northrop Grumman
Our assessment documented several major findings related to Lockheed Martin’s flow

down of requirements to Northrop Grumman in the areas of Software Traceability,
Software Development, Software Corrective Action, and FAI.

Lockheed Martin did not maintain mission systems requirements traceability to
the software-level requirements.

The Lockheed Martin Dynamic Object Oriented

Requirements System (DOORS) requirements database contained about 300 orphan

requirements for missions systems. An orphan requirement is one that is not derived
from or traceable to top-level system requirements. Lockheed Martin identified this

deficiency in July 2010; however, it did not document or implement the root cause and
corrective action.

Our review of the JSF Program Air System Block Plan showed that the plan had not been

updated since August 13, 2008, and does not reflect current block planning defining
Air Systems capabilities for the F-35 Program. As a result, there is no authoritative
document defining current and planned F-35 software capabilities.

Northrop Grumman Assessment Summary

Our assessment found deficiencies at both the El Segundo and Palmdale sites. Deficiencies
at the Northrop Grumman, El Segundo, site were primarily in the area of design and

purchasing. Northrop Grumman’s practice of performing unit/modular software testing
without documenting the results creates significant concerns regarding requirement

verification and interoperability. Without adequate design evaluation and test of mission
system software, Northrop Grumman cannot ensure all software system and safety
requirements have been met. Purchase orders lacked material version information to

ensure that material was procured to the required specifications. After bringing this
deficiency to their attention, Northrop Grumman initiated an investigation to determine
the impact on the hardware.
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Our assessment of the Palmdale facility noted several deficiencies, most of which were

attributed to the creation of a new integrated assembly line. Documentation of processes

and procedures used in manufacturing had not reached the expected maturity. Procedures
did not reflect the actual operation, were missing required detail, and required additional

proofing for accuracy. Northrop Grumman had implemented a radio frequency identifier
system for tool control; however, it was ineffective and did not provide the necessary
accountability and control warranted for a complex production and assembly area.

BAE Systems

(Samlesbury, United Kingdom)

BAE Systems is Lockheed Martin’s
other

principal

subcontractor.

BAE manufactures the aft fuselage

and the carrier variant wing-fold

system; including critical items

such as the horizontal tails and
vertical tails.

Additionally, BAE,

as one of the major software

Figure 7. BAE Aft Fuselage
Source: Photo courtesy of BAE Systems

suppliers for the F-35 aircraft,

is responsible for developing fuel system software, navigation and display software,
vehicle system prognostics and health manager software, and off-board mission support
software. Figure 7 is an image of the aft fuselage on the manufacturing floor at BAE.

Our assessment of BAE resulted in 82 findings that identified weaknesses in BAE’s
implementation of the AS9100 Quality Management System. Additionally, Lockheed

Martin had several deficiencies in requirements flow down to BAE. We also identified
issues related to JPO and DCMA oversight. Figure 8 provides BAE findings by AS9100
clause with the following sections summarizing significant issues documented during
the assessment.
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Figure 8. BAE Findings
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0
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0

Design & Development - 7.3

0
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0
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0
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0

Management - 5.1

1

QMS-General - 4.1

3

2

OFI

9

Regulatory

10

10

Continous Improvement - 8.5

15

Documentation Requirements (4.2)
Control of Documents (4.2.3). We identified several production documents that were
not under configuration control. Examples of nonconfiguration controlled procedures
and/or documents available for use include: chemical treatment, paint identification,

machining health and safety plan, control of heat treatment, and bore-cutting tool
and lubricate.

BAE updated the F-35 quality assurance plan for LRIP 4 and 5, but did not submit the

documents to Lockheed Martin for approval. Production process documentation not

approved or under revision control included the following checklists: daily production
verification, first article verification, and production process verification. Controlling

such documentation creates the means to ensure each assembly is exact and conforming
to requirements.
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Human Resources (6.2)
Competence, Training, and Awareness (6.2.2). BAE lacked discipline in the areas of
employee training requirements, recertification, and training records. Skills matrices
did not always identify the training required for each operator to perform a particular

manufacturing process. For example, within building 355, no one had completed training

competency in any of the required technical skills for the following critical processes:
press operations, friction sawing, part marking, tungsten inert gas welding, automatic
grit blast machining, and radial arm drilling. Many of the personnel lacking training

were responsible for manufacturing fracture-critical hardware. In addition, we found in

the other manufacturing facilities that BAE had not established performance criteria to
evaluate employee competency. We also found that BAE did not have a recertification
program for wire harness repair.

A training and certification program, to include control of training records, is critical to

ensure that personnel manufacturing and inspecting hardware are proficient to prevent
nonconformances. BAE’s lack of a disciplined training program is a significant concern to
the production of F-35 hardware.

Planning of Product Realization (7.1)
Configuration Management (7.1.3).

BAE suppliers were not submitting minor

changes to BAE for review and approval as required. For example, Honeywell, a BAE

supplier, approved an engineering change request for the F-35 Life Support System
without Lockheed Martin or BAE approval. Another BAE supplier, Ametek, approved an
engineering change order for coating painting processes without BAE approval.

The assessment also noted that BAE suppliers were not submitting configuration
status accounting records or reports that provide the “as-built” versus “as-designed”
configuration. For example, Honeywell did not provide a configuration status accounting
report for products delivered during LRIP 4 and LRIP 5.

Additionally, Goodrich

Actuation also had not provided a configuration status accounting report for LRIP 5
delivered products.

BAE did not have schematics/drawings to define the Fuel Management System
software test stand and did not have the set-up/take-down procedures or

troubleshooting guidelines necessary to maintain the test stand configuration. BAE

also did not conduct software certification of the software test stand, as required
prior to software qualification testing.
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Controlling engineering changes and providing adequate configuration status accounting
of product is essential to ensure the approved configuration replicated correctly every

time. Failure to maintain the required configuration management disciplines increases
program performance, cost, and schedule risks.

Design and Development (7.3)

We identified several major deficiencies in the areas of program management,

configuration control, and testing. In the area of software development, BAE was
working to an outdated version of the F-35 mission systems software development

plan (SDP),7 was not maintaining the software design document (SDD) for the vehicle
system fuel management system, and was working to unapproved software regression

test procedures. In the area of hardware development, BAE was not approving all design
review plans for the F-35 Program.

Design and Development Planning (7.3.1).

BAE developed F-35 software

without using the latest Lockheed Martin approved SDP. According to the contract,

BAE is required to follow the latest software design plan released by Lockheed Martin.
BAE was developing software to the Mission Systems Software Development Plan

revision C (dated September 15, 2007), although the current approved and released
revision is revision E (dated August 14, 2012). Inadequate flow down of software
development requirements could affect aircraft performance and safety requirements.

Design and Development Outputs (7.3.3). BAE’s software requirements specification
(SRS) for the vehicle system fuel management system was revised 15 times over a 5-year

software development period; however, the SDD was not updated with these changes.
For example, the SDD was not updated to reflect corrective actions for fuel management

system software trouble reports that were in the revised SRS. Software design decisions

and requirements changes should be captured in the SDD; otherwise, the software design
baseline may not meet system performance or safety requirements.

Design and Development Review (7.3.4). We noted that the life cycle management

design review plan had not been approved by the project engineering manager and
the design review chairman. Approval of the plan certifies that the objectives and exit

criteria fulfill the objectives of the review. If the objectives and exit criteria in the design
review plans are not certified, there is no assurance that performance requirements will
be realized.
7
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Design and Development Validation (7.3.6). We documented that BAE was using
an unapproved regression test procedure and conducted incomplete regression tests.
Regression testing is important because it provides confidence that changes do not

degrade functionality. One finding documented that there was no approved regression

test procedure for the Prognostics and Health Management software release. Additionally,
the functional test description for the Prognostics and Health Management software

requires 35 test runs, but the test report showed that BAE partially conducted only 9 of
the 35 required tests. In addition, in the software requirements verification matrix,

four requirements were determined “unverifiable by test” and required verification by
analysis; however, the analysis was not performed.

Purchasing (7.4)

BAE’s flow down of requirements to suppliers was insufficient to ensure that the
delivered product meets all the necessary quality assurance and technical requirements.

The assessment documented several findings citing inadequacies in BAE flow down of
supplier requirements and suppliers submittal of contract deliverable data.

Purchasing Information (7.4.2). BAE issued several purchase orders to suppliers that

contained inaccurate and inconsistent requirements. For example, two purchase orders
cited the wrong SOW, and three purchase orders did not specify Government-furnished
equipment by part number.

BAE also flowed down incorrect configuration management requirements to suppliers.
In accordance with Lockheed Martin direction, the “Configuration Management

Requirements for F-35 Suppliers and Subcontractors,” should have been flowed to

suppliers in purchase orders supporting LRIP and follow-on contracts. However, an
earlier requirements document, titled, “F-35 Joint Strike Fighter Program, Configuration

Management Plan,” had been flowed to suppliers, but did not contain the necessary
supplier configuration management responsibilities and requirements. Without proper

flow down of technical and quality assurance requirements, BAE cannot ensure that their
products meet performance, reliability, and other system requirements.

Verification of Purchased Product (7.4.3). BAE was not verifying that its suppliers
were submitting critical supplier data deliverables such as acceptance test procedures
(ATPs), quality assurance plans, and configuration management certifications.
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Production and Service Provision (7.5)
Control of Production and Service Provision (7.5.1). We documented that BAE was
not following process inspection procedures, completing manufacturing and quality

assurance records, or complying with tool control processes. BAE standard procedures
require that inspectors verify and record that operations are complete.

However,

in several instances, the inspector did not record completion of the operations. For
example, we documented that quality assurance personnel had not verified epoxy primer,

urethane topcoat, and abrasion-resistant coating processes. In another case, there was

no indication that inspectors had completed buy-off of the water break test (ensures that
the surface is properly prepared prior to bonding) on the tail-hook door and aft section.

Several procedures did not contain adequate detail or requirements to control the

process. For example, specification requirements for the application and mixing times

for the epoxy primer and topcoat were incorrectly identified on the paint shop process
documents. As a result, actual mix times recorded in manufacturing process documents
did not meet the specified requirements.

We found evidence of incomplete manufacturing and quality assurance records.
In 15 instances, cleaning and cure details were not recorded in the mix log books. We found
records with insufficient details for paint pot life, mix time, and touch-up processes. Mix

times and pot life details are essential to ensure that material properties meet specification

requirements prior to application. The failure to document manufacturing and inspection
operations can lead to incomplete work, loss of traceability, and nonconforming products.
Production Process Verification (7.5.1.1). A major finding noted that BAE had not
performed or completed FAIs on all F-35 details, subassemblies, and assemblies as

required by Lockheed Martin supplier requirements and BAE internal instructions. For
example, 11 subassembly FAIs were not conducted and three subassemblies had failed

the initial FAI. A corresponding major finding was directed to Lockheed Martin for
flowing down conflicting FAI requirements. Successful completion of FAIs on F-35 details,

subassemblies and assemblies is one of the criteria for LRIP; therefore, BAE’s processes
do not reflect that criterion.

Control of Production Equipment, Tools, and Software Programs (7.5.1.3). The
assessment identified several major deficiencies documenting the inadequate control

of manufacturing tooling, jigs, and fixtures. Operators applied an unapproved steel
epoxy stick in the incorrect location to hold two parts on the aft closeout rib in position
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for machining operations rather than using the specified tooling. We found that BAE

personnel were not monitoring tool wear of cutting tools in the aft fuselage assembly
in accordance with their production work instructions. To prevent quality defects, the
maximum specified use for a drill bit was 50 drilled holes; however, operators were not
tracking the number of times a drill bit was used.

We documented systemic issues with the storage, inventory, and accounting of tooling.

Tools were often unaccounted for and not in their correct locations as designated by the
work cell tool inventory sheets. A major finding documented that BAE personnel did
not perform visual, functional, and dimensional tool cycle checks on the final assembly

tool fixture as required. Failure to control manufacturing tooling can lead to the use of
discrepant, damaged, or incorrect tooling.

Identification and Traceability (7.5.3). We documented that inventory lists located on

carts throughout the factory were inaccurate. We also found hardware commingled, and
in some cases, improperly identified. As a result, positive part identification and control
through the assembly process was not always evident. Because parts are manufactured
for a specific airframe and are not readily interchangeable, failure to maintain traceability

and identification of those parts results in interchangeability issues, nonconformances,
and unnecessary rework or scrap.

Preservation of Product (7.5.5). The assessment documented numerous examples
of limited shelf-life materials (LSLM) improperly labeled, tracked, and controlled. For

example, BAE personnel used expired Click Bond adhesive material in the manufacture of
vertical and horizontal tail assemblies. Other adhesive materials labeled with improper
expiration dates were available for use. In addition, a bottle of expired alodine material

was used on the production floor in the carbon subassembly area. Shelf-life material that
is not properly labeled or controlled can lead to the use of expired materials in production.

Use of expired shelf-life material compromises the assurance that its material properties
will satisfy the intended requirements and the integrity of the assembly.

Control of Monitoring and Measuring Equipment (7.6)
BAE was not controlling calibration laboratory processes to meet established

requirements. BAE was operating two calibration laboratories, but neither laboratory
was accredited to meet ISO/IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission) 17025,
“General Requirements for the Competence of Testing and Calibration Laboratories,” as

stipulated by BAE’s internal procedure and a Lockheed Martin requirement. In addition,
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several calibration procedures in the Test Instrumentations Laboratory did not address all

requirements and criteria required by American National Standards Institute (ANSI) Z540,
“Requirements for the Calibration and Measuring and Test Equipment.” For example,
the calibration procedures for temperature sensors and field test instrumentation did
not address measurement ranges and tolerances for the item to be calibrated, minimum

performance requirements, and criteria and requirements for calibration. Moreover, BAE
did not have procedures to calculate the uncertainty of measurements for calibrations
performed or a calibration procedure for furnaces or ovens.

BAE was not following its internal procedures for the tagging and removal of expired
monitoring and measurement equipment.

Numerous examples of equipment with

calibration deficiencies were found throughout the facility. Deficiencies included out-of-

calibration torque wrenches, vernier calipers, and a surface plate. Furthermore, torque
wrenches were used for verification outside of their calibrated capability. In addition, BAE

was not assessing the effect of out-of-tolerance equipment used on production hardware.
In summary, the number of tool control and calibration deficiencies leaves uncertainty in
BAE’s product processing and acceptance.

Measurement, Analysis, and Improvement (8.0)
Control of Nonconforming Product (8.3) and Corrective Action (8.5.2). BAE is

closing material review board documents without confirming effective and meaningful
corrective action. Specifically, four out of ten material review board dispositions for

nonconformances were closed without implementing the specified corrective action. In

another finding, BAE did not submit all material review dispositions to the onsite DCMA
representative for concurrence. Specifically, a waiver/deviation for the vertical tail

substructure included both nonstandard repairs and use as is dispositions without any
evidence of submittal to the DCMA representative for required approval.

The supplier corrective actions process did not always ensure suppliers responded to

corrective action requests within the required time period. For example, 21 of 63 supplier
corrective action request forms were past due by as much as 200 days. Furthermore, the
supplier corrective action data were not accurately maintained. The supplier electronic
corrective action database identified several supplier corrective action requests as closed;

however, a sample review of the documentation indicated the status as open. Effective
review and verification of material review board dispositions and associated corrective
actions are necessary to correct and prevent nonconformances.
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Lockheed Martin Program Management at BAE
We reviewed the effectiveness of Lockheed Martin program management and wrote

seven findings. Lockheed Martin did not communicate to BAE that the latest software
development plan was revision E, released on August 14, 2012; thus, BAE was developing
JSF Mission Systems Software to revision C, dated 2007. The difference between the C and
E revision could have a significant impact on functionality and performance.

In another finding, the F-35 Air Systems Software Development Plan requires that each
product-level software development plan include plans for software maintenance.

However, the Lockheed Martin approved software development plans for utilities and
subsystems, prognostics and health management, ejection seat sequencer, boost/
transfer pump controller, and life support system did not include the required software
maintenance section.

As a result, there is no assurance that software released is

maintainable after delivery.

Lockheed Martin’s FAI plan conflicts with the AS9102 requirements flowed down to BAE

in the SOW, resulting in BAE not performing FAIs on major assemblies and subassemblies.
Failing to perform FAIs in accordance with AS9102 could result in the inability to achieve

process stability and successfully meet program production rate goals. The lack of
process stability could also result in increased costs resulting from discrepant hardware
and/or the need to perform additional product conformance verification to ensure
engineering requirements.

Lockheed Martin did not flow down the correct quality management system requirement

and the correct nonconforming material retention requirements. Additionally, Lockheed
Martin did not specify the delivery requirements for the Counterfeit Parts Prevention

and Control Plan; therefore, BAE did not produce a plan as required by contract. The
Lockheed Martin configuration management plan imposed on BAE identifies additional
requirements for BAE to follow; however, several of those references and the processes

were no longer valid. Flow down of current and correct requirements to suppliers is
essential to ensure delivered products meet program requirements.

Joint Program Office Oversight at BAE

JPO did not flow requirements for a CSI program to Lockheed Martin; therefore, BAE
did not implement the required processes to ensure safety of flight.
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DCMA Oversight at BAE
The DCMA UK was not reviewing BAE classifications and dispositions of all minor

variances, nor participating in or reviewing the BAE Material Review Board actions as
required by its LOD. BAE processes an average of 20 minor variations a day; however,
as agreed to with BAE, DCMA reviews only about 10 percent of these, or 40 variances a

month. In addition, DCMA UK had not delegated the responsibility for review of minor
variances to DCMA office located at BAE suppliers. Government oversight ensures that
engineering evaluations and corrective actions occur.

BAE Systems Assessment Summary

The software tests review provided little confidence that software was fully tested. There
was also inadequate communication and requirements flow down from Lockheed Martin
to BAE, leading to software configuration management gaps.

Supplier management practices failed to consistently define technical and quality

assurance requirements in purchase orders, ensure supplier corrective actions were

completed within process timeframes, and verify supplier data submittals were in

accordance with purchase orders. BAE must ensure all technical and quality assurance
requirements are properly included in contracts and implemented by their suppliers to
meet cost, schedule, and performance goals.

In addition, improved production discipline is required. The assessment showed that

additional process discipline is required to ensure conformity to end-item requirements.
Personnel were relying on their knowledge of the design and production processes,
rather than following documented processes. We found 14 examples of documentation
that lacked essential detail to define, implement, and capture production processes.

Tool control, maintenance of precision tools, and calibration needs attention. Uncontrolled

and unaccounted for tools were prevalent throughout the production facility. Additionally,
the calibration system had significant deficiencies. A disciplined calibration program is
essential in determining the performance and acceptance of product.
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L-3 Display Systems
(Alpharetta, Georgia)

L-3 Display Systems (L-3), Alpharetta, Georgia, a division of L-3 Communications
Corporation, is a Lockheed Martin subcontractor that manufactures the Panoramic

Cockpit Display (PCD) for the F-35 Lightning aircraft. The PCD, Figure 9, performs

significant functions such as providing pilot flight navigation and sensor information,

communication, and threat situational awareness. The PCD consists of two major
components, the Display Unit (DU) and the Electronics Unit (EU). The DU is the interface

between the pilot and the aircraft situational awareness systems while the EU is the
electronics package capturing and providing data to the DU from aircraft systems.
Figure 9. L-3 Communications Panoramic Cockpit Display.
Source: Image courtesy of L-3 Display Systems

Our assessment of L-3 resulted in 56 findings that identified deficiencies in L-3’s
implementation of the AS9100 Quality Management System. Figure 10 provides L-3

findings by AS9100 clause with the following sections summarizing significant issues
documented during the assessment.
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Figure 10. L-3 Communications Findings
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Documentation Requirements (4.2)
Our assessment of L-3’s document control system identified several findings with review,
revision control, approval, and distribution of items such as internal procedures and
manufacturing instructions. We found some documentation did not have management

approval, were released without periodic review, had inaccurate revisions and dates, or
document indexes that were not maintained. Check sheets used to define the buildup

of circuit cards in the surface-mount technology assembly area were not controlled

and there was no means to verify the latest revision. This lack of accurate, complete,
and current documentation could adversely affect the ability of the F-35 Program to

deliver products that meet customer performance requirements in accordance with
schedule requirements.
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Configuration Management (7.1.3)
Our assessment documented several findings pertaining to configuration management.

We identified a lack of baseline technical documentation for L-3 DU and EU products.
According to the L-3 product configuration documentation, a documented product

baseline was required concurrently with the first production aircraft delivered in
May 2011; however, this was not done. Similarly, an allocated baseline configuration was

required for CDR closure, but it also was not done. A configuration baseline establishes a
product’s form, fit, and functional performance that is analyzed, tested, and characterized.
Such a rigorous approach was lacking, and could result in additional product cost.

L-3’s engineering change control process lacked discipline. L-3 incorrectly classified
engineering changes that affect the form, fit, and function as “minor” changes when they

should have been classified as “major.” Major engineering changes require Lockheed
Martin approval. For example, L-3 classified two changes as “minor” that increased the

weight of the display interface circuit card assembly and weight of the touch screen by
85 percent and 62 percent, respectively. These changes affected product form, fit, or
function and should be classified as “major” and not as “minor.” We identified that L-3
implemented several “major” changes prior to receiving Lockheed Martin authorization.
Incorrect classification of engineering changes and the implementation of engineering
changes prior to authorization bypass the systems engineering review and approval

cycle. Inadequate review of engineering changes will adversely affect product performance,
quality, and reliability.

Design and Development (7.3)
We found that the electromagnetic interference (EMI) qualification for the PCD, EU, and

DU did not meet the performance-based specification, frequency bandwidth requirement.
The performance-based specification requires that radiated susceptibility testing

be performed over a specific range of frequencies (10 KHz to 18 GHz) in accordance
with MIL‑STD-461E, “Requirements for the Control of Electromagnetic Interference
Characteristics of Subsystems and Equipment.” However, L-3 was performing testing in
the range of 30 MHz to 18 GHz without engineering approval for the reduced frequency

range. Although the EMI test report was comprehensive, the quality assurance review

process failed to identify that a performance-based requirement was not being met.

Additionally, according to the documentation, the EMI qualification test was completed
without issues.
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L-3 did not adequately review the F-35 PCD integrated system verification plan/

procedures. The PCD Functional Test Procedure, Software Functional Test Description,
and Requirements Verification Matrix had not been reviewed or dispositioned. We
also found that Lockheed Martin, as the prime contractor, should have approved these
documents but did not.

Product and Service Provisions (7.5)
Control of Production and Service (7.5.1). Quality assurance personnel did not verify

several DU ATP luminance8 requirements to the updated requirement. Specifically, black

nonuniformity and red, green, blue, and white luminance nonuniformity were required
not to exceed the value of 30 percent. L-3 indicated to Lockheed Martin that it could

not reasonably meet the specification, so Lockheed Martin issued a variance allowing the

value not to exceed 50 percent. Although Lockheed Martin granted requirement relief,
the L-3 test procedure did not reflect the change, and quality assurance personnel did not
verify the new requirement.

Production Process Verification (7.5.1.1). Our findings identified deficiencies with
L-3’s supplier FAI program. L-3 did not require all selected suppliers to perform FAIs.
Specifically, the JSF contract provision for the LRIP 5 states that FAI requirements shall

be flowed down to L-3 suppliers. Two purchase orders for suppliers, Ayesas and DDI

Sales Corporation, required FAI on their product. However, the supplier did not perform
FAIs, and L-3 accepted the hardware without suppliers demonstrating the capability to
produce conforming products. As an example, we found a supplier FAI report containing
several nonconformances that were not addressed, although L-3 had been accepting

hardware from this supplier since 2008. Finally, L-3 was not maintaining all supplier
FAI quality assurance records in accordance with contractual requirements. L-3’s lack

of systems engineering, regarding FAIs, creates uncertainty that components built in the
future will conform to requirements.

Control of Production Equipment, Tools, and Software Programs (7.5.1.3).
L-3 did not maintain EU and DU test stations to drawing requirements. Of the
five test stations in operation, one test station did not have a released drawing package

defining the equipment, equipment wiring, software, and verification of accuracy. Another
test station had a released drawing but the test station was not configured in accordance

to the released drawing. In addition, we could not find evidence that similar test stations
8
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would produce comparable results. We found the method for performing correlation

analysis among the test stations was undefined. Correlation studies should be performed
to quantify the variability between multiple test stations used for final acceptance test.
Preservation of Product (7.5.5).

Our assessment team identified four findings

regarding the control of LSLM, FOD, and electrostatic discharge (ESD) processes and

practices. We found LSLM items on the manufacturing floor not stored at the required
temperature, improperly identified, or expired. Additionally, L-3 did not fully implement

or follow its product protection program and requirements for FOD and ESD. DUs were

stored on transport carts without adequate FOD and ESD protection. In addition, L-3
did not perform verification of the conductive flooring and constant wrist strap monitors
in accordance with its ESD Compliance Verification Plan. This lack of preservation of
product could result in reduced product quality and reliability.

7.6 Monitoring and Measurement Equipment
L-3 could not demonstrate adherence to calibration standards. The current Lockheed
Martin purchase order requires L-3 to have a calibration program that meets one of the

three industry standard requirements: ISO 10012-1, “Requirements for Measurement

Processes and Measuring Equipment,” ISO 17025, “General Requirements for the
Competence of Testing and Calibration Laboratories,” or ANSI Z540-3, “Requirements for
the Calibration of Measuring and Test Equipment.”

We found seven examples of out-of-calibration equipment still in use on the production
floor or available for use. Four pieces of equipment were in the calibration area and

not properly identified and segregated. Three others were available for use on the

production floor with only one of the three tagged as out-of-calibration. L-3 could not
provide objective evidence that an out-of-calibration piece of equipment was traceable

to the flight units tested, as evidenced by evaluating three flight unit acceptance records.
L-3’s calibration and control system failed to provide adequate corrective actions. As an
example, engineering personnel evaluated an out-of-tolerance photometer requiring the

next four photometers to be evaluated to the internal lighting standard. We found no
documentation or evidence that the evaluation had occurred.
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L-3’s dimensional final inspection methods and measurement equipment were
incapable of verifying product conformance to drawing requirements. The ATP required
the inspector to use “single-dimension vernier calipers” to measure a multi-dimension

geometric parameter on the DU. However, this measurement equipment and method was
incapable of measuring the required dimensions.

Our findings indicate that the systemic issues with the control of monitoring and

measurement equipment could significantly affect measurement accuracy and/or quality
assurance data used to determine product acceptance.

Lockheed Martin Program Management at L-3
We reviewed the effectiveness of Lockheed Martin program management because it is

the prime contractor ultimately responsible to integrate L-3 products. We found that
the performance-based specification for the aircraft PCD flowed down from Lockheed
Martin to L-3 had incomplete, conflicting, and ambiguous system requirements. There

were action items from CDR pertaining to the requirements that were not formally
closed, leading to the document ambiguity. The Lockheed Martin corrective action
system implemented at L-3 failed to effectively eliminate nonconformities and prevent

their recurrence. Lockheed Martin accepted PCDs without L-3 having performed FAI

and did not require L-3 to perform configuration status accounting for components
delivered for LRIP units 1 through 5, that were previously delivered. Lockheed Martin

is not approving or disapproving all major changes nor providing concurrence on the
classification submitted by L-3, providing further evidence that Lockheed Martin was not
sufficiently managing its suppliers.

DCMA Oversight at L-3 Communications
We found that DCMA Fort Worth, the prime DCMA office for the program, and DCMA

Atlanta did not execute all responsibilities specified in the memorandum of agreement
for the F-35 Program. DCMA Fort Worth delegated the administration of Government

contract quality assurance of all F-35 parts produced at L-3 to DCMA Atlanta in a letter
of delegation (LOD), with the requirement that Atlanta perform risk-based surveillance
on high-risk components. During our review of DCMA Atlanta records, we found no

evidence that surveillance was being conducted on F-35 products within the L-3 facility.

Furthermore, DCMA Atlanta was not providing the prescribed reports requested in the
LOD such as quality escapes, supplier risks, corrective action requests, and monthly
Product Assessment Reports.
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L-3 Communications Assessment Summary
We found deficiencies in most of the AS9100 Quality Management System disciplines. The

most significant deficiencies highlight the lack of process discipline in implementation of

Product Realization, which includes the following categories: configuration management,
product verification, and monitoring and measurement equipment.

The implementation of L-3’s configuration management system was inadequate and
could lead to inconsistencies in product performance, functionality, and reliability. The

L-3 DU and EU development program did not produce product configuration baselines

prior to delivery of the first production unit. L-3 had incorrectly classified engineering

changes that affected form, fit, and function, such as increases to weight and human
interface constraints, and had not received Lockheed Martin approval for major design
changes prior to manufacturing the product.

L-3’s lack of process discipline in the area of product verification was particularly
disconcerting.

We noted systematic breakdowns in requirements verification, FAI,

test station configuration, and preservation of product that raises questions about the

integrity of the L-3 product. L-3 did not consistently verify that product acceptance test
data met specified requirements and did not consistently review FAI reports. In addition,

L-3 did not manage or maintain test station configurations. L-3 also insufficiently
implemented LSLM, FOD, and ESD processes.

L-3 did not demonstrate adherence to calibration standards. L-3 did not ensure out-

of-calibration equipment was identified and removed from the production floor. L-3’s
calibration system failed to recall flight hardware after discrepant test equipment
was identified.
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Honeywell Aerospace
(Yeovil, United Kingdom)

Honeywell is a subcontractor to BAE and a tier 2 subcontractor to Lockheed Martin.

Honeywell manufactures the F-35 aircraft life support system, consisting of the On‑Board

Oxygen Generation System (OBOGS), Backup Oxygen System (BOS), and Service
Connection Package. Figure 11 is a diagram of the Life Support System.
Figure 11. Diagram of the Life Support System.
Source: Image courtesy of Honeywell

Backup Oxygen
Supply (BOS)

On-Board Oxygen
Generation System
(OBOGS)

OBOGS

Our assessment of Honeywell resulted in 38 findings that identified deficiencies in

Honeywell’s implementation of the AS9100 Quality Management System. Figure 12
provides Honeywell findings by AS9100 clause with the following sections summarizing
significant issues documented during the assessment.
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Figure 12. Honeywell Findings
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Human Resources (6.2)
Competence, Training, and Awareness (6.2.2). The Honeywell training program was
inadequate. Honeywell does not have an overarching procedure to govern the training

requirements, training roles and responsibilities, and records retention requirements.
The Human Resource Manager explained that although Honeywell delegated the various

assembly floor training needs and records to the respective floor managers; in practice,

each manager had a different approach. As a result, not all records and certifications were
retained or readily accessible. Additionally, we noted personnel were manufacturing

F-35 hardware with expired soldering and ESD certifications. Training ensures personnel

proficiency in industry best practices, techniques, and methods. Without a rigorous
training program, Honeywell cannot ensure the products delivered to BAE conform to
expected workmanship standards.
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Planning of Product Realization (7.1)
Configuration Management (7.1.3). Honeywell did not control software configuration

changes made to the oxygen monitor software. Honeywell was making changes to the

released oxygen monitor software using the developmental change control processes

without the necessary reviews, classifications, and verifications required for released
software.

We found that changes were approved without identifying the actual

change implemented, the severity of change, the impact on software requirements or

specifications, and the level of retesting required for the change. Honeywell’s software

configuration control process poses a risk to system integration and performance because
the changes were not evaluated by engineering and management.

Design and Development (7.3)

Design and Development Inputs (7.3.2). Honeywell conducted Preliminary Design

Reviews (PDRs) and CDRs for the life support system, chemical biological filtered air
system subassembly, and pilot interface connector without approved specifications. We
noted that the Oxygen Monitor system software functions were not traceable to system

requirements and have not been validated or verified. These functions included selfdiagnostics, monitoring and control, and operating system interface standards. Without

requirements definition, traceability, and verification; Honeywell cannot ensure all the
F-35 requirements for production have been met.

Design and Development Outputs (7.3.3). Honeywell’s software Version Description
Document (VDD)9 for the Oxygen Monitor system software does not adequately reflect

the software configuration changes implemented and lacks other pertinent information
regarding the released software build. We found that the VDD did not identify software

configuration changes in the software baseline, did not state the new firmware

configuration tested, and did not reference the required interface specifications.
As a primary document used for configuration identification of the software, it
lacked the principal elements to provide BAE sufficient insight into Honeywell’s

software configuration.

Design and Development Review (7.3.4).

We documented that the chemical

and biological filtered air supply test readiness review was not conducted prior to
qualification testing in accordance with Honeywell’s procedure. The purpose of a test

readiness review is to provide management with the assurance that the requirements,
9
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proposed method of verification, the test methods, and equipment to be tested are
mature enough to commence testing. We also found that there were still 13 of 14
open action items from CDR.

Open action items included updating the technical

procurement specification to include acceptance testing and cleanliness level

requirements, obtaining critical technical analysis for system safety, and determining

how to protect against contamination and electromagnetic interference. Honeywell

management elected to proceed into initial production without the chief engineer’s
approval in accordance with their design review procedure.

Purchasing (7.4)

We found circuit board assembly purchase orders that did not include the

supplemental requirements for electronic and electrical components, such as defining
lead and lead-free finishes, electronic solder requirements, and electronic markings. We
also found that personnel were not verifying product technical data sheets as part of the

product acceptance process. Specifically, Honeywell accepted a pressure switch gage
using only a certificate of conformance even though an acceptance test data sheet was

also required for acceptance. The lack of supplier performance requirement verification
could result in quality escapes.

Production and Service Provision (7.5)
Control of Production and Service Provision (7.5.1).

We found that personnel

responsible for performing sampling of supplier components were not following the
required sampling plan. For instance, the sampling plan required a minimum sample
of 20 items; but only 1 item was sampled. In another instance, an operator removed a
protective film prior to machining operations in contradiction of the drawing notes.

We found that the procedures for handling of environmentally sensitive material were

insufficient. Honeywell personnel were not: recording and monitoring sealing compound
pot life, recording high-strength adhesive film freezer out times, and recording and
monitoring cure times for sealing compounds. Additionally, Honeywell personnel did not

maintain production equipment and tooling in accordance with established procedures:

soldering irons were not checked on a monthly basis, visual and leak test record sheets
were not kept, equipment safety checks were not always performed, and production
tooling was inadequately identified.

Preservation of Product (7.5.5).

Honeywell was not ensuring personnel were

following ESD and FOD procedures in the manufacturing and test areas. Oxygen monitor
controllers were not stored in ESD-approved bags, static generators (e.g., a computer
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keyboard, telephone, and computer monitor) were in close proximity to ESD mats, and a

nonconductive production floor was used where ESD-sensitive items were processed. In

the FOD-control area, we found that tools were not placed back on shadow boards and
there was no accountability of piece parts (small nuts, bolts). Industry experience has
shown that strict adherence to ESD and FOD procedures can prevent costly latent defects
and hardware nonconformances.

Control of Monitoring and Measuring Equipment (7.6)
Honeywell’s control of monitoring and measuring equipment was inadequate as

evidenced by the following: uncontrolled environmental conditions in the calibration
laboratory and processing areas; uncalibrated tools in production, test, inspection, and
metrology areas; and no maintenance of software for measuring equipment. We found
uncalibrated pin gages in the receiving inspection area, a digital voltmeter in the test lab,

air pressure gauges in the OBOGS assembly area, and a supply pressure regulator in the
calibration lab.

Control of Nonconforming Product (8.3)
Honeywell was not accurately completing quality notifications (QNs) used to

document hardware nonconformances. We found that two nonconformances were
dispositioned as repaired; however, a repair had not occurred.

Honeywell also

dispositioned another QN without documenting the root cause and corrective action.
Accurate QNs are necessary to prevent recurrence of the nonconformance.

Analysis of Data (8.4)

Honeywell personnel implemented acceptance test procedural changes without the
required BAE review and approval for the oxygen concentrator and OBOGS. Additionally,
several ATP waivers/deviations were incorrectly categorized as minor rather than

major. Requirement changes defined in either ATPs or waivers/deviations directly affect
product performance and should be evaluated by BAE engineering.

BAE Systems Program Management at Honeywell
In performing quality assurance assessments of a supplier, we identified some findings
against Honeywell’s customer, BAE. We documented that BAE’s SOW to Honeywell

for LRIP 4 and LRIP 5 were not under configuration control and did not contain the
appropriate document number. As a result, SOWs could not be traced to the appropriate

contract, creating a risk that Honeywell may be manufacturing products to obsolete or
incorrect program requirements.
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Honeywell Assessment Summary
Our assessment indicated an immature product design and production processes.

The design review process allowed the OBOGS program to enter CDR without firm
specifications, exit CDR with 13 open actions, and allowed production to proceed
with unapproved design documents.

Additionally, verification of hardware and

software performance requirements was not conducted to the approved acceptance
test requirements.

Honeywell failed to communicate effectively to BAE the impact of changes and
variances to the design. In several instances, Honeywell failed to obtain the necessary
review and approval from BAE for changes to the Oxygen Concentrator acceptance test
procedures and Oxygen Monitor software systems. Additionally, several variances were
incorrectly categorized as minor when they should have been major, and should have
been submitted to BAE for approval.

Process discipline issues were prevalent throughout the facility. We found numerous
procedural and implementation issues in the areas of ESD, FOD, calibration, and control of
LSLM. The issues highlight quality assurance and process discipline concerns that could
introduce unscheduled rework and repair, leading to cost overruns and schedule slips.

United Technologies Corporation, Aerospace Systems
(Fort Worth, Texas, and Independence, Ohio)

UTAS is a Lockheed Martin subcontractor that manufactures the landing gear for the F-35
Lighting Aircraft. The landing gear assembly line recently moved from Independence,
Ohio, to Fort Worth, Texas. The move began in January 2012, with the first landing gear
assembly delivered from the new facility in October 2012. In July 2012, UTAS purchased

the Goodrich division that was the original manufacturer of the F-35 landing gear. At the

time of our assessment, all the engineering offices were still in Ohio; only the assembly
line and supporting activities had moved to Texas. UTAS provides landing gear for all
three F-35 variants: CTOL, CV, and STOVL.

The assessment of UTAS resulted in 51 findings that identified deficiencies in UTAS’
implementation of the AS9100 Quality Management System. The findings identified
issues with DCMA delegations and their implementation along with Lockheed Martin’s
insufficient supply chain management of critical suppliers. Figure 13 provides UTAS

findings by AS9100 clause with the following sections summarizing significant issues
documented during the assessment.
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Figure 13. UTAS Findings
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Documentation Requirements (4.2)
We found that the quality assurance inspection control plans used in the inspection

of hardware were not under configuration control. Four quality assurance inspection
control plans found on the production floor had been updated by engineering but not

signed or released in accordance with UTAS procedures. Thirty-seven other documents,
such as quality assurance documents, landing gear documents, and engineering quality

assurance procedures; had not been reviewed for adequacy or released in accordance
with their procedures.

Human Resources (6.2)
Competence, Training, and Awareness (6.2.2). We found that UTAS used multiple

training systems that were not maintained, resulting in incomplete training requirements,
incomplete records, and the employees’ training effectiveness not being assessed. We
found that training records were incomplete, lacking training requirements and due dates.
The document system left uncertainty that employees had all the necessary training.
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Planning of Product Realization (7.1)
We documented some tools and equipment that had not been proof loaded. Specifically,
one crane with various riggings was not proof loaded or certified for the F-35 landing gear
assemblies. This did not meet safety and occupational health requirements.

Configuration Management (7.1.3). We found that UTAS did not certify or update its

configuration management policy to reflect the Lockheed Martin requirements. Change
control, classification of changes, and notification to the customer of pending changes
were not accomplished. For instance, Lockheed Martin’s configuration management

requirements stated that a change to solder composition should be a major change;
however, this requirement was not included in the UTAS configuration management plan.

Customer-Related Processes (7.2)

Customer Communication (7.2.3). UTAS Fort Worth did not submit minor variances

to DCMA for review and approval. Lockheed Martin requires that both major and
minor variances be submitted to DCMA for evaluation to ensure the classification is
correct and is appropriately dispositioned. We found that minor variances had not been
submitted; therefore, the classification of nonconformances and dispositions may not be
technically correct.

Design and Development (7.3)
We found that UTAS had not completed the corrosion protection plan for the F-35

CV landing gear in accordance with the SOW. The corrosion protection plan is necessary
to define adequate design and maintenance requirements for the landing gear to ensure
performance in a high humidity and salt spray environment. We also identified that UTAS

had not received Lockheed Martin’s approval for 10 item development specifications
and an interface control document (ICD) prior to the start of LRIP. Items such as several
actuators and wire harnesses, a swivel, switch, pressure transducer, fluid sensor, and the
electrical interface drawing had not been approved. The unapproved item development

specifications dated back to 2004, and the unapproved electrical ICD dated back to 2009.
Additionally, we identified that the UTAS testing program did not ensure all technical
performance requirements were verified. For example, not all Brake/Skid Control
System performance-based specification requirements were part of the qualification test
program.

In addition, the maintainability and health management performance-

based requirements had not been demonstrated as required by the performancebased specification.
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Purchasing (7.4)
UTAS was not flowing down all applicable F-35 Program unique quality assurance
requirements to its suppliers.

UTAS purchase orders did not include Lockheed

Martin supplier quality assurance requirements, such as quality management system
requirements, calibration requirements, and Government oversight requirements.
We also noted numerous deficiencies with UTAS’ review and approval of manufacturing

plans. UTAS did not maintain required monthly supplier quality assurance metrics;
therefore, supply chain risks were not identified.

We noted inconsistencies in the information contained in the UTAS SAP10 system versus
the information residing in the supplier quality assurance database. The process
for supplier rating, certification, and decertification did not follow UTAS procedures

for procuring parts from qualified and authorized suppliers. Insufficient supplier
management practices may produce defective parts that go undetected.

Product and Service Provision (7.5)

Control of Production (7.5.1). We documented that the UTAS master-tooling list
had not been updated and was inaccurate. The calibration vendor for UTAS identified
199 UTAS tools in its calibration service purchase order; however, UTAS’ master-tooling
list identified only 128. In addition, many tools on the UTAS production floor including

the acceptance testing fixtures and numerous small tools and gauges showed no evidence
of inspection by the quality assurance organization prior to use in production.

UTAS was not following procedures for FAIs. Specifically, UTAS did not ensure that F-35
landing gear system FAI data packages were consistently reviewed and approved and

contained the necessary supporting data. FAI is a process used to verify and document

all essential characteristics on one of the first production components and provides
confidence that production processes, documentation, and tooling are sufficient to
begin production. Several FAI packages were categorized as “FAI Not Complete,” with no
corresponding data to explain why they had not been completed.

Preservation of Product (7.5.5). UTAS procedures for FOD, ESD, and LSLM did not

ensure product protection; personnel were also not always implementing them correctly.
In one finding, FOD-controls were not adequate to prevent FOD from being introduced
into the product. Examples of FOD objects noted in the F-35 assembly area include soda
bottles on tool/storage racks, a loose protective cap, residual tape, a small plastic bag,
10
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a part identification label, a cigar, and sunflower seeds. We noted that UTAS did not
have an ESD workstation or instructions for handling ESD-sensitive components in the
production area. The UTAS F-35 product line contains ESD-sensitive components such as

the brake control unit and the pressure transducer. We also identified several examples of

inappropriately labeled LSLMs with missing expiration dates. Examples included O-ring
lubricant, sealing compound, red torque lacquer, and leak detection solution.

Control of Monitoring and Measurement Equipment (7.6)
We documented several findings related to the control of monitoring and measurement

equipment. We found a brake positioning transducer that was calibrated, but the
inspection report failed to provide the actual calibration values; therefore, it could not

be determined if the tool was capable of making reliable measurements. On a transducer
jig, the flatness/parallelism requirement was not verified as part of the inspection

procedure and was not recorded in the report. Another finding documented that the

tool identification information for torque operations was not recorded on multiple shop

travelers as required for traceability. Several additional findings documented deficiencies
with the inventory list, identification methods, and recordkeeping. Although there were
processes to control monitoring and measurement equipment, the findings indicate that
improvements are necessary to produce a reliable product.

Monitoring and Measurement (8.2)

Internal Audit (8.2.2). The assessment documented one major finding related to internal

audits. No product audits have been performed on F-35 landing gear assemblies at the

UTAS Fort Worth facility to ensure hardware meets end-item requirements. Failure to
complete product audits as planned increases risk of deficient processes.

Control of Nonconforming Product (8.3)

We found that nonconforming hardware was dispositioned by unauthorized personnel
instead of the required engineering representative, and did not go through the material
review process. In addition, one of the nonconforming items we evaluated could not
be located.

UTAS was not tracking corrective actions to closure for product nonconformances and
variances; therefore, UTAS was unaware of the status of these corrective actions. In

addition, we found that UTAS was not performing root cause and corrective action for
scrapped F-35 parts and was not submitting variances and scrap dispositions to DCMA as
required. Insufficient corrective action and lack of Government oversight increases the
risk of additional nonconforming items affecting product reliability and program cost.
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Lockheed Martin Program Management at UTAS
We reviewed the effectiveness of Lockheed Martin program management as part of

our assessment at UTAS. Lockheed Martin flowed down the F-35 Brake/Skid Control
System performance-based specification with incomplete and conflicting specification
requirements. We also found at the time of our assessment that Lockheed Martin had not
funded root cause and corrective action analysis for failed UTAS hardware. Failed parts

and detailed information of the field failure was not always provided back to UTAS for
analysis; therefore, UTAS was unable to determine root cause.

We found that there was no evidence that Lockheed Martin had ever provided
“concurrence in classification” for minor engineering changes submitted by UTAS. UTAS
personnel indicated that after 30 days, they assumed that Lockheed Martin agreed with

the classification. Lack of Lockheed Martin agreement with UTAS-initiated minor changes

can result in changes being incorporated and implemented without the proper review
and approval.

DCMA Oversight
We found that DCMA Cleveland did not provide the required Government oversight of

UTAS waivers, deviations, and nonconformances as required by the LOD. Additionally,
DMCA Cleveland was not delegating nonconforming material review responsibilities to
the appropriate DCMA offices located at UTAS suppliers.

UTAS Assessment Summary

We found a lack of disciplined process controls for FOD, ESD, and LSLM. This could result
in nonconforming flight hardware or latent defects.

Several key design and development tasks were not completed. Although the program

has transitioned to LRIP, UTAS had not received Lockheed Martin’s approval for

10 development specifications and ICDs. UTAS also had not verified technical performance
requirements testing prior to the start of LRIP.

UTAS did not conduct internal audits at the Fort Worth facility, and was not tracking
corrective actions to closure for product nonconformances and variances. The lack of

an internal auditing program and disciplined corrective action process could result in
quality assurance issues and additional cost growth to the program.
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Overall Findings and Recommendations
The F-35 Program did not sufficiently implement or flow down technical and quality

management system requirements to prevent the fielding of nonconforming hardware
and software. This could adversely affect aircraft performance, reliability, maintainability,

and ultimately program cost. Lockheed Martin and its subcontractors did not follow

disciplined AS9100 Quality Management System practices, as evidenced by 363 findings,
which contained 719 issues.

A. Insufficient Rigor in Design, Manufacturing, and
Quality Assurance Processes
The F-35 JPO, Lockheed Martin, and its subcontractors were not
ensuring that the necessary quality assurance process controls

and disciplines were in place to produce a consistent and reliable
product. This lack of process discipline and attention to detail

creates an elevated risk of delivering nonconforming aircraft to
the warfighter.

The root cause of nearly half of the findings was the lack of adherence to established

processes and procedures or insufficient detail in documentation. The major process
discipline issues were in the following areas.

• Planning for Product Realization – Production planning lacked the
appropriate level of detail, design changes were uncontrolled or unapproved,

and system-level plans were not maintained. As a result, documentation

did not always match the processes and equipment required to perform the
manufacturing operation.

• Design and Development – Contractor personnel were using insufficient or
unapproved test plans and procedures. Systems engineering technical review
entrance and/or exit criteria were not met. The criteria ensure the program
is ready to proceed to the next production milestone or test event.

• Software Development – In some cases, software design and development

activities lacked definition and rigorous adherence to documented
procedures and processes, resulting in software development requirements
not implemented, traceable, and verified.
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• Manufacturing Operations – Contractor personnel were not following
documented manufacturing and assembly process instructions necessary

to ensure conformance to end-item requirements, product protection, and
material control.

• Production Tooling – Uncontrolled and unproven tooling was in use on the
production floor, resulting in product nonconformances.

• Calibration of Measurement Systems – Multiple sites had inadequate
calibration management systems. Contractors were not performing outof-tolerance condition analyses, using sufficient calibration procedures,

and removing expired calibrated equipment from use. Accurate test and

measurement equipment is necessary to provide accurate measurements that
determine product acceptability.

• Engineering Change Management – Lockheed Martin was not reviewing

and approving all subcontractor submittals for variances and engineering
change requests for which Lockheed Martin is the sole design authority.

Additionally, Lockheed Martin was not providing concurrence for engineering
change classifications for subcontractor engineering changes.

Recommendation A—Management Comments and
Our Response
We recommend that the Joint Program Office:
1.

Ensure compliance with AS9100 throughout the F-35 supply chain.

Joint Program Office Comments
JPO agreed and stated:

AS9100 (Quality Management Systems – Requirements for
Aviation,
F-35

Space,

contractual

and

Defense

requirement.

Organizations)

The

prime

is

an

contractor

(Lockheed Martin (LM)) is AS9100 certified and has flowed
down this quality requirement to its supply chain.

AS9100

certification is granted by a third party accredited entity.
Periodic reviews are held by that third party entity to maintain

certification. Annual self audits are conducted by both the

prime contractor and its suppliers to monitor compliance

within their respective facilities. The Government has had
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limited insight to results of these self audits, however, DCMA

performs onsite process reviews as part of its oversight
activity. DCMA at Lockheed Martin Fort Worth reorganized in

February 2013 to provide more focus and inspection
emphasis to ensure AS9100 compliance and a quality
product.

Additionally, JPO reviews AS9100 certification

status of critical suppliers during their annual Production

Readiness Reviews (PRR). These reviews serve as a LRIP
risk management tool conducted with the prime contractor
and selected major critical suppliers, covering Technical,
Production and Sustainment requirements. Suppliers must

demonstrate consistent adherence of product compliant to
contractual (AS9100) and applicable statutory and regulatory
requirements.

Findings of this IG audit have caused both

contractor and Government entities to adjust the frequency

and scope of independent audits to ensure greater insight to
AS9100 compliance.

Our Response

The comments from JPO are responsive, and the actions taken appear to meet the
intent of the recommendation.
2.

Ensure that Lockheed Martin approves all design and material review
board changes and variances with Government concurrence.

Joint Program Office Comments
JPO agreed and stated:

Current F-35 Program plans (such as the Configuration
Management Plan) require that all major design changes

and variances for production aircraft receive Government
concurrence.

The Government maintains limited insight

of the contractor’s Material Review Board (MRB) process.
Subsequently, the Government has reprioritized and refined its
engagement in that process to ensure improved effectiveness.

For nonconformances that require MRB disposition, JPO
delegates the approval of Class II (minor) changes to DCMA

and reviews all Class I changes that affect form, fit, or
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function. A Class I change request is dispositioned through
the JPO Change Review Board (JCRB), which performs a

technical and business assessment and provides a written
recommendation to the Joint Configuration Control Board
(JCCB).

With the input of major stakeholders, the JCCB

adjudicates the recommended change and provides that

decision to Contracts, who notifies the Prime Contractor to
proceed in incorporating the change.

Any subcontractor submittal for variances and engineering

change requests, for which Lockheed Martin is the sole
design authority, must be go through Lockheed Martin’s

change control boards for review and approval. Furthermore,

Lockheed Martin must provide concurrence for engineering

changes relating to subcontractor owned designs. Various
configuration management checks and balances (such as

Physical and Functional Configuration Audits) are in place to
ensure control.

Our Response

The comments from JPO are responsive. The actions taken appear to meet the intent

of the recommendation; however, the DoD OIG suggests that the JPO and
Lockheed Martin maintain cognizance of class II changes.
3.

Perform process proofing of all critical processes to include first
article inspections.

Joint Program Office Comments
JPO partially agreed and stated:

The Government does not have the resources to perform
process proofing of all critical processes. Responsibility and
accountability rests on the prime contractor, with oversight

from the Government. Process proofing and First Article
Inspections are Program Plan and contractual requirements.

The Government performs audits of process compliance to
ensure the contractor is controlling critical operations. The
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Government closely monitors scrap, rework, and repair to
ensure the contractor is conducting proper root cause analyses
to implement appropriate corrective actions. The Government
also monitors the quality of delivered product to ensure control
of escaped defects.

JPO requires the contractor to perform First Article Inspections
(FAI) and process proofing as part of their implementation
of AS9100 and the F-35 Program Quality Management Plan.

Over 27,500 original baseline FAIs have been completed and

approximately 400 more delta FAIs will be performed for

parts due to concurrency, producibility, process changes,
etc.

In addition, the prime contractor has implemented

variation management, which is an advanced quality system

technique that focuses on defect prevention and continuous
improvement through the identification of key product and
process characteristics.
manufacturing process.

This allows greater control of the

Our Response

Although we understand the concern for Government resources, we still recommend
that JPO ensure process proofing of all critical processes. A widely accepted industry

handbook on quality, Juran’s Quality Handbook, defines critical properties as: “Critical
properties are those properties for which the made-product total variability is so

wide as to cause persistent difficulty in meeting current or near-term anticipated

customer needs.” The Government must ensure that the contractor performs some
level of process proofing to prevent, as Juran’s Quality Handbook states, “variability
in critical product characteristics, which is the enemy of quality of conformance.”

As evidenced by the findings, process proofing had not been accomplished to the

level to ensure product repeatability. It is the DoD OIG’s position that without

process proofing of all critical processes, quality assurance may not be

achieved. Therefore, we request further comments from the JPO in response to
the final report.
4.

Modify its contracts to include a quality escape clause to ensure the
Government does not pay for nonconforming product.
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Joint Program Office Comments
JPO agreed and stated:

JPO concurs that greater incentives should be taken to

preclude the cost of poor quality. Major non-conformances
that do not meet engineering specification are identified
and

adjudicated

for

acceptance

or

rejection

considerations/withholds placed on a variance.

with

Minor

non-conformances are reworked, repaired, or used as is.

The program has transitioned to fixed price type contacts

with a 0/100 share ratio and clauses will prescribe
to

applicable

requirements.

FAR

[Federal

Acquisition

Regulation]

Along with considerations/withholds on

non-conformances, this contract structure will facilitate

greater incentive by the contractor to provide quality
assurance in order to maintain cost and schedule obligations
without over running their negotiated budget.

The

contractor will absorb a level of cost for poor quality. In

addition, the JPO continues to establish quality performance
targets with commitments from JPO and LM senior
leadership.

These targets are based upon continuous

learning in fabrication and assembly operations, corrective
action

implementation,

in

addition

to

product

and

process improvements as a result of affordability and
concurrency changes.

Our Response

The comments from JPO are responsive, and the actions taken appear to meet the
intent of the recommendation.
5.

Assess the impacts and risks to all delivered aircraft for all findings.

Joint Program Office Comments
JPO agreed and stated:

The impacts and risks of all findings were assessed as
part of the Corrective Action Request (CAR)/Corrective
Action Plan (CAP) process.
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F-35 fleet was assessed for impact. Concurrence on each CAP
considered effectivity, safety, and contract elements.

This

determined priority and timing required to implement the
corrective action into the affected aircraft as appropriate.

Our Response

The comments from JPO are responsive, and the actions taken appear to meet the intent
of the recommendation.

B. Critical Safety Item Program Not Implemented
The F-35 JPO did not include CSI requirements on the Lockheed

Martin prime contract as required by Public Law and DoD
policy. Aircraft CSIs were not identified and critical parts were
not manufactured with CSI controls and verifications. Delivered
aircraft may pose an increased safety of flight risk due to the lack
of critical process control.

JPO has not flowed down a contractual requirement to Lockheed Martin (and

subsequently, its subtier suppliers) to implement a CSI management program in
accordance with Public Law and DoD policy. A CSI is a part, assembly, or support

equipment whose failure could cause loss of life, permanent disability or major
injury, loss of a system, or significant equipment damage. Special attention should be

paid to CSIs to prevent the potential catastrophic or critical consequences of failure.
CSIs

require

special

handling,

engineering,

documentation to control and ensure safety of flight.

manufacturing,

and

inspection

Public Law 108-136, Section 802, “Quality control in procurement of aviation CSIs and
related services,” requires DoD to prescribe a quality control policy for the procurement
of aviation CSIs. Joint Service CSI Instruction, “Management of Aviation Critical Safety
Items,” implements the DoD CSI program and establishes the policies, procedures,

and responsibilities to manage CSI. The Joint Aeronautical Commanders Group, “JACG
Aviation Critical Safety Item Handbook,” implements the policies in the Joint Service CSI

Instruction and describes the technical and quality assurance requirements for a Prime

Manufacturer CSI program. Without a CSI program, there is an increased safety risk to the
aircraft and warfighter.
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Recommendation B—Management Comments and
Our Response
We recommend that the Joint Program Office:
1.

Implement an aviation critical safety item program that meets the
requirements of Public Law and DoD policy, which would include
flow down of requirements for a critical safety item program to
Lockheed Martin and its subcontractors.

Joint Program Office Comments
JPO agreed and stated:

JPO is working with the prime contractor in developing

a Request for Proposal (RFP) for a two-phased CSI

Non Recurring Engineering (NRE) approach. This will require
the development of comprehensive CSI requirements which
will be added to the SDD contract’s Statement of Work. These
requirements will address the identification of critical
characteristics that enable compliance at the prime contractor
and throughout its supply base. Once the SDD NRE efforts

are completed, the full scope of the F-35 CSI program will
be included in future production and sustainment contracts.

Commencement of certain initial recurring tasks will be

implemented using the LRIP 6 contract. In the interim, the
contractors’ integrity and quality programs are providing
assurance for continued aviation safety.

Our Response

The comments from JPO are responsive, and the actions appear to meet the intent of
the recommendation.
2.

Assess the impacts and risks to all delivered aircraft for critical safety
item deficiencies.
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Joint Program Office Comments
JPO agreed and stated:

Deficiencies and impacts to critical parts are identified and
assessed during quality assurance practices and testing

operations as part of the SDD design and product verification
processes.

If safety issues and limitations are discovered,

changes are initiated and incorporated as warranted to the test
and production aircraft. Initial and continued airworthiness

is a major focus of the F-35 Class Desk, Airworthiness Team,
Integrated Test Team, and Integrated Product Teams.
SDD test aircraft have more than 5,000 flight hours.

The

The

combined F-35 fleet has accumulated more than 7,000 flight

hours. This is not to say that there are no significant issues or
discoveries. Rather, there is an upfront understanding whether
any new discovery poses an increased safety risk. If necessary,
proper actions are taken, such as suspending flight operations,

directing inspections, adding flight limitations or restrictions,

and directing hardware or software modifications to mitigate
the safety risks.

Our Response

The comments from JPO do not meet the intent of the recommendation.
Per our findings the JPO did not create a CSI program in accordance with
Public Law 108-136, Section 802.

The DoD OIG desires the identification

and confirmation from the Engineering Support Activity that all safety risks for
aircraft manufactured and delivered to the Government using the methodology
identified in the CSI handbook is complete.

Therefore, we request further

comments from the JPO in response to the final report.

C. Requirements Not Flowed Down

JPO and Lockheed Martin did not ensure that all essential quality

assurance and technical requirements were flowed down to
the supply chain. This resulted in suppliers providing critical

F-35 products that may not meet intended performance and
reliability requirements.
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We noted a significant number of findings in this area. These include the following.

• First Article Inspection – Lockheed Martin flowed down conflicting
requirements for FAIs to its suppliers.

The lack of definitive FAI

requirements was affecting the suppliers’ ability to qualify its processes
and ensure delivery of compliant product.

• Configuration Control – Lack of flow down and communication between
Lockheed Martin and suppliers was causing unclear configuration

management and status accounting requirements. Configuration issues at
suppliers were resulting in products with unknown configurations.

• Design and Development Requirements – Lockheed Martin did not flow
down all the necessary design and development requirements and ensure

requirements were verified and traceable. This impacted the suppliers’ ability
to develop products that meet expected performance requirements.

• Diminishing Manufacturing Supply and Materiel Shortages – JPO had not
funded Lockheed Martin to implement a DMSMS program. As a result, the
program was not proactively forecasting for part obsolescence.

Recommendation C—Management Comments and Our
Response
We recommend that the Joint Program Office perform technical and quality
assurance requirement flow down and verification throughout the F-35
supply chain.

Joint Program Office Comments
JPO partially agreed and stated::

The Government does not have the responsibility or resources
to perform requirement flow down verification throughout the

prime contractor’s entire supply chain. The prime contractor
is responsible and accountable, with oversight from the
Government.

The Government performs spot checks and

conducts surveillance to ensure the contractor is flowing
down requirements to its subcontractors. The Government
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monitors this closely through participation in Design Reviews,
Production

Readiness

Reviews,

Structural

Equivalency

Reviews, Program Management Reviews, production floor
inspections, configuration audits, etc. On site surveillance is
primarily performed by DCMA to ensure the contractor and its
subcontractors are complying with contractual requirements.

Our Response

The DoD OIG does not agree that the Government does not have the responsibility
to ensure that the prime contractor and the supply chain meet requirements. In

accordance with DoDD 5000.01, section 3.5, the Program Manager has the responsibility
for and authority to accomplish program objectives for development, production, and

sustainment to meet the user’s operational needs. The intent of our recommendation
is for JPO to ensure that technical and quality assurance requirement flow down occurs
by establishing the appropriate contractual requirements; such as having the prime
contractor create a database showing each supplier and all applicable performance
and quality assurance requirements. Contractual deliverables such as database access

and various monthly metrics would provide the Government additional confidence

that this has occurred. The lack of a requirement flow down process to date has

hampered the program’s understanding of supplier conformance to performance and
quality contractual requirements. Therefore, we request further comments from JPO in
response to the final report.

D. Ineffective Quality Assurance Organization
JPO’s quality assurance organization did not have the appropriate

resources and authority to effectively manage DoD’s largest
acquisition program. The lack of a strong and effective quality

assurance organization contributed to the program’s cost,
schedule, and performance issues.

DoDD 5000.01, “The Defense Acquisition System,” designates authority and responsibility

to the program manager within JPO to accomplish program objectives for development,
production, and sustainment to ensure that reliable systems are delivered to the

warfighter. DoDD 5000.01 goes on to state that the program manager, “shall be the single
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point of accountability for accomplishing program objectives for total life-cycle systems

management.” As evidenced by our assessment that identified 363 findings, JPO appeared
to rely on Lockheed Martin and DCMA to identify, report, and address quality assurance

issues. This indicates a lack of quality assurance and technical expertise within JPO to
recognize F-35 supply chain issues.

Furthermore, the Lockheed Martin Aeronautics quality assurance leadership team

reports to the Lockheed Martin Aeronautics operations leadership team and does not
have the organizational independence or inherent authority to enforce quality assurance

internally and throughout the F-35 supply chain. It should be noted that Lockheed Martin

Space Division has an independent quality assurance organization that does not report
to operations.

Recommendation D—Management Comments and
Our Response
We recommend that the Joint Program Office establish an independent quality
assurance organization, which has the authority and resources to enforce the
AS9100 standard and F-35 product quality.

Joint Program Office Comments
JPO disagreed with the recommendation. JPO stated:

JPO acknowledges opportunities to improve management of
Quality performance and the benefits of realignment within

the F-35 Program organizational structure to better support

transition from Low Rate Initial Production to Full Rate
Production.

These efforts have commenced to include an

increase in resources and realignment of the Quality Team

to report to program leadership. The JPO non-concurs with
establishing an independent quality assurance organization.

DCMA performs the role of the independent quality
assurance organization for the F-35 and other DoD programs.

DCMA conducts process surveillance against the AS9100

standard and enforces F-35 product quality requirements.
Additionally, the JPO Quality Team is staffed from two
independent organizations; Air Force Life Cycle Management
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Center (AFLCMC) and Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR).
While serving on the JPO Quality Team, these individuals

retain their responsibility to invoke their independent
AFLMC and NAVAIR leadership in the event the JPO does not
properly address quality concerns.

Our Response

We disagree with JPO’s approach because DCMA, AFLCMC, and NAVAIR are not

accountable for program quality assurance goals. In accordance with DoDD 5000.01,
section 3.5, the Program Manager has the responsibility for and authority to
accomplish program objectives for development, production, and sustainment to
meet the user’s operational needs.

Quality assurance is inherently a Government

program office’s responsibility. As evidenced by our findings, JPO did not enforce

F-35 product quality requirements. DCMA uses a “riskbased surveillance approach”

to apply resources across the DoD. Based on the findings from our assessment, DCMA
did not apply the appropriate resource throughout the supply chain. JPO must ensure
that Government resources are integrated into the program, efficiently applied, and
understand the system criticality of each aircraft component. It should also ensure

that design, test, and manufacturing issues are addressed with long-term, permanent
solutions. The DoD OIG seeks an effective quality assurance organization that meets

these expectations. Therefore, we request further comments from JPO in response to
the final report.

E. Ineffective DCMA Oversight
DCMA was not performing quality assurance oversight

commensurate with product criticality. Insufficient written

direction from JPO coupled with inadequate execution from
DCMA resulted in ineffective Government oversight of the
F-35 Program.

In accordance with the F-35 Program memorandum of agreement, DCMA has

been delegated the responsibly of final acceptance of each production article. The
memorandum states “DCMA will issue LODs to support Contract Management Offices for

key JSF subcontractors as defined by DCMA and based on the analysis of subcontractor
performance data and risk.” In addition, DCMA will analyze contractor-earned value

data and provide an assessment of program risk based on cost, schedule, and technical
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performance. DCMA will also maintain the Joint Surveillance Plan (between DCMA and
Lockheed Martin). The plan provides the details for accomplishing system surveillance
and maintenance.

Although there was a memorandum of agreement between JPO and DCMA, it was
inadequate for the complexity of the F-35 Program. The memorandum of agreement

did not provide any specifics to ensure adequate oversight of the F-35 supply chain.

DCMA Fort Worth did not issue letters of delegation to cognizant DCMA offices at key
F-35 suppliers based on the analysis of supplier performance data and risk. DCMA did
not consistently:

• develop or implement risk-based surveillance plans in accordance with
DCMA policies,

• participate in material review board activities,
• adequately conduct oversight activities, and

• identify and report oversight activities performed at lower tier suppliers.

Recommendation E—Management Comments and
Our Response
1. We recommend that the Joint Program Office:

a. Revise the Defense Contract Management Agency memorandum of
agreement to provide explicit surveillance criteria for mission-critical
hardware and software, to include, but not limited to, material review,
mandatory government inspection, process audit, product acceptance.

Joint Program Office Comments
JPO agreed and stated:

The Memorandum of Agreement (MOA), annex A-P, dated

February 2011, between the JPO and DCMA is being updated
to reflect Program objectives requiring DCMA support in the
following areas: Management of contractor Quality Process
implementation, control, maturity, and verification; Material

Review/Change Board Process authority and related task

requirements, Foreign Object Damage (FOD) management,
Government Flight Representative surveillance, Safety of
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Flight inspection requirements, contractual Corrective Action

Request notification, Air system acceptance (DD250), Supply
Chain Management, etc.

However specific surveillance

activities and priorities are articulated via other tools, such
as Quality Assurance Letters of Inspection (QALI’s).

It is important to note that the MOA update, though crucial in

shaping organizational roles and responsibilities that address

the findings in this report, is only part of the corrective action
process being implemented.

Execution of DCMA policies,

enhanced communication between the JPO and DCMA, and
enhanced inter-DCMA communications with supplier DCMA
organizations all play a role in improving surveillance. In

addition to the MOA, DCMA utilizes risk based surveillance
plans to support F-35 contracts. As part of the functional

surveillance planning process, DCMA determines what types

of surveillance techniques will be applied to ensure a supplier
has adequate quality processes in place and meet all contractua
lrequirements.

Risks are identified through historical

knowledge of the suppliers systems and processes, results of
surveillance execution, analysis of DCMA internal data, supplier
data and customer data.

Our Response

The comments from JPO are responsive and the actions met the intent of
the recommendation.

b. Ensure that Defense Contract Management Agency is performing quality
assurance oversight commensurate with product criticality.

Joint Program Office Comments
JPO agreed and stated:

DCMA has been, and continues to be, responsive to product
criticality

while

performing

quality assurance functions.

its

contact

administration

This includes optimizing

quality assurance oversight of contractors’ critical processes,

operations, and product. Product criticality is governed by
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Federal Acquisition Regulation derived surveillance strategies.

FAR/DFAR regulatory requirements as manifest in F-35
contracts are also guided by DCMA policies. DCMA policies

define risk considerations and thresholds in developing
surveillance plans. Quality specialists determine what types of
surveillance techniques will be applied to ensure a supplier
has adequate quality processes in place. Surveillance activities

and data analysis allow DCMA to re-evaluate risk levels and
where appropriate adjust surveillance plans.

As non-conformance is identified, JPO may request special

surveillance be performed in other areas due to severity
or whether they are systematic in nature. This is captured
in other documents such as QALI’s.

The DCMA monthly

report also is a means of communicating quality assurance
oversight as it pertains to production status.

Continuous

communication between JPO and DCMA to discuss and resolve
quality issues is critical to meeting Program objectives.
Performing quality assurance in accordance with product
criticality is central to how DCMA conducts contract surveillance.

Our Response

The comments from JPO do not meet the recommendation intent. As evidenced by

the findings, DCMA is not providing sufficient supply chain oversight commensurate
with product criticality. The term “surveillance,” as defined in Federal Acquisition

Regulation (FAR) 42.11, is broad and does not specifically equate to government

verification or inspection of manufacturing processes or products. As an example,
the DCMA surveillance for a supplier could be nothing more than an itinerant DCMA
person visiting a particular supplier every six months with the visit entailing a brief
walk through of the facility. Therefore, it is our position that JPO’s quality assurance

organization should make the final decision on supplier risk, and the type and amount

of DCMA surveillance. We request further comments from the JPO in response to the
final report.
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2. We recommend that the Defense Contract Management Agency:
a. Provide a comprehensive quality assurance oversight plan for
Joint Program Office approval to be included in the memorandum
of agreement.

Defense Contract Management Agency Comments
DCMA partially agreed. DCMA stated:

DCMA will ensure the MOA, as currently being updated,
complements DCMA risk based surveillance planning.

The

DMCA surveillance planning process is risk based and

developed through historical knowledge of the suppliers
systems and processes, results of surveillance execution,
analysis

of

customer data.

DCMA

internal

data,

supplier

data

and

DCMA is also implementing a dedicated Supply Chain

Management team at LMFW [Lockheed Martin, Fort Worth]

to address the significant supply chain oversight challenge of
the F-35 program. The focus of the team will be to evaluate

LMFWs supply chain processes and system as well as a

more focused emphasis on risk suppliers throughout the
Supply Chain.

Our Response

The comments from DCMA do not meet the recommendation intent. As stipulated
in our E.1.b response, it is important for JPO’s quality assurance organization

to make the final decision on supplier risk and the type and amount of DCMA
oversight. A comprehensive quality assurance oversight plan would specifically

identify DCMA oversight for critical assemblies: inspection, verification, and
process proofing. Therefore, we request further comments from the DCMA in
response to the final report.

b. Audit the execution of the quality assurance oversight plan throughout
the F-35 supply chain.
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Defense Contract Management Agency Comments
DCMA agreed and stated:

DCMA will comply with its quality assurance oversight plan.

Regular audits of supplier and prime DCMA organizations

are crucial to maximizing the effectiveness of risk based
surveillance. Within DCMA, Management Review Teams (MRT)

provide comprehensive functional reviews on our quality
program. These risk-based audit efforts, are conducted by
independent quality experts and occur throughout the entire

DCMA organization ensuring coverage of the F-35 supply chain.

Continued communication of audit results with our customers
and enhanced communication between DCMA supplier CMOs
will also supplement a robust audit process.

Our Response

The DCMA comments do not meet the recommendation intent. DCMA states they
will comply with its existing quality assurance oversight plan, which does not

appear to be the comprehensive F-35 quality assurance oversight plan sought in our

E.2.a recommendation. In addition, the DCMA audit and MRT process cited is not

new and as identified by our assessment was insufficient. Therefore, we request
further comments from the DCMA in response to the final report.
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Appendix A
Scope and Methodology
We conducted this assessment from February 2012, through July 2013, in accordance
with the Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency, “Quality Standards

for Inspection and Evaluation.” Those standards require that we plan and perform the
assessment to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for
our findings and conclusions based on our assessment objectives. We believe that the

evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on
our assessment objectives.

To review the quality management system, our assessments focused on the following:
• Applicable Statutory/regulatory requirements

• Contractual quality management system (AS9100)
• Contractual quantity clauses

• Internal quality assurance processes and procedures
• Software quality assurance process
• Aviation CSI

Use of Technical Assistance
We used assistance from quality assurance engineers and quality assurance specialists

with a background in defense and aerospace systems. We established teams of subject

matter experts who assessed to the AS9100C Quality Management System standard.

The subject matter expert teams consisted of 14 to 18 quality assurance engineers,
trained and certified in AS9100, who had an average of 15 years of quality assurance,

audit experience. Additionally, our teams included subject matter experts in military
aviation CSI.
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Appendix B
Prior Coverage
During the last 5 years, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) and the

Department of Defense Inspector General (DoD IG) issued 26 reports discussing
F-35 Joint Strike Fighter. Unrestricted GAO reports can be accessed over the

Internet at http://www.gao.gov. Unrestricted DoD IG reports can be accessed at

http://www.dodig.mil/pubs/index.cfm.

GAO

Report No. GAO-13-690T, “F-35 Joint Strike Fighter: Restructuring Has Improved the
Program, but Affordability Challenges and Other Risks Remain,” June 19, 2013

Report No. GAO-13-294SP, “Defense Acquisitions: Assessments of Selected Weapon
Programs,” March 28, 2013

Report No. GAO-13-309, “F-35 Joint Strike Fighter: Current Outlook Is Improved, but
Long-Term Affordability Is a Major Concern,” March 11, 2013

Report No. GAO-12-437, “Joint Strike Fighter: DOD Actions Needed to Further Enhance
Restructuring and Address Affordability Risks,” June 14, 2012

Report No. GAO-12-400SP, “Defense Acquisitions: Assessments of Selected Weapon
Programs,” March 29, 2012

Report No. GAO-12-525T, “Joint Strike Fighter: Restructuring Added Resources and
Reduced Risk, but Concurrency Is Still a Major Concern,” March 20, 2012

Report No. GAO-11-903R, “Joint Strike Fighter: Implications of Program Restructuring
and Other Recent Developments on Key Aspects of DOD’s Prior Alternate Engine
Analyses,” September 14, 2011

Report No. GAO-11-677T, “Joint Strike Fighter: Restructuring Places Program on Firmer
Footing, but Progress Is Still Lagging,” May 19, 2011

Report No. GAO-11-325, “Joint Strike Fighter: Restructuring Places Program on Firmer
Footing, but Progress Still Lags,” April 7, 2011
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Report No. GAO-11-450T, “Joint Strike Fighter: Restructuring Should Improve Outcomes,
but Progress Is Still Lagging Overall,” March 15, 2011

Report No. GAO-11-323R, “Tactical Aircraft: Air Force Fighter Force Structure Reports
Generally Addressed Congressional Mandates, but Reflected Dated Plans and Guidance,
and Limited Analyses,” February 24, 2011

Report No. GAO-11-171R, “Defense Management: DOD Needs to Monitor and Assess
Corrective Actions Resulting from Its Corrosion Study of the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter,”
December 16, 2010

Report No. GAO 10-1020R, “Joint Strike Fighter: Assessment of DOD’s Funding Projection
for the F136 Alternate Engine,” September 15, 2010

Report No. GAO-10-789, “Tactical Aircraft: DOD’s Ability to Meet Future Requirements
is Uncertain, with Key Analyses Needed to Inform Upcoming Investment Decisions,”
July 29, 2010

Report No. GAO-10-388SP, “Defense Acquisitions: Assessments of Selected Weapon
Programs,” March 30, 2010

Report No. GAO-10-478T, “Joint Strike Fighter: Significant Challenges and Decisions
Ahead,” March 24, 2010

Report No. GAO-10-382, “Joint Strike Fighter: Additional Costs and Delays Risk Not
Meeting Warfighter Requirements on Time,” March 19, 2010

Report No. GAO-10-520T, “Joint Strike Fighter: Significant Challenges Remain as DOD
Restructures Program,” March 11, 2010

Report No. GAO-09-711T, “Joint Strike Fighter: Strong Risk Management Essential as
Program Enters Most Challenging Phase,” May 20, 2009

Report No. GAO-09-326SP, “Defense Acquisitions: Assessments of Selected Weapon
Programs,” March 30, 2009

Report No. GAO-09-303, “Joint Strike Fighter: Accelerating Procurement before
Completing Development Increases the Government’s Financial Risk,” March 12, 2009
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Report No. GAO-08-782T, “Defense Acquisitions: Better Weapon Program Outcomes

Require Discipline, Accountability, and Fundamental Changes in the Acquisition
Environment,” June 3, 2008

Report No. GAO-08-467SP, “Defense Acquisitions: Assessments of Selected Weapon
Programs,” March 31, 2008

Report No. GAO-08-569T, “Joint Strike Fighter: Impact of Recent Decisions on Program
Risks,” March 11, 2008

Report No. GAO-08-388, “Joint Strike Fighter: Recent Decisions by DOD Add to Program
Risks,” March 11, 2008

DoD IG

Report No. DODIG-2013-031, “Audit of the F-35 Lightning II Autonomic Logistics
Information System (ALIS),” December 10, 2012
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Appendix C
Notices of Concern and JPO Responses
NOC Lockheed Martin

INSPECTOR GENERAL
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
4800 MARK CENTER DRIVE
ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA 22350-1500

MEMORANDUM FOR PROGRAM EXECUTIVE OFFICE JOINT STRIKE FIGHTER
SUBJECT: Notice of Concern–Quality Assurance Assessment of the F-35 Program
(Project No. D2012-DT0TAD-0003)
We are issuing this Notice of Concern (NOC) to inform you that the Department of
Defense, Inspector General (DoD IG) team identified issues that require your attention. During
the Quality Assurance assessment1 of the F-35 program at Lockheed Martin Aeronautics (LMA),
Fort Worth, Texas, from March 26, 2012 to April 6, 2012, the team identified 70 findings, 29 of
which we consider to be major (systemic) and 41 to be minor.
We sorted the findings into six broad categories: Document Control, Risk Management,
Process Discipline, Process Proofing, Foreign Object Debris (FOD), and Critical Safety Items
(CSI). Our assessment of each of these areas is as follows:
 Document and configuration control is weak and needs management attention.
 Risk management needs to be handled upfront programmatically and technically.
 Process discipline is lacking in many areas reviewed by the team.
 Production processes have not been thoroughly proofed.
 FOD discipline is lacking and requires major cultural changes.
 CSI Development needs immediate and complete implementation.
On average, at final assembly each aircraft has 200+ corrective actions requiring rework
or repair. The DoD IG team’s overall conclusion is that LMA’s, Fort Worth, Texas quality
management system and the integrity of the F-35 product are jeopardized by a lack of attention
to detail, inadequate process discipline, and a “we will catch it later” culture. We believe the
quality assurance culture at LMA, Fort Worth, Texas must improve and that robust technical
oversight by the government is required to ensure program performance and mission success.
Our findings are attached to this memorandum for your review and comment.
DoD Directive 7650.3 requires that recommendations be resolved promptly. Please provide
comments that state whether you agree or disagree with the findings and recommendations. If
you agree with our recommendations, describe what actions you have taken or plan to take to
accomplish the recommendations and include the completion dates of your actions. If you
disagree with the recommendations or any part of them, please give specific reasons why you
disagree and propose alternative action if appropriate. Once we complete our five assessments,
1
The assessment was conducted in accordance with the Council of the Inspector General on
Integrity and Efficiency (CIGIE) Quality Standards for Inspection and Evaluation and guidance
in AS9101, Quality Management Systems Audit Requirements for Aviation, Space, and Defense
Organizations.
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NOC Lockheed Martin (cont’d)

we will provide a report on our findiugs, a long with any additional matters that might come to
ow· attention.

uy

We should receive your COUillleuts
May 25.2012. We uonually include copies o f the
collllllents in the report. if you consider any matters to be exempt from public release. you
should mark thew clearly for Inspector General consideration.
a portable docmnent fo rmat (.pdf) tile containing your collllllents to
. Copies of yow· coUillleuts must have the actual signature of the
your organization. We are 1111able to accept the /Signed/ symbol in place
g
of the actual signature. If you anau{!e to seud classified coll1Uieuts elecuouically. you mus t seuu
them over the SECRET Internet Protocol Router Network (SIPRNE1).
the courtesies ex1ended to the staff. Please direct questions to -

Randolph R. Stone, SES
Deputy Inspector Gcm:rnl
Policy and Oversight
Attachments:
As stated

2
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JPO Response to NOC Lockheed Martin

CD
..

JOINT STRII\"E f'JGFITRR PROGRAM
200 J201 Streti South, Suitt> 600
Arlington, Virginia 22202·5402

.

From:
To :

Program Executive Officer, F- 35 Lightn~ng II
Deputy Inspector General, Policy and Oversight
Department of Defense Inspector General

Subj:

RESPONSE, NOTICE OF CONCRRN - QUALITY ASSURANCE
OF 'rHE F - 3 S PROGRAM

~lAY

2 3 2!

ASSESS!oiENT

1. I received and analyzed your 25 April 2012 Notice of
Concern-Quality Assurance Assessment of the F-35 Program
(Project No. 02012-DTOTAD-0003) regarding your visit to Lockheed
Martin Aeronautics (LMA), Fort Worth, Texas from 26 March to 6
April 2012 . I appreciate your team's efforts to assess
conformity to F-35 quality management systems, contractual
quality clauses , and internal processes and procedures, to
include Aviation Critical Safety Items. I view your assessment
as a valuable tool to independently evaluate the areas for
i~provement within the F-35 program, with the ultimate goal of
producing a quality, timely, and cost-effective weapon system
for the United States and our allies.
2. The F-35 Joint Program Office (JPO), in concert with the
Defense Contract Management Agency (OCMA) and LMA, reviewed each
of the assessment's findings and recommendations. I accept all
of the findings i ssued relative to LMA as valid. I agree that
all of the recommendations issued relative to LMA should be
assessed and implemented to the maximum practicable extent.
Additionally, the F-35 JPO reviewed the findings and
recommendations issued relative to the F-35 JPO, and I also
accept all of these findings as valid. I accept al l of the
recormnendations issued relative to the F-35 JPO. A detailed
discussion of our path forward is contained at Appendix A and is
marked for Inspector General Consideration.

We will continue to work with you and your team during the
quality assurance assessments of selected LMA subcontractors .

3.

D&dJik
Vice Aclrnical,

u.s .

Navy

Appendix 11
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JPO Response to NOC Lockheed Martin (cont’d)

JOINT STRIKE t<'IGHTER PROGRAM
200 um Street South, Suite 600
Arlington, Virginia 22202-5402

Copy to:
OUSO(AT&L)

Director, Engineering
JSF Weapon System Program Manager
Di rector, Production
Di rector, Program Integration
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JPO Response to NOC Lockheed Martin (cont’d)

JOINT STRIKE FIGIJTER PROGRAI\1

200 12'" Street Soutl1, Suite 600
Arlington. VIrginia 2220Z..S402

FOR INSPECTOR GENERAL CONSIDERATION

II\

w

Appendix A:
1.
The F-35 Joint Program Office (J?O), i n concert wi th the
Defense Contract Management Agency IDCMA) and LMA, reviewed each
of the assessment 's findings and recommendations. I accept all
of the findings i ssued relative to LMA as val id. I agree that
all of the recommendations issued relative to LMA should be
assessed and implemented to the maY~um p r acticable extent.
Additionally, the F-35 JPO reviewed tbe findings and
reconunendations issued relative to the F- 35 JPO, and I also
accept all of these findings as valid. I accept all of the
recommendations issued relative to the F-35 JPO and will
implement them as discussed below. Although we may discover,
during ou r root cause analys is and development of corrective
action p l ans , that a particular aspect of a finding may be
already addressed and fixed to satisfy requirements 1 I believe
that every finding has a def i ciency that needs to be further
addressed by our program office. Further, I intend to ensure
that any corrections and improvements do not stay restricted to
one location but are distributed and implemented throughout the
JSF enterprise.
2. Regarding the findings issued relative to LMA, the F-35
JPO ' s first step was to establ ish a joint working group among
t he F-35 JPO, LMA. and DCMA to ensure that all of the findings
and recommendations are understood and to start developing
corrective action plans. Poi nts of Con~act were established by
9 May 2012 for every fi nding within each of the three
organizations . and discussions have alLeady conunenced. The F-35
JPO then notified DCMA of our i ntent to accept a ll of the
findings (14 May 2012). DCMA is issuing Level 2 Corrective
Action Requests (CARs) for each finding (on-going, ECD 31 May
2012) . The DCMA CAR process p r ovides the Government a
systematic approach to ensure the Contractor takes corrective
4Ction in a timely manner. The F-3 5 JPO, in concert with the
responsible DCMA organization, will im.Plement monthly
adjudicaLion meetings with each location included in the
assessment to ensure appropriate progress is being accompl ished
in the corrective action plan for each finding . The first
meeti ng wi t h LMA will be held in July 2012.
3 . Regarding the f i ndings issued relative to the F- 35 JPO, we
are pursui ng the following process.
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JOINT Sl'1liKJ': FIGHTER PROGRAM
200 12rn Street South, Suite 600
Arlington, Vlrglnla 22201-5401

a. Of the seven findings issued relative to tlle F-35 JPO,
two address concerns regarding documentation of meetings for the
Program Management Advisory Board and Test Readiness Reviews.
In accordance with your recommendations, this will be addressed
by 31 August 2012.
b. Four findings deal with the program implementation of
Safety Item (CSI) management. Your recommendations
direct the P-35 JPO to implement a fully realized CSI plan,
which we fully support. An F- 35 CSI- Specific Implementation
Policy has been developed . That document is being updated to
con~unicaLe the additional CSI requirements and guiddflce in
order to address the DoDIG's findings. The updated policy will
form the basis of the JPO plans to put the Prime Contractor on
contract for Phase I (Prime Contractor CSI) and Phase II
(Supplier CSI) CSI Non-recurring engineering (NRE)effort, as
wel l as the CSI recurring efforts . We plan to work with our
Prime Contractor in the next several weeks to develop a CSI
roadmap/schedule for the CSI program. The F-35 JPO is working to
update and authorize the Phase I CSI NRE request for proposal .
Critica~

c. The F-35 JPO accepts the final finding ,4LM005, which
identifies the following issues : ~a) JPO does not have a
{Diminishing Manufacturing Sources and Matertal Shortages ) DMSMS
Program Management Plan as requi red by SEOIAVINST 5000. 2E (and
previous revisions) or DoD 4140.1R. b) DMSMS management
activities have not been funded in the Low Rate I nitial
Production (LRIP) 4 and 5 contracts. Therefore, a proactive
DMSMS management process is not being implemented by LM or its
suppliers on the F-35 . - we fully accept the first part of the
finding regarding the lack of a DMSMS Pcograrn l'tanagement Plan,
but it is important to point out that we do have some DMSMS
activities on contract
Prior to S July 2011, DMS non recurring/redesign and management activities were performed
under the son con tract
After that date, OMS management
activities are being performed under the sustainment portion of
the LRIP 5 contract. Beginning with the definitization of the
LRIP 5 production Undefinitized Contract Acti on, which is
currently being negotiated, all future OMS management and nonrecurring/redesign activities will be included as part of the
production contract. The JPO fully supports your recommendation
to implement a robust DMSMS program and flow that down to LMA.
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NOC Northrop Grumman

INSPECTOR GENERAL

•

-

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
~800 MARK CENTER DRIVE

'

ALI<XANORIA, VIRGINIA 22350 1600

JUN 1 3 2012

MEMORANDUM FOR PROGRAM BXECUTTVE OFFICE JOfNT STR1KE f!GJITER

SUBJECT: Notice of Couccm-Qunlity Assurance Asscssrucut of the F-3 S Progrom
(Project No, D20 12-DTOTAD-0003)
We arc issuing this Notice of Concern to inform you that the Department of Defense,
Inspector General (Ool> IU) team identified issues thattequire your ::tttention. l)uring the
Quality Assurance Assessment' of the F-35 program at Northrop Grumman Corporation (NOC).
El Segundo and Palmdale, C:llifomia, from May 7, 20 12 to May 18, 2012, the team identitied
66 Jimlings.
We arranged the finding:; into live hrond categories: Document ontrol, Requirements

Flow-Down, Process Proo[mg, Process Discipline, and Tool and Equipment Control. Our
assessment of each of these areas is as follows:
•

Document Control-Plans. procedures, and records were not always maintained

•

Requirements Flow-Down-ContrcJctual and/or Federul Acquisition Rcgulution
requirements were not ntwnys correctly fl owed clown ;md/or implemented

•

Proct:ss Prooling- Producliun processes ru1d work instructions were not well-defined
and/or incomplete

•

Proces~

Discipline- Failure to follow established procedures was prevalent throughout

most quality management processes

•

Tool and Equipmellt Control Tools and/or equipment were not properly identified,
pruufcu, and controlled

Tbc DoD 10 team's ovcrnll cot\clusion is that NOC's quality management system is not
alwsys implemented or sufficiently defined; however, management i~ actively engaged in the
day-to-day production activities and proactively .vorklng i s~uc~ u~ they arise. ·n,cir gcncnd atlitudc:
wus lhul tlat: issm:s nolt:d by tht DoD 10 us~t:ssmo::nt team were upportunitit:s to impruv~ thtir
product

1

We conducted the assessment in uccorduncc with the Council of the Inspector General on
Integrity and Efficiency Quality Standards for lnspectton and Evaluation and guidance in
AS9J0l, Quality Management Systems Audit Requirements for Aviation, Space, and Defense
Org:mi?!ll!ons.
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NOC Northrop Grumman (cont’d)

Our findings are attached to this memorandum for your review and conunent.
DoD Directive 7650.3 req uires that recommendations be resolved promptly. Please provide
comments that stale whether you agree or disagree with the findings a nd recomme ndations. If
you agree with our reconuuendations, describe what actions you have taken or plan to take to
accomplish the recommendations and incl ude the completion dates of your actions. If you
disagree with the reconunendations or any part of them, please give specific reasons why you
disagree and propose alternative action if appropriate. Once we complete our fi ve assessments,
we will provide a report on our findings, along with any additional mailers that might come to
our attention.
We should rccdvc.: your c.:<Jmmcnls hy July 13,2012. We normally include copies of the
comments in the repott. lf you consider any matters to be exempt from public release, you
should mark them clearly for Inspector General consideration.
If possible, send a portable document format (.pdf) tile containing your conunents to
• • • • • • • •. Copies of your couum;nls must ha ve the actual signature o f Lhc
authorizing offici al for your organization. We are unable to accept the /Signed/ symbol in p lace
of the actual sigualun:. If you urnmgc to send clussified comments eleclronicHIIy, you must send
them over the SECRET Internet Protocol Router Network (SIPRNET).
We appreciate the courtesies extended to the staff. Please direct questions to· · · ·

Randolph R. Stone
Deputy Inspector General
Policy and Oversight
Attachments:
As sla ted

2
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JOINT ~TRIKE FIGHTER PROGRAM
200 12'"' Sln'et South, Suite 600
Arlington, VIrginia 22207.-5402

From:
To:

Program Executive Officer, F-35 Ligh~g II
Deputy Inspector General, Policy and Oversight
Department of Defense Inspector General

Subj:

RESPONSE, NOTICE OF CONCERN - QOALITY ASSURANCE

ASSESSMENT OF

THE

JUL 9 2012

F-35 PROGRAM

1 . I received and analyzed your 13 Jun 2012 Notice of ConcernQuality Assurance Assessment of the F-35 Program (Project No.
02012-DTOTAD-0003) regarding your visit to Northrop Grumman
Corporation (NGC). El Segundo and Palmdale, California, ·t- 18 May
2012. I appreciate your team's efforts to assess conformity to
F-35 quality management systems, contractual quality clauses,
and internal processes and procedures, to include Aviation
critical Safety Items. I view your assessment as a valuable
tool to independently evaluate the areas for improvement within
the F-35 Program, with the ultimate goal of producing a quality,
timely , and cost-effective weapon system tor the United States
and our allies.

2. The F-35 Joint Program Office CJPO). in concert with the
Defense Contract Management Agency (DCMA), NGC, and the prime
contractor, Lockheed Martin Aeronautics (LMA), reviewed each of
the assessment's f indings and recommendations. I accept a l l of
the flnd.ings issued relative to NGC and LMA as valid. I agree
that all of the recommendations issued relative to NGC and LMA
should be assessed and implemented to the maximum practicable
extent. A detailed discussion of our path forward is contained
at Appendix A and is marked for Inspector General Consideration.
3. We will continue to work with you and your team during the
quality assurance assessments or the ren~lning selected LMA
subcontractors .

!~Jidr-

Vice Admiral. u . s. Navy
Appendix A
Copy to:
OUSD(AT&L)
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JOINT STRIKE FIGHTER PROGRAM
200
Street South, Suite 600

um

ArUngton, VlreJnla :Z:ZlO:Z-5402

Director, Engineering
JSF weapon System Program Manager
Director, Production
Direc tor, Program Integration
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JPO Response to NOC Northrop Grumman (cont’d)

JOINI' STR.IKE FIGHTER PROGRAM
200 un• Street South, Suite 600
Arlington, \'irglnia 21202·5402

FOR INSPECTOR GENERAL CONSIDERATION

II\

w

Appendix A:
1.
The F-35 Joint Program Office (JPO), in concert with the
Defense Contract Management Agency (DCMA) , NGC, and the prime
contractor, Lockheed Martin Aeronautics (LMA) , reviewed each of
the assessmem: ' s findings and recommendations. I accept all of
the findings issued relative to NGC and LMA as valid. I agree
that a l l of the recommendations issued r elative to NGC and LMA
should be assessed and implemented to the maximum practicable
ext ent. Although we may discover, during our root cause
analysis and development of corrective action plans, that a
particular aspect of a finding may be already addressed and
fixed to satisfy requirements, I believe that every finding has
a deficiency that needs to be further addressed by our program
office. Further, r intend to ensure that any corrections and
improvements do not stay restricted to one location but are
distributed and i mplemented throughout the JSF enterprise .
2. Regarding the findings issued relative to NGC, the F- 35 JPO
established a joint working group among the F-35 JPO, NGC , LMA,
and DCMA to ensure that all of the findings and recommendations
are understood and to start developing corrective action plans.
Points of Contact within each of the four governmen t
organizations will be established for every finding by 18 July,
but discussions have already commenced
Tbe F- 35 JPO has begun
working with DCMA at both NGC s ites to understand and properl y
characterize each fin ding with an eye towards drafting
Corrective Action Requests (CARs) for appropriate findings (ongoing, ECD 18 July 2012 ) . The DCMA CAR process provides the
Government a systematic approach to ensure that corrective
actions are taken in a timely manner. The F-35 JPO, in concert
with the responsible DCMA organization and LMA, will implement
monthly adjudication meetings with each location included in t he
assessment to ensure appropriate progress is being accomplished
in the corrective action plan for each finding . The firsL
meeting with NGC. u~, and DCMA will be held in August 2012.
3 . Findings issued relative to LMA have been rolled i nto the
tracking process initiated during the initial visit to LMA and
will be included in the LMA monthly tracking meetings.
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~

\\6'1

INSPECTOR GENERAL
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
4800 1\.41\RK CENTER DRIVE
ALEXANDRIA, VIRCINIA 22350·1500

JUL I 12012

MEMORANDUM POR PROGRAM EXECUTIV E OFFICE JOINT Sl RIKE FIGI-J'I HR
SUBJECT: Notice ofConccm-Quulily Assumnec Assessment of the F-35 Progrom
(Project Nn. 1>201 2-ln OTAI>-0001)
We nre is~u ing rhis No1ice of C.oncemro inform yon That the Department of Defense,
lnspv>etor General (DoD IG) team identified issues that require your ullcntion. During the:
Qunlity Assurance Asscssment 1 of the F-35 program nt L-3 Communicntions, Alpharetta,
Geo1gia, r1om June 18,2012 to June 22, 2012, the tc:ant identilietl SG lindings.

We sorted the findings into five brond cntcgorics; Process Discipline, Document Control,
Requirements Flow-Down, rool and Equipment Conlrol, and Process !'roofing. Our nssessmenl
of each of these areas is as follows
•

Process UiscipHnc-Jfailme to fo llow established procedures was prcvl\lent throughout
most quality mQnagcment processes reviewed
Du~;Ui ucul CvutJUI l' hm~. J.IIUWUUlt::~. autl JeWltb wc1e 11u l ww<1y~ nnsiutaiuctl
Requirements Flow- Uown-Contractual and/or rederal Acquisition Regulation
requ irement~ were nut always ~:orrcclly flowed down anti/or implcm~.:ntcd
l'nol and Equipment C:ontrol Tools anti/or cquip1i1cnt were nuL pl'npcrly ccmtrnlletl, unci
the calibration system had selious deficiencies
Process Proofing Production processes nnd work instwctions were not ......rll-defim:d
undlnr incomplete

The non IG team's overall conclusion is that 1 .-3·~: quality ln<magenltllll syslem is nol
implc:mentcd ur sufficiently tlelin~'l.l . Approximulc:ly hulf (43 pcrccnt) vflhe lintlinK~
were in proc<.'.ss discipline, indicating a lack of attention to detail. In addition. the calibration
sy~l~:m hull serious defi ·iencies !hut wunnnt n complete review, uud lirsl utticle inspections w~e
not hcing performed as required.
ulway~

<lur lindings nre attached to this memorandum lor your review and comment.
DoD Directi ve 7650.3 1cquircs Jhnt rccommclll.lotions be resolved jJromptly. Please provide
comments thnt state whether you agree or disagree witl1 the findings and recommendat1ons. If
yuu UgJl:e with vur re~.:ommemJuli o n:;, J es~.:ribt: whut u~.:lious you huve Iuken vr pl~n to luke to
accomplish the reconuncndntions artd include the completion dates of your actions. If you
disa~ree with the rccommcndntions or any pun of them, plcnse give specific reasons why you
1 We ~.:outluct~.:d the asscs:~mcut in a~.:wrtlan~:c wi th the Couu~.:il of the lnspcctor Gcucral 0 11
lnrcgrity nod Efficiency Quality Standards lor Inspection and Evaluation and guidance in
AS91 0 I, Quulily Management Systems Audit Rcquircmcnls for Aviation, Space, und Defense
Organizations.
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disagree and propose alternative action if appropriate. Once we complete our assessments, we
will pauviu~.: u a~.:pual uu uua Iiuuiugs, uluug willa uuy uuditiuuuluatlttc:as tlat1t auiglat wmc: to uua
attention.
We should receive your comments by August 13,2012. We normally include copies of
the comments in the report. If you consider nny moilers to be exempt from public releose, you
should mark them clearly lbr Inspector General con ideration.
. Copies of your comments must have the actual signature of the
lauthorizing otlicial lor your
organin tion. We are unable to accept the /Signed/ symbol in place

~··l·
f )IJOis,si·b·lc_. _se·n·d a )JOrtablc document format (.pdf) fi le containing your comments to

of the actual signature. If you arrange to send classified comments electronically, you must send
them over the SECRET Intemet Protocol Router Network (SIPRNET).
We appreciate the courtesies extended to the staff. Please direct questions to • • • •

tJ..A_.e ) ~ z; 6A-",.; Randolp(R. Stone

~·Deputy Inspector General
Policy and Oversight
All11t:hrm:nt:
As stated

2
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•

JOINT STRIKE FIGHTER PROGRAM
ZOO 1Z111 Street Sclutb, Suite 600
ArUn~on , Vl~nia 22202-~2

From:
To:

Program Executive Officer, F-35 Lightning II
Deputy Inspector General, Policy and oversight
Department of Def ense Inspector Genera l

Subj :

RESPONSE , NOTICE OF CONCERN -

QUALITY ASSURANCE

ASSESSMENT OF THE F-35 PROGRAM
1. l received und unalyzed your 11 Jul 2012 Notice of ConcernQuality Assurance Assessment of the F-35 Program (Project No.
D2012- D'l'0'l'AD- 0003) regarding your vis it to L-3 Communications,
Alpharetta, Georgia, 18 - 22 June 2012. I appreciate your team's
efforts to assess conformit.y to F-35 qual ity management systems ,
contractual quality clauses. and internal processes and
procedures. I view your assessment as a valuable tool to
independently evaluate the areas for improvemen t within the F - 35
Program, with the ultimate goal of producing a quali t y, time ly,
and cost-effective weapon system for the onited States and our
allies .
2. The F- 35 Joint Progra m Office (JPO), i n concert with the
Defense Contract Management Agency (DCMA), L- J, and the prime
contractor, Lockheed Martin Aeronautics (LMA), reviewed each of
the assessment's findings and recommendations . I accept a l l of
the !indings issued relative to L- 3 and LMA as valid. I agree
that all of the recommendations issued relative to L-3 and LMA
should be assessed and implemented to the maximum practicable
extent. The JPO acknowledges the findings issued against DCMA
Fort worth and DCMA Atlanta , and will collaborate with DCMA to
ensure recommen~tions are assessed and implemented to the
maximum practicable extent. A detai l ed discussion of our path
forward is contained at Appendix A and l s marked ror !uspeclor
General Consideration .
3 . We will continue to work with you and your team during the
quallty assurance assessments of the remaining selected LMA
subcontractors.

Dcfd;~

Vice
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JOINT STRIKE FIGlfi'ER PROGRAM
200 1Z111 Street South, Suite 600
Arlington, Virginia 22202-.5402

Appendix A
Copy to:
OUSD(AT&L)
Director, Engineering
JSF weapon System Program Manager
Director, Production
Director, Program Integration
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•

JOINT ~,'RlKE FIGIITER PROGRI\M

200 12"' Street Suutb. Suit~ 600
Arlington, VIrginia 21202-5402

FOR INSPECTOR GgNERAL CONSIDERATION

Appendi x A'

1.
The F - 35 Joint Program Office (JPO), in concerc with the
Defense Contract Management Agency (DCMA), L-3, and the prime
contractor, Lockheed Martin Aeronautics (LMA), reviewed each of
the assessment's findings and recommenda t ions . T accept all of
t he findings issued relative to L-3 and LMA as valid. I agree
that all of the recommendations issued relative to L-3 and LMA
should be assessed and implemented to the maximum practicable
extent . Although we may discover, during our root cause
analysis and development of corrective action plans, that a
particular aspect of a finding may be a lready addressed and
fixed to satisfy requirements, I believe that every finding has
a deficiency that needs to be further addressed by our p rogram
office. Further, r intend to ensur e that any cor rections and
improvements do not stay restricted to one location b u t are
distributed and implemented throughout the J SF enterprise .
2 . Regarding the findings issued relative to L-3, the F- 35 JPO
established a j oint working group among the F-35 JPO, L- 3. LMA.
and DCMA to ensure that all of the findings and recommendations
are understood and to start developing corrective action plans
Points of contact within each of the four organizations wil l be
established for every finding by 10 August 2012, but discussions
have already commenced . The F- 35 JPO has begun working with
DCMA at L-3 to understand and properly charact erize each finding
with an eye towards drafting Corrective Action Requests (CARs)
for appropriate findings (on -going, ECD 31 August 2012) . The
DCMA CAR process provides the Government a systematic approach
to ensure that corrective actions are taken in a timely manner.
The F-35 JPO, in concer t with the responsible DCMA orgdnizatlon
and LMA, will implement monthly adjudication meetings with each
location included in the assessment to ensure appropriate
progress is being accomplished in the corrective action plan for
each finding . The first meeting with L-3, LMA, and DCMA wil l be
held in September 2012 .

3 . Findings issued relative to LMA have been rolled into t he
tracking process initiated during the initial visit to LMA and
will be included in theLMA monthly tracking meetings .
4 . Findi ngs issued relative to DCMA Fort WorLh and DCMA Al l anta
are being acLively addressed. DCMA Atlanta has ensured proper
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JOINT STRIKE FlGBTE.R PROGRAM
200 12m Street South, Suite 600
Arlington, Virginia 22202-S4o2

procedures are in place and personnel properly trained to
conduct the required inspections. They have developed a revised
Quality Assurance Surveillance plan for L- 3 Display Systems and
are developing an internal procedure for •Delegation Review and
Receipt,• which will be completed by 31 August 2012.
DMCA Fort Worth has reviewed their Letters of Delegation to
ensure all infonnation is correctly reflected, which is expected
to be complete by 31 August 2012. DCMA Fort Worth is also
modifying their F- 35 Suppliers Information Delegation to include
a Monthly Reporting Requirements column, and will follow up
within one business day if the deadline for reporting is mjssed .
Finally, DCMA is implementing a new procedure to extract /compile
and forward to the cognizant DCMA office perfonnance data
rel ating to those assigned suppliers whose performance is below
LM 's Supplier Quality Rating or that have received related
product deficiency reports . They are updating their
Surveillance strategy and desk top instructions to reflect this
c hange, whicll will be completed by 30 September 2012.
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~

\51

INSPECTOR GENERAL
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
4800 MARK CENTER ORNE
ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA 22350.1500

JUt 26 20t2

MEMORANDUM FOR PROGRAM EXECUTIVE Of"FlCE JOINT STRJKE HGI!TER
SUBJECT: Notice of Conccm-Quality Asstmmcc Assessment of lhc F-35 Prowum
(l'rnjecl No. ll7.0 17.-ll'III'I'A1>-001)1)

We nre issuing this Notice ofConcetn to infonn you that the Department ofDefen.~e,
lnspcc10r Ocm:rul (Don IG) team ith:ntillcd un issue that requires nth:ntion. During u preas.~cssmcnt visit at Honeywell, Phoenix, AZ, on July 19, 2012, we found that DCMA Phoenix
Luts nut beeu ueleguted over.;igbt of pi'Oductiou from DCMI\, Lockheed Martin Fort Worth. Titis
lack or delegation could resull in q11aliry escapes as IJCMA fiurveillancc t~nd quality ovct·sighl
ftmct ious nrc not l>ciJtg performed. Jt should be noted that DCMA Phocnjx does bnvo a
delegation tor reprur nnd t-ework .
Our finding is attnched to this memorandum fo r your review and comment.
DoD Directive 7650.3 requires that rccommcmluLions be resolved promptly. Pl~st: pruvkk
comm enl~ thatlltatc whether you agree ur disagree with the findings and recommendation. lf
you ugrcc with our rcconuucndotiou, describe whut octious you hove token or plan to toke to
accomplish the recommt:ndution 1tnd incluut: the completion dates of yt)UT Hclions. If you
disagtec with the rectllltmendation or nny part of it, please give spccitic reasons why yott
disagree nnd propose altc111ative action lfnppropriatc.
We should receive your comments by August 13, 2012. lf you consider 3ny ma!tcrs
e.-,:empl from public release, you should mark them clearly for Inspector Gcncml consideration.
If possible, !lend a JXll13blc document format (.pdf) file containing your comments to
• • • • • • • •. Copies of your comments must huve the aetuul signature of tho
authorizing official for your orgaruZ!Ition. We arc w1ablc lo ll~:eopt the /Sigm:dl symbol in plnee
of on actual sig.uatmc, If you Qrrange to SCJld clnssitied comments electroniCIIIIy, you must sen<l
them nver the SRCRr:T Internet Protncnl Router Network (SIPRNP.T).
We nppreciote the cmtrtesies extended 111 the stofT. Please direct tJUestions to· · · · ·

~yvf /Jw-~
11ftando1Pfl R. Stone
Deputy lnspcetur Gcneml
Pol icy and Oversight
Attachment:
N. staled
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F-35 JOINT PROGRAM OWJCE
200 12'" Sln!et South, Suite 600
Arlington, Virginia 222(}2._"-402

From:
To:

Program Executive Officer, F-35 Lightning II
Deputy Inspector General, Policy and Oversight
Department of Defense Inspector General

Subj: RESPONSE, NOTI CE OF CONCERN - QUALITY ASSURANCE
ASSESSMENT OF THE F-35 PROGRAM

1. I received and analyzed your 26 Jul 2012 Notice of Concet~
Quality Assurance Assessment of the F-35 Program (Project No .
02012- DTOTAD- 0003) regarding your visit to Honeywell, Phoenix,
AZ, on 19 July 2012 . I appreciate your team's efforts to assess
conformity to F- 35 quality management systems . I view your
assessment as a valuable tool to independently evaluate the
areas for improvement with i n the F-35 Program, with the ul timate
goal of producing a quality, timel y, and cost - effective we~on
system for the United States and our allies.
2. The F-35 Joint Program Office (JPOl, in concert with the
Defense Contract Management Agency (DCMA), reviewed the single
finding and recommendation. The JPO acknowledges the finding
issued against DCMA Ft worth, and wi l l collaborate with OCMA to
ensure recommendations are assessed and implemented to the
maximum practicable extent. A deta i led discussion of our path
forward is contained at Appendix A and is marked fo r Inspector
General Consideration.
3. We wi ll continue to work with you and your team during the
quality assurance assessments of the remaining selected Lockheed
Martin Aeron~uttcs subcontractors.

~~~

DAVID J VENLET
Vice
iral, u. s . Navy
Appendix A
Copy to:
OUSD(AT&L)
Director, Engineering
JSF Weapon System Program Manager
Director, Production
Director, Program Integration
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F-35 JOINT PROGRAM OFFICE
200 12m Stn:et South, Suite 600
Arlil•gton, V'U1tima22202-5402
FOR INSPECrOR GENERAL CONSIDERATION

Appendix A:
1.
The F- 35 Joint Program Office (JPO ), in concert wich che
Defense Contract Management Agency (DC~~), reviewed che single
finding and recommendation. The finding issued relative to DCMA
Ft Worch is being actively addressed . They have added a
supporting Lett er of Delegation for the 'l'Urbo Machine. The
subsequent Letter of Delegation from DCMA Santa Ana was accepted
by DCMA Phoenix on 09 August 2012 . Ne now have surveillance over
the entire PTMS to now include repair of the Turbo Machine. The
JSF JPO will continue to track the completion of the DCMA
Corrective Action plan as part of t he overall status of findings
from all of the DoD IG Quality Assurance Assessments.
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INSPECTOR GENERAL
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
4800 MARK CENTER ORIVC
ALCXANORIA. VIRGIN~.'. 22350·1500

OCT 2 2 2012

MEMORANDUM FOR PROGRAM EXECUTl Vli OFFICH JOINT STIH KE Ft<il tTER
SUBJECT: Notice of C.:onccrn- Qunlity Assurance Assessment of the F-35 Progt·~m
(Project No. D20 12-DTOTAD-0003)
We rll'e issuing this Notice ofConceut to intonn yo\1 that the Depat1ment oflJetense
Inspector <lenernl (Doi11Ci) tcmn iclcnri liccl issues thai require your atlcnliun. During lhc
Quality Assurance Assessment 1 of the F-35 program at BAE Systems, Somlcsbm")', United
Kingdom, fi·om September 18, 2012 to September 28,201 2, the ream identified 82 findings.
We sorlecl the fi ndings into five hroad ealcgorics: Process Discipline, Document Control,
Requirements Flowdown, Tool nnd Equipmelll Control nn<l Colibmtion, ttnd Process Pmofing.
om· assessment of each of lhese areas is as follows.
•
•
•
•
•

Process Discipline Processes nre in place. bitt focus should be on attention to delail.
Do~:um cn t Control- Pions, ptOeedurcs, om! records me notnlways mahnoined.
Requirements Flowdown-Conttnctunl requirements nre not olwnys conectly flowed
down and/or implemented.
Tool/Equi pment Control/Calibration-Tools and/or equipment arc not Jlropcrly
controlled, und the calibmtiou system hnd sc1ious dclicicncics.
Process Proofing Pmcess~: s ore telinnt on opetotor knowledge tutd trnining rather
than documented processes.

The DoD lG team's overall conclusion is lhot BAE's qunlity monugcmcnt system is not
always implemented llr suffic•cntly deli ned. The JltOduction fucillty h1cks tool conuols, the
cnlibrnlion system surfers from serious deficiencies that wau ant n complete review, t10d sofiwat~
lest ellorts need increased rieor and management parlicipation. ll owcvcr, we: fou nd that the
design review pmces~ is systcnwtic, orgtmizcd, and cousistcntly implemented; the lito c-ycle lest
eJlort was assessed to be effective; and workfot·ce and mnnngement ded icntion, knowledge,
skills, ond abilities me driving BA n' ~ success.
Olll lincliugs nr~: nttnched to this memornndt•m for yout teview nnd commenl.
J>oD Directive 7650.3 t•cquii'Cs that recommendations he resolved promptly. Please provide
comments thllt stmc whether you ogtec or disngree with the findings and recommendntions. If
you agree with our recommendations, describe what actions )'O\t huvc taken or plan to take lo
accomplish the recnmmendations and include the completion dates of your actions. lfyott
disagn:c wtth the recommt:ndations or any p1111 of them, ph:ase give sped lie reasons why you
1
We concluctcd the assessment in accordance with the Council of the lnspcclor Gcncrnl on
Integrity nnd Efficiency Quality Stnndnrds lor Inspection n11d Evaluation and guidance in
AS91 0 I, Quality Management Systems Audit Requirements for Aviation, Space, and Defense
Organizations.
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disagree :md propose ahcmntive action ir Appropriate. Clnce we complete our assessments, we
wiU provide n tcporl on our· lindings, ulung with nny additiunnl uulllcrs thnt might come to our
uth.:ntion.
We llhould receive your comments by November 2 1, 20 12. We nonnnlly include copies

orthe comments in the rep011. If you consider any mailers to be exempl ltom public release. you
should mark them clearly for Inspector (ieneral consideration.

If possible, send a portable docwncm format (.pdf) file containing your conuncms 10
Copies of your comments must hnvc the nctunl signnturc of the
authorizi ng officiRI for your orty~ni7.ation. We nrc lllllthle to accept the /Signed/ symbol in place
of Illc.: uc.:luul si11uulurc.:. If you mruugc lu send clussili.:d cumnMJts clcchunicnlly, you must send
them over tho SECRET Internet Protocol Routor Nctwoa·k (SIPR.NET).
We nppn:cinte the courtesies extended tu lhe sta n·. Plcusc direct questions to • • • • •

;;fkd
Rmulolph R. Stonl!
Ocputy l n~ pcei M Genom I
Policy nnd Oversight

1\U;~cl u neut:

As stnted

2
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JOINT !>vrRJKE FIC HTER PROGRAM
200 12TI' Str«>t South, Suite 600
Arlinglou, Virginia 22202-5402

From:
To:

Program Executive Officer, F-35 Lightning I I
Deputy Inspector General, Policy and Oversight
Department of Defense Inspector General

Subj: RESPONSE, NOTICE OF CONCERN- QUALITY ASSURANCE
ASSESSMENT OF THE F-35 PROGRAM
1. I received and analyzed your 22 Oct 2012 Notice of ConcernQuality Assurance Assessment of the F-35 Program (Project No.
D2012-DTOTAD-0003) regarding your visit to BAE Systems,
Samlesbury, United Kingdom, 18-28 September 2012. I appreciate
your team's efforts to assess conformity to F-35 quality
management systems, contractual quality clauses, and internal
processes and procedures . r view your assessment as a valuable
tool to independently evaluate the areas for improvement within
the F-35 Program, wi t h the ultimate goal of producing a quality,
timely, and cost-effective weapon system for the United States
and our allies.
2. The F-35 Joint Program Office (JPO), in concert wi th the
Defense Contract Management Agency (DCMA), the United Kingdom
Ministry of Defence (MOD), BAE, and the prime contractor,
Lockheed Martin Aeronautics (LMA), reviewed each of the
assessment ' s findings and recommendations . I accept all of the
findings issued relative to BAE and LMA as valid. I agree that
all of the recommendations issued relative to BAE and LMA should
be assessed and implemented to the maximum practicable extent.
The JPO acknowledges the finding issued against DCMA Northern
Europe, and will collaborate with DCMA to ensure recommendations
are assessed and implemented to the maximum prac ticable extent.
I accept the finding and recommendation relative to the Joint
Program Office as valid. A detailed discussion of our path
forward is contained at Appendix A and is n\arked for Inspector
General Consideration.
3. We will continue to work with you and your team during the
quality assurance assessments of the remaining selected F-35
suppliers.

Vice Admiral, U. S. Navy
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JOlNT STRIKE FIGHTER PROGRAM
200 12m Street South, Suite 600
Arlington, Virginiit 2-2202--5402

Appendix A
Copy to:
OUSD(AT&L)
Director, Engineering
JSF Weapon System Program Manager
Director, Production
Director, Program Integration
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JOINT STRIKE FIG liTER PROGRI\ \ I

200 12' 11 Street South, Suite 600
Arli•lglon, Virginia 22202-5402

FOR INSPECTOR GENERAL CONSIDERATION
Appendix A:
The F-35 Joint Program Office (JPO), in concert with the
1.
Defense Contract Management Agency (DCMA) , the United Kingdom
Ministry of Defence (MOD), BAE, and the prime contractor,
Lockheed Martin Aeronautics (LMA), reviewed each of the
assessment's findings and recommendations. I accept all of the
findings issued relative to BAE and LMA as valid. I agree that
all of the recommendations issued relative to BAE and LMA should
be assessed and implemented to the maximum practicable extent.
I believe that every finding has a deficiency that needs to be
further addressed by our program office. However, we may
discover during our root cause analysis and development of
corrective action plans that a particular aspect of a finding
may already be satisfactorily addressed and fixed. Further, I
intend to ensure that any corrections and improvements do not
stay restri cted to one location but are distributed and
implemented throughout the JSF enterprise.
2. Regarding the findings issued relative to BAE, the F- 35 JPO
has established a recurring joint working group among the F-35
JPO, BAE, LMA, MOD and DCMA to ensure that all of the findings
and reco~nendations are understood and to develop corrective
acti on plans. Points of Contact within each of the four
organizations were established for every finding on 5 November
2012, and discussions have commenced. The F- 35 JPO has worked
with DCMA at BAE to understand and properly characterize each
finding and DCMA has issued Corrective Action Requests (CARs)
for appropriate findings. The DCMA CAR process provides the
Government a systematic approach to ensure that corrective
actions are taken in a timely manner. The F- 35 JPO, in concert
with the responsible DCMA organization, MOD, and LMA, will
imp lement monthly adjudication meetings with BAE to ensure
appropriate progress is being accomplished in the corrective
act i on plan for each finding. The first meeting with BAE, LMA,
MOD, and DCMA will be held in December 2012.
3. Findings issued relative to LMA have been rolled into the
tracking process initiated during the initial visit to LMA and
will be included in theLMA monthly tracking meetings.
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JOINT STRIKE FIGHTER PROGRAM

200 121 11 Scr~c S0111h, Suicc 600
Arling1on, Virglnin 22202-5402

4. The finding relative to DCMA Northern Europe (DCMA NE) is
being actively addressed. DCMA NE has been granted the authority
to increase staff by 2 Engineers and 2 QA representatives in an
effort to increase the number of Nonconformance Material (NCM)
actions reviewed. As well, DCMA NE will submit an alternate
approach plan , per DCMA policy, to DCMA HQ Operations
Directorate for approval for the reason that 100% review of the
supplier's NCM submittals is not feasible due to increases in
NCMs related to increases in aircraft production . This action
will be completed by March 15 , 2013 . Regarding the issue of
failure to delegate Material Review Board (MRB) authority to
DCMA Representatives at BAE System (BAES ) suppliers; DCMA NE is
working with DCMA Ft Worth to make certain the proper contract
requirement is levied on BAES by Lockheed Martin (LM) . The
requirement levied on BAES will stipulate that all NCMs shall be
submitted to the onsite Government representative for
concurrence and will be obligatory throughout the BAES supply
chain . This will allow DCMA NE to issue delegations , reinforced
by applicabl e contract documents, which will enable the proper
level of oversight of Material Review Board processes. These
actions will be completed by 15 March 2013.
5. As the F- 35 Program defines its Critical Safety Item (CSI}
development and impl ementation requirements, the JPO will
continue to take DoDIG's recommendations into consideration.
The JPO plans to collaborate with DCMA Headquarters and DCMA Ft
Worth to determine how best to leverage the Engineering Support
Activity's CSI delegation (to LMA and DCMA} on minor
nonconformance and class II engineering change proposals within
the CSI policies to ensure that adequate checks and balances are
in place to s upport the F-35 CSI program. The CSI
responsibility delegation will be formally flowed down to the
Prime Contractor and DCMA through F- 35 contracts and other
program pl ans related to CSI and the JPO/DCMA Memorandum of
Agreement (MOA) .
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INSPECTOR GENERAL
UEPAR fMENT OF UEFENSE

4800 MARK CENTER URJVE
1\LEX/\NDRI/\, VIRGINIII 2?360 1GOO

NOV ZU2DI2
MeMORANDUM FOR PROGRAM EXECUTIVE OFFICE JOINT STRIKE FIGHTER
RlHUECT: Notice or Concern Quality Assumnce Assessment of the F-35 l'rogmm
(Project No. D20 I2-DTOTAU-0003)
We ure issuing 01is Notice of Concern to inform you thut lh~.: Dcprulmcnt of Defense
Inspector Gencml (DoD IG) temn identilied issues thllt rcquil·e your attention. During the
Qual ity As~uronec Asscssment 1 of the F-35 program atl loneywell Aerospucc, Ycovil, United
Kingdom, li'Om October 29. 20 12 to Novembcr2, 20 12. the team identified 38 fi11dings.
We sorted the fi ndings into live broad c:negorics: l'roeess Disctlllinc. IJocument Contml,
Requirements Flowd0\111, Tool and Equipment Control and Calibration, nnd Process Proofing.
Our assessment of t'ach of these nrcas is as follows.
•
•
•
•

P1oeess Disciplinc-Faihuc to follow establ ished procedures was ptcvnlent thro11ghou1
most qu;1lity management pmcesscs reviewed.
Documem Control Plans. procedmcs, and records are not always maintained.
Requirements r lowdown- Contractual requirement ~ are not alwuys cmrt.>clly no wed
down and/or implcmemed.
Tool/Equipment Cotttrol/Culibrolion- Tools und/or cquipnu:nt me nul properly
COIIII'Oll~d .

•

Process Proofing- Production processes R!ld work iustmctions were oot well-defined
and/or incomplete.

The DoD IG team's ovetall conclusion is that lloncywell's quality management system is
not always implemented or suftieicntly defined. Over half (60 percent) of the fi ndings were in
process discipline, indicating n lnck of attention to detui l. In addition, th~.: design roview prOet.IS~
and lnlitting system had serious deficiencies that warrant a complete review.
Our findings ure utluchcd 111 this mcmomndum li1r your review und comment.
DoD Directive 7650.3 requires that recommendntions be t't'.solved promptly. Plc11so provide
comments that stAle whether ynn agree or clisngrcc with the lindings und rccummcndutions. If
you agree with our recommendations, describe what actions you have taken or phm to take to
accomplish the n.:commcndulions ttnd include the eomplctiou dotes of your actions. If you
disagree with the recommendations or any pari oft hem, please give specific reasons why you
disngree und propose nllcmntivc action if appropriate. Once we complc t~ 0111nssessm~.:nts, we
1
We conducted the ussessment in occordancc with the Council of the lnspccto1· Uencral on
lntcgtity and Efficiency Quality Stnud111ds fot l ll~I)Cetion and Evaluation nnd guidance in
AS91 OJ. Qual ity Management Systems Audit Requirements for Aviution, Spuce, nnd Defense
Organiattions.
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will provide a report on our findings, along with any additional matters that might come to our
attention.
We should receive your comments by December 21, 2012. We normally include copies
of the comments in the report. If you consider any matters to be exempt from public release, you
should mark them clearly for Inspector General consideration.
If possible, send a portable document format (.pdf) file containing your conuncnts to
Copies or your comments must have the actual signature of the
authorizing ollicial for yom organi7ation. We arc unable to neecpt the /Signed/ symbol in plnce
or the actual signature. tr yon arrange to send classified comments electronically, you must send
them over the SECRET Internet Protocol Router Network (S IPRNB'J) .
We appreciate the cout1csics cxt~ndcd to the sluff. Please dit eel questions to • • • •

~~Randolph R. Stone
Deputy Inspector General
Policy nnd Oversight
Attachment :
As stated

2
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JOINT STIUK.R FIGHTER PROGRAM
200 un~ Street South, Suite 600
Arlington, Virginia 22202-5402

From; Program Executive Officer, P-35 Lightning IT
To:

Deputy Inspector Ocncral, Policy and Oversight
Department of Defense Inspector General

DEC 11

~11.

Subj: RESPONSE, NOTICE OF CONCERN - QUAUTY ASSURANCE ASSESSMENT OF
THE F-35 PROGRAM
I. I received and unaly-.t:t:d your 20 Nov 2012 Notioo of Com:crn-Quality Assuran~.;e Asscssrm:nl
of the F-35 Program (Project No. 020 12-DTOTAD-0003) regarding your visit to Honeywell
Aerospace, Ycovi l, United Kiogdom, 29 O~:tobcr - 2 November 2012. I appreciate your team's
efforts to assess conformity to F-35 quality management S)'!ilems, contractual quality clauses.
and internal pro~.;esses und procedures. I view your assessment as a voluoble tool to
independently evaluate the areas for improvement within the F-35 Program, with the ultimate
goal of producing 11 quulity, timc:ly, und cost-e!Tective weapon system for the United States WJd
our allies.
2. The F-35 Joint Program Office (JPO), in conccn with the Defense Contract Management
Agency (DCMA), the United Kingdom Ministry of Defence (MOD), the F-35 prime contractor,
Lockheed Marttn, and its suppliers, Honeywell, and BAE Systems, reviewed each of the
assessment's findings 1111d recommendations. I accept all of the findings issued relative to
Honeywell and BAE as valid. l agree that all ofthe recommendations issued relative to
Honeywell and BAE should be assessed and implemented to the maximum practicable extent. A
detailed discussion of our path forward is contained at Appendix A and is marked for Inspector
General Considerdlion.

3. We will continue to work with you and your team during the quality assurance assessments of
the remaining selected f-·35 suppliers.

ctd~

CHRISTOPHER C. BOGDAN
Lieutenant General , U.S. Air Force
Appendix A
Copy to:
OUSD(AT&L)
Director, Engmcering
JSF Weapon System Program Manager
DirL"'Clor, Production
Director, Program Integration
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JOINT STRIKE FIGHTER PROGR-'M
200 12TH Street South, Suite 600
Arlington, Vlrl:)nia 22202· 5402

fOR INSPECTOR GENERAL CONS ID ERATION
Apnendix A:
I. The F-35 Joint Program Office (JPO), in concert with the Defense Contract MWlllgement
Agency (DCMA}, the United Kingdom Ministry of Defence (MOD), the F-35 pnme contractor,
Lockheed Martin Aerospace (LMA), and its suppliers, Honeywell and BAE Systems, reviewed
each of the assessment's findings :utd recommendations. l accept all of the findings issued
relative to Tlonc:ywell and BAE Ill! valid. !agree that all of the recommendations issued relative
to Honeywell and BAE shmlld be assessed and implemented to the maximum practicable extent
I believe thai every findmg has a deficiency that needs to be furthC.T addressed by our program
office. However, we may discover during our root cause analysis and development of correcuve
action plans that a particular aspect of a finding may already be satisfactorily addrt:Sscd and
fixed. Further, I intend to ensure that any corrections and improvements do not stay restricted to
one location but arc distributed and implementc;d throughout the JSF enterprise.
2. Regarding the findings 1ssued relative to Honeywell, tlu~ F-35 JPO hns established a recurring
joint working group among the F-35 JPO, lloneywell, DAE, LMA, MOD and DCMA to ensure
all of the findings and recommendations arc understood and to stiU1 developing corrective action
plan~ . Points of Contact within each oft he four organizations have been established for every
lindmg and discus~ions hove already commenced. The F-35 IPO has begun working with
DCMA at Honeywell to understand and proper! y characterize each findmg with an eye towards
drafting Corrective Action Requt:Sts (CARs) for appropriate findings (on-going, ECD December
2012). The DCMA CAR process provides the Government a systematic approach to ensure that
corrective actiolll! arc taken in a timely mWl!ler. The F-35 JPO, in conccct with the responsible
DCMA organization, MOD, and Honeywell, will implement monthly adjudication meetings with
C.'lleh location included in the assessment to ensure appropriate progress is being accomplished ill
the corrective action plan lor each finding. The first meeting with Honeywell, BAE, MOD, and
DCMA will be held in I1111uary 2012.

3. Regarding the finding issued relative to BAE Systems; it has been rolled into the tracking
process initiated during the firstvis1t to BAE Systems, Samlcsbury, United Kingdom, and will be
included in the BAE monthly tracking meetings.
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INSPECTOR GENERAL
UEPAIHMENT OF DEFENSE

4800 MIIRK CE'NTER DRIIIE
ALEXIINDRIA. VIRGINIA 22350 1!100

DEC I 9 2{112
MEMORJ\NDIIM FOR PIHXIRAM EXEC'UT!V!, OFFICE JO INT STRIKE FlGl frE R

SUB.JGCT: Nolice ofCon~:ern-Qua lity As~mance Assessment oftl11: P-35 Program
(Project No. 02012-DTOTAD-0003)
We are is~ uing lhis Notice of Concern to inform ynn that 1he l>cpllt1mcnt o fl>efett.~c
lnSJ>ectot' Geneml (DoD JG) team identifietl bsues that require yo\n' auemion. During the
Quality Assurance Assessment' of the P-15 program at United Technologies Corponuion,
Aerospace Systems (UTAS), perfonned at the lndt:IX:nclence, Ohio and Fo11 Wmth. Texns
facilities from Novcmhcr 27, 2012 to DecemberS, 20 12, the ream identified .SI finding.~.

We so11cd the findings into five broad catcgot·ics: Process IJisciplinc, Document Control,
Requirements Flowdown, Tool and Equipment Control and Calibration, and Process Proofing.
Our nsscssmclll or cuch or these orcus is as follows.
Process Discipl inc-F:tilure 10 follow cslablishcd procedures wns prcVBicnt throughour
most quality management processes reviewed.
• IJocument Control Plans, procedures, nnd records arc not always maintained.
• Requirements f.'lowclnwn Contractual rcquit-cmcn t~ arc not always correctly Onwccl
down and/or implemented.
• Tool/Equipment Controi/Cnlibmtion Tools and/oreq\tipment are not properly
controlled.
• l't·occss Proofing- Production processes and work instruction~ were not well-defined
uudfur iueomph:tt.
•

'I he l>ol) Jli team's overall conclusion is that UTAS's quality management system
requires significant focus in a couple of key areas. These areas include the l>toper
implementation Of CJllnhty and nHIIIUfnctul'ing pmeesses and the Oow down of P-35 pt'Ogt1llll
rcqui tentonts to suppliers. In addition, attention to documentation maintenance needs 10 bell
priorily.

Our findings art nttuchcd to this mcmomndum for your review nml cunnucnl.
IJoD IJirective 76SO.J reqttires tiHitt·ecommendations be resolved pro111Jltly. Please pt·ovlde
comments that state whether you agree ur di~agtcc with the fi ndings and tCCOIIHitcnclations. If
you agree with our recommendatiOns, describe what actions you have taken or lllan to take to
accoutpl i~h tht: 1'\:connm:ntlations anti include the cmuplt:tionl.lah:s ofymn action;. lr you
1 We conducted the assessment in accordnncc with the Council of the Inspector General on
Integrity und Eflicicncy Quality Stmulnrds forlnspcction 11nd Evaluation und guic.luncc in
AS9101 , Qt~o~ l ity Ma11agement Systems Audit Reqnireme11t~ for Avi11tion. Spllce, and nefen~e
Orgnnizntions.
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disngree with tho rccommendntions o1· any p311 of them, please give spectlic reasons why yon
disagree and propose altemallvc action ifappropnatc.

lf possible, send o portoblc document fonnnt Ct>d f) lile contnininAyour comments lO
• • • • • • • •. Copies of' your comments must have the actual signatUre of the
authorizing official for your orgwtizntion. We are unable to accept the /Signed/ symbol itl ]>lnce
of" the uclllnl signAture. If you ntra•tge to ·end cla~si li ed comments electronically, you must send
them over the SI'!CRHT lntcmctl'rniOcol Router Network (S IPRNE1).
We should rece1ve your comments hy January 16,2013. We normally include copies of
the comments in the tcpott. If you consider nny mnttc1s to be exempt 11-om public rele.1se. ynu
~houl d mark 1hem r.learly to•· Inspector <leneml r.onsideration.
O uce we complete our u~sessmeuts, we will provide o •~port 011 our lindings, along with
any additional matters th~t might come to our attention. We appreciate the enurtcsics extended
to the stnff. Please di1cct qucstious to • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

~/4$
Rllndolph K Stone
Dcp\lty Inspector Genco'!\ I

Policy ami Oversight
Altuchmcnt:
As ~1ute<l

2
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•

JOlNT STRIKE FIGHTER I'ROGRAM

ZOO 12m Street South, Suite 600
Arlington, VIrginia 22202·5402

From: Program Executive Officer, F-35 L1ghtnmg II

To:

JAN 18 2013
Deputy Lnspector General, Policy and Overs1ght
Department of Defense Inspector General

Subj: RESPONSE, NOTICE OF CONCERN - QUALITY ASSURANCE ASSESSMENT OF
THE F-35 PROGRAM
I. r received and analy.tcd your 19 Dec 20 12 Noli~ of Concern-Quality Assurnncc Assessment
of the F-35 Program (Project No. D2012-DTOTAD·0003) regarding your visit to United
Tcchnolog~cs Corporation, Aerospace Syst'-"TJJS (UTAS), performed at the Independence, Ohio
and Fort Worth, Texas facilities, 27 November-S Deccmber2012. I appreciate your team's
efforts to assess conformity to F-35 qulllity mamlK'-"Tllent systc:ms, contractual quality clausc:s,
and internal processes and procedures. I view your assessment as a valuable tool to
independently evaluate the areas for improvement within the F-35 Program, with the ultimate
goal of producing a quality, timely, and cost-effective weapon system for the United States and
our allies. I take s'-'Tiously my responsibility to ensure corrections are effectively implemented
and the F-35 progrrun office, in concert with OUSD(AT&L), w11l follow up at all1dentified
loc~tions to ensure compliance with corrective action plans.
2. The F-35 Joint Program Office (JPO), in concert with the Defense Contract Management
Agency (DCMA), and the F-35 prime contractor, Lockheed Martin Aerospace (LMA), reviewed
each of the assessment's fi ndings u.nd recommendations. I accept all uf the findings issued
relative to UTAS and LMA. I agree that all oflhe recommendabons issued relative to UTAS
and LMA should be assessed wtd implemented to the maximum practicable extent. The JPO
acknowledges the findings issued against DCMA Cleveland, and will collaborate with DCMA to
ensure recommendutions nre ussessed u.nd implemented to the maximum practicable extent. A
derailed discussion of our path forward is contained at Ap[lertdix A and is marked for Lnspeetor
General Considerulion.

J . We will continue to work with you and your tCilffi during the quality assurance assessments of
the remaining selected F-35 suppliers

/1~/J//

~

/

I.

- -- -~

CHRISTOPHER c_BOGDAN
Lu::utenant General, U.S. Air Force

••

Appendix A
Copy to:
OUSD(AT&L)
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JOINI' STRIKE FJGHTER PROGRAM
200 J211f StNJet South, Suite 600

ArHngtoo, Virginia 22202-5402
Director, Engineering

JSF Weapon System Program Manager
Director, Production
Director, Program Integration
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JOJNI' STRlKE FIGHTER PROGRAM

200 12111 Slret!t South, Suit!!. 600
Arlington, Virginia 22202-5402
FOR INSPECTOR GENERAL CONSIDERATION
Appendix A:
1. The F-35 Joint Progro.m Offic~: (JPO), in concc..-rt with the Defense Contract Mnnagemeot
Agc:ncy (DCMA). and the F-35 prime contractor. Lockheed Martin A~ospace (LMA), reviewed
each of the assessm(:nt's findings and recommendations. I accept all of the findings issued
relative to UTAS and LMA as valid. I agree that all of the recommendations issued relative to
UTAS and LMA should be assessed and implemented to the maximum pructlcoble extent. I
believe that ervery finding has a deficiency that needs to be further addressed by our program
office. Huwever, we may discover during our root cause analysis and development of corrective
action plans that a particular aspect of a finding may already be satisfactorily addressed and
fixed. llJlke seriously my respon~ibility to ensure corrections are effectively implemented and
the P-35 program office, in concert with OUSD(AT&L), will follow up at all identified locations
to ensure compli1111oe with corrective action pl1111s. Further, l intend to ensure that any
corrections and improvements do not stay restricted to one location but are distributed and
implemented throughout the JSF enterprise.
2. Regarding the findings issued relative toUTAS. the F-35 JPO has established a recurring
join1 working group among the F-35 JPO, UTAS, I.MA, and OCMA to ensure all of the finding.'>
and recommendations arc understood and to start developing corrective action plans. Points of
Contact within each of the four organizations have been established for every finding (completed
15 Jan I 3) and discussions have already commenced. The F-35 JPO has begun working with
UCMA at both UTAS locations and at LMA Fort Worth to understand and properly characterize
each finding with nn eye townrds drafting Corrective Action Requests (CARs) for appropriate
findings (on-going. ECD 15 Feb 13). The OCMA CAR process provides the Oovcnuncnt a
systematic cpproach to ensure that corrective actions are taken in a timely manner The F-35
JPO, in concert with the responsible OCMA organization, liTAS, ami LMA, will implement
mouthly ru.ljudiention meetings with each location included in the assessment to ensure
appropriate progress is being accomplished in the corrective action plan for each finding. The
first meeting with UTAS, LMA, nnd DCMA will be held in March 2013.
3. Regarding the findings issued relative to LMA; they has been rolled into the tracking process
m•hated dunng the first vis1t to LMA, Fort Worth, and will be included in theLMA monthly
tracking meetings.
4. The findings relative to DCMA Cleveland are being actively addressed. OCMA Cleveland has
begun a scrub of actions identified in the Letters of Delegation from DCMA Lockheed Martln,
Port Worth to ensure that all are being addressed. DCMA Cleveland is workmg with the
contractor to improve the Dow of waivers/deviations, ensuring adequate reviews and
recommendations are provided to the delegating authority. Regarding the finding on
rcdclcgation ofMall:rial Review rcsponsibilitios, DCMA Cleveland is assessing all
documentation to ensure that correct delegatiOns are in place. These actions will be completed
by 15 April2013
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Appendix D
F-35 Joint Program Office and Defense Contract
Management Agency Comments

F-35 LlGJiTINING II JOINT PROGRAM OFFICE

200 12" Str~~t South, Suit~ 600
Al'lincton, VIrgin In 22202-5402

AUG 2 3 2013

Mr. Randolph R. Stone
Deputy Inspector General Policy and Oversight
4800 Mark Center Drive
Alexandria, Virginia 22350-1500
Dear Mr. Slone,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your drafi report, "Quality Assurauec
Assessment of the P-35 Lighting II Program", dated 5 August 2013.
Both the l'-35 Joint Program Office (JPO) and the Defense Contract Management
Agency (DCMA) take very seriously the findings and recommendations you offer in your report.
We appreciate the DoD IG's efforts to improve the F'-35 Progrumnnd found the DoD IG Team
to be both professional and knowledgeable. As is noted in Enclosure 1, P-35 JPO and DCMA
Response to Findings/Recommendations, we have been ~ggressivcl y addressing these findings
since the bcgirming of the 11sscssmcnt. The JPO <ntd DCMA have initiated 343 Corrective
Action Plans (CAPs) to address all363 find ings. As of20 August 2013,260 CAPs for specific
controctor finding~ hove been validated nnd closed, with 73 CAPs in work, and 10 CAPs to he
approved. We nrc implementing corrective actions with the ultimate goal of producing a qnality,
timely, and cost-effective weapon system for the United States and our allies.
Enclosure I provides a detailed response for each finding ond rccommendntion.
F,nclosure 2 provides recommended changes to verbiage in the draft rcpo1t.
The action officers for this response are Mr. Tim Truyers, tim.troyers@jsl'.mil (703) 6015650 and Col Alex Stathopoulos, alcx.stnthopoulos@demn.mil, (817) 763-4422.
Sincerely,

a~6
General, USAF
Program F.xceutive Officer
Licuten~nt

_)i':{~i-A( G. j~~
MkJ;; _"GREENING

Enclosures:
1. F-35 JPO and DCMA Response to Findings/Recommendations
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F-35 Joint Program Office and Defense Contract Management
Agency Comments (cont’d)

2. F-35 JPO comments/recommended chnngc~

cc:
OUSD(AT&t)
Assistant Secreta•')' of the Nnvy (Research, Development & Acquisition)
SAF AQ Principnl Deputy
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Agency Comments (cont’d)

DEFENSE CONTRACT MANAGEMENT AGENCY
3901 A Avenue, Building 10500
Fort Lee, VIRGINIA 23801

August 29, 2013
MEMORANDUM FOR DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE, INSPECTOR GENERAL, AUDIT
POLICY AND OVERSIGHT
SUBJECT: Draft Report Quality Assurance Assessment of the F-35 Lightning II Program
(Project No. D2012-DTOTAD-0003.000) dated August 5, 2013
Reference: DoDIG Draft Report Project No. D2012-DTOTAD-0003
We have attached the Headquarters, Defense Contract Management Agency’s comments
and documentation as requested.
The Point of contact for this our response is Col Stathopoulos at (817) 763-4422 or
Alex.Stathopoulos@dcma.mil.

Attachment:
As stated
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F-35 Joint Program Office and Defense Contract Management
Agency Comments (cont’d)
Quality Assurance Assessment of the F-35 Lightning II Program
Project No. D201 2-DTOTAD-0003.000
F-35 JPO and DCMA Findings, Recommendations and Responses
Finding A: The F-35 Joint Pro&>ram Office (J PO) did not ensure that Lockheed Martin and its
subcontractors were applying rigor to design, manufacturing, and qual ity assurance processes.
F-35 JPO R esponse: Agree
A rigorous des ign, manufacturing, and quality assurance process ex ists. T he Program has
continued to follow the DoD Systems Engineering process that spans from development through
sustainment. Program plans such as the F-35 Systems Engineering Program Plan, F-35 Program
Manufacturing Plan, and F-35 Quality Management Plan were written by the contractor,
reviewed by JPO, and have been in place since early in the Systems Development and
Demonstra tion (SOD) phase and continue to evolve as the Pro&>ram matures. Program reviews
such as Critical Design Reviews, Production Readiness Reviews, and various Quality Assurance
reviews (for example First Article Inspections) have been put in place with the F-35 Joint
Program Office and DCMA participation. Major reviews have detai led entrance and exit criteria
to ensure requirements are defined, implemented, traceable, and verified by Program and
Department of Defense Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) participating in the major reviews
(providing both internal and independent assessme nts).
The F-35 baseline design has continued to evolve as a result of testing, producibility
improvements , and afTordability. Contractor and Government change boards are in use. Design
change manage ment has also evolved with the newly stood up Concurrency Inte&>rated Product
Team (IPT) which ensures that proper systems engineering, production, and sustainment reviews
have been conducted and the change can be incorporated to meet cost, schedule, and
perforntance requirements.
The Manufacturing plan has continued to evolve largely d ue to on-going concurrent design
development and transition to rate production lines. Policies and procedures are in place to
provide checks and balances in upgrading the manufacturing operations, production floor layouts
and tooling, and procure ment operations to ensure maintaining product integrity . Findings of
independent audits by contractors, DCMA, a nd DoD IG highlight opportunities for
improvement. These audits and DCMA inspections have helped ensure greater discipline in
adhering to their policies and procedures already established. Additionally, the Defense Contract
Management Agency (DCMA) had issued a Level III Corrective Action Request (CAR) on July
20 I0 for action to be taken in ensuring process discipl ine and procedural adherence.

Recommendation At : (JPO) Ensure compliance to AS9100 throughout the F-35 supply chain.
F-35 JPO Response: Concur
AS91 00 (Quality Management Systems - Requirements for Aviation, Space, and Defense
Organizations) is an F-35 contractual requirement. The prime contractor (Lockheed Martin
(LM)) is AS91 00 certified and has flowed down this quality requirement to its supply chain.
AS9100 certification is granted by a third party accredited entity. Periodic reviews are he ld by
that third party entity to maintain certifi cation. Annual sel f audits are conducted by both the
prime contractor and its suppliers to monitor compliance within their respective faci lities. The
OISTRIBUTtON STATEMENT A. Approved fo1 public release; distr ibution is unlimited.
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Quality Assurance Assessment of the F-35 Lightning II Program
Project No. 020 12-DTOTAD-0003 .000
F-35 JPO and DCMA Findings, Recommendations and Responses
Government has had limited insight to results of these self audits, however, DCMA perfonns
onsite process reviews as part of its oversight activity. DCMA at Lockheed Martin Fort Worth
reorganized in February 2013 to provide more focus and inspection emphasis to ensure AS9100
compliance and a quality product. Additionally, JPO reviews AS9 100 certification status of
critical suppliers during their annual Production Readiness Reviews (PRR). These reviews serve
as a LRIP risk management tool conducted with the prime contractor and selected major critical
suppliers, covering Technical, Production and Sustainment requirernems. Suppliers must
demonstrate consistent adherence of product compliant to contractual (AS9100) and applicable
statutory and regulatory requirements. Findings of this IG audit have caused both contractor and
Government entities to adjust the frequency and scope of independent audits to ensure greater
insight to AS9100 compliance.

Reco mmendation A.2: Ensure that Lockheed Martin approves a ll design and material review
board changes and variances with Government concurrence.
F-35 JPO Res1>0nse: Concur
Current F-35 Program plans (such as the Configuration Management Plan) require that all major
design changes and variances for production aircraft receive Government concurrence. The
Government maintains limited insight of the contractor's Material Review Board (MRB)
process. Subsequently, the Government has reprioritize.d and refined its engagement in that
process to ensure improved effectiveness. For nonconfonnances that require MRB disposition,
JPO delegates the approval of Class II (m inor) changes to DCMA and reviews all Class l
changes that affect form, fit, or function. A Class I change request is dispositioned through the
JPO Change Review Board (JCRB), which performs a technical and business assessment and
provides a written recommendation to the Joint Configuration Control Board (JCCB). With the
input of major stakeholders, the JCCB adjudicates the recommended change and provides that
decision to Contracts, who notifies the Prime Contractor to proceed in incorporating the change.
Any subcontractor submittal for variances and engineering change requests, for which Lockheed
Martin is the sole design authority, must be go through Lockheed Martin's change control boards
for review and approval. Furthermore, Lockheed Martin must provide concurrence for
engineering changes relating to subcontractor owned designs. Various configuration
management checks and balances (such as Physical and Functional Configuration Audits) are in
place to ensure control.
Recommendation A.3: (JPO) Perform process proofing of all critical processes to include fi rst
article inspections.
F-35 JPO Response: Partially Concur
The Government does not have the resources to perfonn process proofing of all critical
processes. Responsibility and accountability rests on the prime contractor, with oversight from
the Govenunent. Process proofing and First Article Inspections are Program Plan and
contractual requirements. The Government perfonns audits of process compliance to ensure the
OISTRIBUTtON STATEMENT A. Approved for pubhc re~as~; distributiOn is unlimited.
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Agency Comments (cont’d)
Quality Assurance Assessment of the F-35 Lightning II Program
Project No. 02012-DTOTAD-0003.000
F-35 JPO and DCMA Findings, Recommendations and Responses
contractor is controlling critical operations. The Government closely monitors scrap, rework,
and repair to ensure the contractor is conducting proper root cause analyses to implement
appropriate corrective actions. The Govemment also monitors the quality of delivered product to
ensure control of escaped defects.
JPO requires the contractor to perform First Article Inspections (FA I) and process proofing as
part of their implementation of AS9100 and the F-35 Program Quality Management Plan. Over
27,500 original baseline FA Is have been completed and approximately 400 more delta FA Is will
be perfom1ed for parts due to concurrency, producibility, process changes, etc. In addition, the
prime contrac10r has implemented variation management, which is an advanced quality system
technique that focuses on defect prevention and continuous improvement through the
identification of key product and process characteristics. This allows greater control of the
manufacturing process.

Recommenda tion A.4 : (JPO) Modify its contracts to include a quality escape clause, to ensure
the Govenunent does not pay for nonconforming product.
F-35 J PO Response: Concur
J PO concurs that greater incentives should be taken to preclude the cost of poor quality. Major
non-confonuances that do not meet engineering specification are identifi ed and adjudicated for
acceptance or rejection with considerations/withholds placed on a variance. Minor nonconformances are reworked, repaired, or used as is. The program has transitioned to fixed price
type contacts with a Oil 00 share ratio and clauses will prescribe to applicable FAR require ments.
Along with considerations I withholds on non-conformances, this contract structure will facil itate
~:,rre.ater incentive by the contractor to provide quality assurance in order to maintain cost and
schedule obligations without over running their negotiated budget. The contractor will absorb a
level of cost for poor qua lity. In addition, the J PO continues to establish quality performance
targets with commitments from JPO and LM senior leadership. These targets are based upon
continuous learning in fabrication and assembly operations, corrective action implementation, in
addition to product and process improvements as a result of affordability and concurrency
changes.

Recommenda tion A.S: (JPO) Assess the impacts and risks to all delivered airc raft for all
findings.
F-3 5 JPO Response: Concur
The impacts and risks of all fi ndings were assessed as part of the Corrective Action Request
(CAR)/Corrective Action Plan (CAP) process. When a CA R was written, the F-35 fl eet was
assessed for impact. Concurrence on each CAP considered effectivity, safety, and contract
elements. TI1is detenn ined priority an d timing required to implement the corrective action into
the affected aircraft as appropriate.
DISTRIBUTION STATI'MENT A. Approved for publi< relea~; dislfib<Jtion Is unlimited.
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Project No. 02012-DTOTAD-0003 .000
F-35 JPO and DCMA Findings, Recommendations and Responses

Finding B: JPO did not flow down critical safety item (CSI) requirements.
F-35 J PO Response: Agree
Public Law I 08-36, section 802, requiring a Critical Safety Item program was introduced in
fiscal 2004 legislation, three years after the F-35 SOD contract award. Further, guidance from
DoD on how to implement CSI was not immediately forthcoming. As such, the F-35 program
delayed CS I implementation pending clear policy and to minimize unnecessary cost growth. As
the name implies, the focus ofCSI is aviation safety. The F-35 program and contractor team
treat safety as a Number I priority. The JPO's development specification includes stressing
criteria for aviation safety (max loss of aircraft rate), hazard risk levels, and mission completion
success criteria. Further, LM 's engineering standard work requires a comprehensive product
integrity program to ensure the safety and performance of safety / mission critical components,
subsystems, and assemblies. Rigorous guidelines to include redundancy, backup systems, design
and qualification standards, etc. are imposed on these components to ensure safety and
perfom1ance. Many of the prescribed CS I practice, such as 100% inspection, are subsumed
under the umbrella of the integrity programs: fracture critical; safety critical ; durability critical;
and mission critical. Nonetheless, JPO and the contractor developed and regularly update a list
ofCSI parts and assemblies. This list has been required on each LRJ P contract to date. That
said, the JPO is phasing in the remaining tenants of a CSI program through ongoing LRIP
contracting actions and new SDD actions. For example, recent closure on the LRIP 6 contract
includes additional CSI related tasks for variance management and notifica tion.

Recommendation B. I: (JPO) Implement an aviation critical safety item program that meets the
requirements of the Public Law and DoD Policy, which would include flow down of
requirements for a critical sa fety item program to Lockheed Martin and its subcontractors.
F-35 J-ro Response: Concur
JPO is working with the prime contractor in developing a Request for Proposal (RFP) for a twophased CS I Non Recurring Engineering (NRE) approach. This will require the development of
comprehensive CSI requirements which will be added to the SDD contract 's Statement of Work.
These requirements will address the identification of critical characteristics that enable
compliance at the prime contractor and throughout its supply base. Once the SOD NRE efforts
are completed, the full scope of the F-35 CSI program will be included in future production and
sustainment contracts. Commencement of certain initial recurring tasks will be implemented
using the LRJP 6 contract. In the interim, the contractors' integrity and quality programs are
providing assurance for continued aviation safety.
Recommendation 8 .2: (JPO) Assess the impacts and risks to all delivered aircraft for critical
safety item deficiencies.
DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT A. Appr'oved for public relea~; disltibution is unlimited.
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Quality Assurance Assessment of the F-35 Lightning II Program
Project No. 02012-DTOTAD-0003.000
F-35 JPO and DCMA Findings, Recommendations and Responses
F-35 JPO R esponse: Concur
Deficiencies and impacts to critical pans are identified and assessed during quality assurance
practices and testing operations as part of the SOD design and product verification processes. If
safety issues and limitations are discovered, changes are initiated and incorporated as warranted
to the test and production aircraft. Initial and continued airworthiness is a major focus of the F35 Class Desk, Airworthiness Team, Integrated Test Team, and Integrated Product Teams. The
SDD test aircraft have more than 5,000 flight hours. The combined F-35 fleet has accumulated
more than 7,000 fli ght hours. This is not to say that there are no significant issues or discove ries.
Rather, there is an upfront understanding whether any new discovery poses an increased safety
risk. If necessary, proper actions are taken, such as suspending flight operations, directing
inspections, adding fli ght limitations or restrictions, and directing hardware or sofhvare
modifications to mitigate the safety risks.

Finding C : JPO did not ensure that Lockheed Martin flowed down quality assurance and
technical requirements to subcontractors.
F-35 JPO Response: Partially Agree
Processes are in place, which ensure that requirements are flowed down from the prime
contractor to its supply base. But, there are areas for improvement. A significant number of IG
findings were noted in this area. The four key areas of highest concern were First Article
Inspection, Configuration Control, Design and Development Requirements, and Diminishing
Manufacturing Supply and Materiel Shortages.
First Article Inspection (FA I)- Although tbe IG finding states that there is a lack of definitive
FAI requirement flowed down to the prime contractor's supply chain, all major suppliers are
required to adhere to AS9100 in which FAI is addressed. AS9102, First Article Inspection, is
used as a guideline to assist in meeting the AS9100 requirement. Validation of interface control
features, key characteristics, interchangeability I replaceability, outer mold-line, coating
application, and component end item inspections are conducted throughout major assemblies and
tied to the aircraft acceptance (DD250) process. As such, LM does not require FA Is to be
performed on major component assemblies such as the wing and the center, forward, and aft
fuselages.
Configuration Control - The associated IG find ing states that there is a lack of requirement flow
down and communication between Lockheed Martin and its suppliers, leading to configuration
management issues. The F-35 maimains a detailed Configuration Management Plan which
describes configuration control through the prime comractor and its supply chain. Check and
balances have been put in place to ensure configuration control. These checks and balances
include (but are not limited to) FunctionaUAilocated/Product Baseline Reviews, First Article
Inspections, Physical Configuration Reviews I Audits, Function Confi guration Audits, and
System Verification Reviews. Preparation for these major reviews serves as a means to
DISTRIBUTION STATI'MENT A. Approved for public relea~; diSiriiMion Is unlimited.
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Quality Assurance Assessment of the F-35 Lightning II Program
Project No. 02012-DTOTAD-0003.000
F-35 JPO and DCMA Findings, Recommendations and Responses
communicate and understand the requirements between the prime contractor and its suppliers.
Execution of such reviews validates compliance and ensures configuration control.
Design and Development Requirements - A key finding in this area dealt with a lack of flow
down of Mission Systems Software Development requirements, in addition to verification and
traceability of those requirements. It is true that there are challenges with traceability of mission
systems requirements. However, it is not accurate to say that the requirements are untraceable.
Traceability can be accomplished. The challenge is that the traceability requires access to
several tools and is more manual in nature and not an automatic Dynamic Object Oriented
Requirements System (DOORs) function. The finding also mentioned the lack of maintenance
of the Air System Block Plan. This statement is inaccurate. At some point in time this statement
may have been true, however, the Air System Block Plan is maintained via a Contract Data
Requirements List (CDRL) that is updated every 6 months and the Program now has a Build
Review Board that actively manages the capabil ity content of the detailed build plans that
constitute the higher level Block Plans. The Build Review Board monitors execution progress
and planning of new software builds to ensure that capabilities are delivered on time based on a
realistic schedule and acts as the Decision Body that makes infonned trades to support software
execution and LRIP production deliveries.
Diminishing Manufacturing Supply and Materiel Shortages (DMSMS) - This finding stated that
JPO bad not funded Lockheed Martin (LM) to implement a DM SMS program. The cooversion
from funding DMSMS on the SOD contract to the LRIP contracts was taking place when the IG
was briefed. During this interim, DMSMS was not funded by the F-35 Joint Program Office.
Potential risks were mitigated as a result of the prime contractor executing on internal company
funding and converting to an Undefinitized Contract Authorization (UCA), with Full
Authorization funded under LRTP 6. In addition, the DMSMS strategy was under review, the
charter was signed, and the management plan was in draft by the F-35 Joint Program Office.
The prime contractor also revised the Supply Chain Management Plan which now includes the
DMSMS Team as a stakeholder, ensuring proper coordination. Furthennore the DMSMS
Supplier Statement of Work requirement was updated to specifically require LM suppliers to
flow down DMSMS requirements to sub-tier suppliers. Funding and improvements concerning
DM SMS requirements have allowed better proactive parts obsolescence management.
Recommendation C : (JPO) Perfonn technical and quality assurance requirement flow down
and verification throughout the F-35 supply chain.
F-35 JPO Response: Partially Concur
The Government does not have the responsibility or resources to perfonn requirement flow down
verification throughout the prime contractor 's entire supply chain. The prime contractor is
responsible and accountable, with oversight from the Government. The Government perfonns
spot checks and conducts surveillance to ensure the contractor is flowing down requirements to
its subcontractors. The Govemrnent monitors this closely through participation in Design
Reviews, Production Readiness Reviews, Structural Equivalency Reviews, Program
Management Reviews, production floor inspections, configuration audits, etc. On site
DISTRIBUTION STAT£MENT A. Approved fO< public releaS<>; distribution Is unHmited.
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F-35 Joint Program Office and Defense Contract Management
Agency Comments (cont’d)
Quality Assurance Assessment of the F-35 Lightning II Program
Project No. 02012-DTOTAD-0003.000
F-35 JPO and DCMA Findings, Recommendations and Responses
surveillance is primarily performed by DCMA to ensure the contractor and its subcontractors are
complying with contractual requiremeniS.

Finding 0 : JPO did not establish an effective quality assurance organization.
F-35 JPO Response: Agree
The F-35 Program management team is committed to establishing an effective Quality
Assurance program and organization. It has empowered iiS Quality Team, under the Production
JPT, to define measurable Program qual ity requirements and is engaged in creating a program
environment that fosters continuous improvement. JPO's Quality Team is engaged during
contract and product development to ensure quality considerations are conside red . Their
engagement continues through fabrication and assembly to ensure quality control and continuous
improvement through aircraft delivery. J PO has integrated DCMA as pan of its Quality Team,
per the long standing and ongoing Program IPT structure and the Program's Memorandum of
Agreement (MOA) with DCMA, to enhance quality survei llance and performance monitoring.
DCMA serves as an on-site agent and is responsible for contract administration and has
resources, training, and processes to effectively administer quality assurance. T heir insight and
oversight of contractor practices places them in the best position to identify, repon, and address
quality assurance issues. Based upon some of the IG findings, JPO and DCMA are in the
process of refining their teaming structure to ensure more cogent focus on critical processes and
product quality results.
J PO has fonned a pam1ership with Lockheed Manin and DCMA. Each e ntity maintains its
independent perspective, but is teamed to achieve a common goal -ensure the delivery of a
quality product to US Services and International Partners ' warfighters. It is through this
arrangement that requirements are articulated, executed, verified, and controlled. TI1e
Government (JPO and DCMA) continues to work closely with the contractor's Program and
Core Quality organizations to ensure adequate support is provided to meet Program objectives.
As the Program tran sitions to Full Rate Production, JPO acknowledges the need for a focused
q uality organization.

R ecommendation 0 : (JPO) Establish an independent quality assurance organization, which has
the authority and resources to enforce the AS9100 standard and F-35 product quality.
F-35 JPO R esponse: Non-concur
JPO acknowledges opportunities to improve management of Qual ity performance and the
benefits of realignment within the F-35 Prof,rram organizational structure to better support
transition from Low Rate Initia l Production to Full Rate Production . These effortS have
commenced to include an increase in resources and realignment of the Quality Team to repon to
DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT A. Appr'oved for public rek!a~; disltibution is unlimited.
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Quality Assurance Assessment of the F-35 Lightning II Program
Project No. 020 12-DTOTAD-0003.000
F-35 JPO and DCMA Findings, Recommendations and Responses
program leadership. The JPO non-concurs with establishing an independent quality assurance
organization. DCMA perfom1s the role of the independent quality assurance organization for the
F-35 and other DoD programs. DCMA conducts process surveillance against the AS9 I00
standard and enforces F-35 product q uality requirements. Additionally, the JPO Quality Team is
staffed fro m two independent organizations; Air Force Life Cycle Management Center
(AFLCMC) and Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAlR). While serving on the JPO Quality
Team, these individuals retain their responsibility to invoke their independent AFLMC and
NAVA IR leadership in the event the JPO does not properly address quality concerns.

Finding E : DCMA was not perfonning quality assurance oversight commensurate with product
criticality. insufficient written direction fro m the J PO coupled with inadequate
execution from DCMA resulted in ineffective Government oversight of the F-35
program .

F-35 JPO R esponse: Agree
DCMA is an independent DoD component that works directly with Defense suppliers and
buying agencies to ensure contract compliance. DCMA pannership with the J PO is crucial to
delivery of the F-35. DCMA's oversight activities are focused on process survei llance to ensure
systemic issues are adequately addressed. Nonconfonnances are assessed according to severity
and recurrence. Corrective action requests have been generated to address nonconfonnances, in
concen with communicating with J PO on the implementation of corrective actions. In addition,
DCMA is an integral part of the Material Review Board (MRS) process. They will continue to
review the classification of all nonconformance, raising issues which affect form, fit , or function
to JPO attention, and providing disposition to minor nonconfom1ance as req uired. DCMA also
ensures that the prime contractor and its suppliers are adequately employing the MRB process.
Contractor perfonnance status is also provided monthly to JPO in functionally-aligned written
reports.
JPO feedback is critical to DCMA. DCMA also relies on its Headquarter reviews to measure
performance based upon agency policy, contract content, and customer expectations. JPO and
DCMA have initiated improvements in their teaming relationship to include emphasizing
priorities and exploring the sharing of resources. DCMA has been conducting surveillance
activities throughout the supply chain since the beginning of the F-35 SOD contract. 137 Letters
of Delegation (LODs) are in place with all maj or and critical parts suppliers and being
continually updated to meet program needs. Additionally, as the Critical Safety Item (CS!)
program matures, DCMA and JPO will continue refocusing limited assets to ensure coverage.
DCMA (Ft Worth) and its delegated team will continue to utilize the Corrective Action Report
(CAR) methodology to focus contractor efforts and resolve risks while enhancing
CAR/Corrective Action Plan communication with the J PO.
OISTRIBUTtON STATEMENT A. Approved f01 public release; distribution is unlimited.
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F-35 JPO and DCMA Findings, Recommendations and Responses
Reco mmendation E.ta (JPO): Revise the Defense Contract Management Agency
memorandum of agreement to provide explicit surveillance criteria
F-35 JPO Response: Concur
The Memorandum of Agreement (MOA), annex A-P, dated February 2011 , between the JPO and
DCMA is being updated to reflect Program objectives requiring DCMA support in the following
areas: Management of conrractor Quality Process implementation, control, maturity, and
verification; Material Review/Change Board Process authority and related task requirements,
Foreign Object Damage (FOD) management, Government Flight Representative surveillance,
Safety of Flight inspection requirements, contractual Corrective Action Request notification, Air
system acceptance (DD250), Supply Chain Management, etc. However specific surveillance
activities and priorities are articulated via other tools, such as Quality Assurance Leuers of
Inspection (QALI' s).
It is important to note that the MOA update, though crucial in shaping organizational roles and
responsibilities that address the findings in this report, is only part of the corrective action
process being implememed. Execution ofDCMA policies, enhanced communication between
the JPO and DCMA, and enhanced inter-DCMA communications with supplier DCMA
organizations all play a role in improving surveillance. In addition to the MOA, DCMA utilizes
risk based surveillance plans to support F-35 contracts. As pan of the functional surveillance
planning process, DC MA determines what types of surveillance techniques will be applied to
ensure a supplier has adequate quality processes in place and meet all contractual requiremems.
Risks are idemified through historical knowledge of the suppliers systems and processes, results
of surveillance execution, analysis of DCMA internal data, supplier data and customer data.
Recommendation E.l.b: (JPO) Ensure that Defense Contract Management Agency is
perforn1ing quality assurance oversight commensurate with product criticality.
F-35 JPO Response: Concur
DCMA has been, and continues to be, responsive to product criticality while performing its
contact administration quality assurance functions. This includes optimizing quality assurance
oversight of contractors' critical processes, operations, and product. Product cri ticality is
governed by Federal Acquisition Regulation derived surveillance strategies. FARIDFAR
regulatory requirements as manifest in F-35 contracts are also guided by DCMA policies.
DCMA policies define risk considerations and thresholds in developing surveillance plans.
Quality specialists determine what types of surveillance techniques will be applied to ensure a
supplier has adequate quality processes in place. Surveillance activities and data analysis allow
DCMA to re-evaluate risk levels and where appropriate adj ust surveillance plans.
As non-conformance is identifi ed, JPO may request special surveillance be perfonned in other
areas due to severity or whether they are systematic in nature. This is captured in other
documents such as QALI 's. The DCMA monthly report also is a means of communicating
quality assurance oversight as it pertains to production status. Continuous communication
between JPO and DCMA to discuss and resolve quality issues is critical to meeting Program
DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT A. Appr'oved for public relea~; disltibution is unlimited.
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F-35 JPO and DCMA Findings, Recommendations and Responses
objectives. Performing quality assurance in accordance with product criticality is central to how
DC MA conducts contract surveillance.
Recommenda tion E.2.a: (DCMA) Provide a comprehensive quality assurance oversight plan
for Joint Program Office approval to be included in the memorandum of agreement.
F-35 DCMA Response: Partially C oncur
DCMA will ensure the MOA, as currently being updated, complements DCMA risk based
surveillance plann ing. The DMCA surveillance plann ing process is risk based and developed
through historical knowledge of the suppliers systems and processes, results of survei llance
execution, analysis of DCMA ime mal data, supplier data and customer data.
DCMA is also implementing a dedicated Supply Chain Management team at LMFW to address
the significant supply chain oversight challenge of the F-35 program . The foc us of the team wi ll
be to evaluate LMFWs supply chain processes and system as well as a more focused emphasis
on risk suppliers throughout the Supply Chain.
Recommend a tion E.2b: (DCMA) Audit the execution of the quality assurance oversight plan
throughout the F-35 supply chain.
F-35 DCMA R eSJ>Onsc: Concur
DCMA will comply with its quality assurance oversight plan. Regular audits of supplier and
prime DCMA organizations are crucial to max imiz ing the effectiveness of risk based
surveillance. Within DCMA, Management Review Teams (MRT) provide comprehensive
functional reviews on our quality program. These risk-based audit efforts, are conducted by
independent quality experts and occur throughout the entire DCMA organization ensuring
coverage of the F-35 supply chain. Continued communication of audit results with our
customers and enhanced communication between OCMA supplier CMOs will also supplement a
robust audit process.
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Acronyms and Abbreviations

Acronyms and Abbreviations
ANSI American National Standards Institute
AS Aerospace Standard
ATP Acceptance Test Procedure
BOS Back-Up Oxygen System
CAR Corrective Action Request
CDR Critical Design Review
CSI Critical Safety Item
CTOL Conventional Takeoff and Landing
CV Carrier-Suitable Variant
DCMA Defense Contract Management Agency
DMSMS Diminishing Manufacturing Sources and Material Shortages
DOORS Dynamic Object Oriented Requirements System
DU Display Unit
EMI Electromagnetic Interference
ESD Electrostatic Discharge
EU Electronics Unit
FAI First Article Inspection
FMECA Failure Modes, Effects, and Criticality Analysis
FOD Foreign Object Debris
FRACAS Failure Reporting, Analysis, and Corrective Action System
ICD Interface Control Document
IEC International Electrotechnical Commission
IPT Integrated Product Team
ISO International Organization for Standardization
JACG Joint Aeronautical Commanders Group
JPO Joint Program Office
JSF Joint Strike Fighter
LOD Letter of Delegation
LRIP Low-Rate Initial Production
LSLM Limited Shelf-Life Materials
NOC Notice of Concern
OBOGS On-Board Oxygen Generation System
OFI Opportunity for Improvement
OIG Office of Inspector General
PCD Panoramic Cockpit Display
PDR Preliminary Design Review
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Acronyms and Abbreviations
QN Quality Notifications
SDD Software Design Document
SDP Software Development Plan
SOW Statement of Work
SRS Software Requirements Specification
STOVL Short Takeoff and Vertical Landing
SVDD Software Version Description
UTAS United Technology Aerospace Systems
VDD Version Description Document
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Whistleblower Protection
U.S. Department of Defense

The Whistleblower Protection Enhancement Act of 2012 requires
the Inspector General to designate a Whistleblower Protection
Ombudsman to educate agency employees about prohibitions on
retaliation, and rights and remedies against retaliation for protected
disclosures. The designated ombudsman is the DoD IG Director for
Whistleblowing & Transparency. For more information on your rights
and remedies against retaliation, go to the Whistleblower webpage at
www.dodig.mil/programs/whistleblower.
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Twitter
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